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7he~lf~investigation5 -over the years 1971-74 on the Juneau Icefleld, Alaska (the

Taku District) and In the Atlin, B.C. region. Significant advantage has been gained by

the availability of field data from the Juneau Icefield Research Program sinze 1946.

with our aim the clarification of the process factor in arctic and moun' *n 
terrains,

emphasis is on glacial, glaclo-fluvial and perigleciaI landforms. Becau~ie the effecti-
veness of process stress Is controlled by geologic structure and time, and because this

stress represents a force which combines mass and acceleration, the totiel mass/energy
continuum has to be considered. In this,attentlon Is paid to energy distribution In

the system and to Its changes... I.e., the entropy of the terrain being -tudied. The

analyses are made from data in the disciplines of ciimatclogy, glacioIk. j, hydrology,
geophysics, continuum mechanics and periglaclal and glacial geology.

The Juneau Icefleld serves as a continental divide, west of whIci re 60 miles (10
kin) of drainage to the Pacific Ocean. This Is compared to 2300 miles %ý50 kin) of In-
land drainage northward down the Yukon River to the Bering Sea. The proximity of the
Gulf of Alaska results In high-intensity coastal storms which bring much moisture and
energy into t-he system. This research, therefore, has glacio-climatol ,Ical emphasis.

Data from 14 meteorological stations are analyzed along a 200-mil transect be-
tween Juneau, Alaska and Whitehorse, Yukon. A gradient of continentality Is revealed,
with a "sun-line" Identified in a transttional zone 10 miles (16 kins) northeast of the
Ice divide. Between here and the coast, high humidity prevails, with excessive summuier
melting on the Alaskan n~v~s, producing rilled and sun-cupped surfaces alternately des-
troyed and re-formed by rain and sun. Inland, evaporation adds to ablation and pro-

(cont.)________
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ABSTRACT (cont.)

duces highly roughenel surfaces. Below the nbv6-llne, melt-water flows by supraglacial
streams Into moulins Jnd moves by Intra-granular permeation Into englacial channels.

Allied with the continentality gradient Is a rise in n4v4-lines, which are 2000
feet (650 m) higher on the continental flank. Since 1945, these have varied as much as

1000 feet (300 m). Regional cirque and berm levels and t3nk and tor topography are In-

vestigated regarding former glaciation limits and Pleistocene n&v6-11nes. A 9-fold clrque
system In the Taku District compares to 5 levels In the Atlin area, corroborating that
glacial processes on the coastal flank far exceed those inland. The continental sector,
however, has experienced stronger development of periglaclal features (palsas, patterned
ground and rock glaciers) during the Wisconsinan. Permafrost Is still common above
5500 feet (1700 m).

Our glaciological research emphasizes mass balance and the deformation of ice masses
Such as the Lemon and CatheiJral Glacie-s which, in this study, are coastal and Inland
prototypes. Firn stratigraphy shows a lowering of maximum accumulation levels in the
past 15 years...from up to 7000 feet (2100 m) In the 1940's and 50's down to 3000 feet
(900m) In the 1960's and 70's. The data verily that with warming phases there is a
coastward shift in the Arctic Front coincident with upward migration of transient snow-
lines. Measured mass balances corroborate climatic trends in the regional meteorological
records at Juneau and Whitehorse over the years 1907-1974.

Glacier regimes are also evaluated with respect to Little Ice Age and Neoglacial
histories. Lichenometric and palynological methods have been fruitful, assisted by
isotope dating of organics in bogs and till-buried intra-glacial forests. The regional
glacial landforrn sequence provides a Quaternary chronology. In this, the observed minor
cycles, involving 20- to 30-year and 80 to 9'-year shifts in storm paths, are found to
manifest the nature of much larger displacements in the mean position of cyclonic storm
centers durirng the Holocene. During periods of cooling, the circumpolar vortex retracts
and storm paths move inland. With this shift in peripheral storms, there is a change
to southwesterly winds bringing added moisture inland from the Pacific.

A relationship between glacier fluctuations and long-term mean positions of the
dominant North American tropospheric ridge seems to be coincident with a 45-year cooling
trend (90-year cyc;e) expected to bottom out about 2000 A.D. The solar control mechanism
is examined with consideration given to zonal index changes in the circumpolar vortex.
Intensity of the cor,:imer-ality gradient appears to vary as changes in pressure take
place in the tropospheriL ,es+srlies, apparently in response to variations in electro-
magnetic and corpuscular radiation. Additional proof of this indicated correlation
will be sought in our continuing research. The important controls of elevation and
geographic position have also been recognized in interpreting changes in glacier regimes
and their hydrological consequence.

The evolution of lesser terrain features, such as self-spilling lakes, glacier
caves, fluted channels, wave bulges, ogives, firn folds, bedrock thresholds and phenomena
associated with avalanches and Jokulhlaups are also discussed. Much is preliminary to
further investigations in this region which, by its unique geographical location, Is so
sensitive to the process factor. But even In the incomplete aspects of this study, the
self-regulation of natural systems constantly striving for a more even distribution of
energy is well illustrated. Overall this terrain must remain in high relief because of
the combined endogenetic and exogenetic processes involved. The interplay Includes not

only subaerial stresses connected with climate, but crustal deformations in an earth-
quake belt which remains in disequilibrium and at a low entropy level. The resulting
imbalances In landscape are dynamic, because structural controls and incessantly strong
energy Inputs, both periodic and aperiodic, produce all the characteristics of a most
probable state.

These Investigations illustrate fundamental principles of terrain evolution. The
principles Involved not only are Imporant in this part of the sub-arctic but also in
regions of the high arctic of North America where so much developmental activity is
now centered.
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PART I INTRODUCTION PD OVERVIEW

The Investigations re'orted here are pared the Juneau Icefleld Research Program
(JIRP) which since its inception In 1946 has aimed at a long-range total environ-
ment study of the fifth largest icefield In North America (Fig. I). The glaclgrs
in this region lhi between 580 and 600 N Latitude and so technically may be referred
to as Sub-Arctic. But as every 1000 fset (330 m) of elevation rise in the Alaska-
Boundary Range is climatologicaily equivalent to pushing the climate 300 miles
north, at the nbvb crest of the Juneau Icefield (ca. 8000 ft, 2424 m) cl;matic

coneitions are high Arctic in character..i.e., even in summer beini essentially
PoJ.-r. Because of this elevation range, the larger Juneau Icefielo glaciers are

thermo-physically polythermal (Millor, 1975c), Thus they a-e a most sensitive
indicator o' long-term cllrratir charge (Lawrence, !950; 1.ll1ler, 1964a) Furthe-rare,
the Juneau Icefleld, situated as it is in the interaction zone between cyclonic
ara antW-cyclonic pressure (.ells at the northemedge of the Gulf of Alaska, is

niriquely sensitive both to snort-term and secular climatic trends and, hence, serves
as a global prototype for long-period studies of glacier and snow-coveied regimes
(Smithsonian Science Project abstracts). Some of the long-tern aspects of the JIRP
study Are now in their 30th consecutive year (Field and Miller, 195I).

This report concerns investigations conducted during the summers of 1971, 1972 and
1973, as supported by grants to the Foundation for Glacier and Environmental Re-
search from the U.S. Army Research Office-Durham (Grant Numbers: DA-ARO-D-31-
124-71-GI20; DA-ARC-D-31-124-72-G193; DA-ARO-D-31-124-73-GI85).

Purpose and Scope of the Research

7.e basic aim of the /;my Research Office supoort has been to assis, those aspects
of the JIRP activit, which involve Investigation of mountain and arctic terrains
on the Juneau Icefield and its peripheral maritime and continental regions, with
emDhasis on snow and ice regimes and the effects on these regimes of orooraphical
.- J clir!tologicai factors. In this report, special attention is given to seaso-al
and longer-term regimes relating to factors of climatic change and to the geo-
graphicai and geological asrects of elevdlion and of the associated maritime and
continental environments.

Tnus, a key purpose of the field work has been to obtain a systematic series of en-
vironmentally related measurements in the glaciologic3I sectors of the Juneau Ice-
field south and west of the Alaskan border and in the adjoining non-glacierized

sectors of the Atlin Lake region in northern British Columbia and the Yukon Terri-
* tory. These measurements concern the u.t •nd config'ra•+ion of the icefield sur-

face and its glaciological characteristics as they affect roe nature of this ter-
ra;n. The practical relationship of glacial and periglacial topography and sub-
surface structure to the trafficability of tracked vehicles and to ski and foot
travel In remote mountain and Arctic regions is important to know. But through in-
vestigation of this climatically sensitive region, a deeper purpose is revealed...
i.e., to determine :ore precisely the relationship of terrain changes to broader
climatic trends. This includes iný:orporating relevant informaition from other Arctic
regions concerning the Intensity, depth and character of permafrost and the summer
"active zones"', and the volume and aerial variation of .i ift ice and pack-ice in
Arctic waters, the latter being equally sensitive indicators of short-term climatic
trends.
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The scope of this study thus Involves the 'ntertwining of meteorology, glsi.iology and
surveying and photogrammetry at a network of field stations which are aligned on a
transect across the Juneau Icefleld from the maritime coast of the Boundary Range to
the dry Interior of its flanking continental region (Fig. 2). The Investigational
scope also emtraces hydrological, geophysical and continuum mechanics studies at
selected sites where measurements of englacial change can be made In relation to
both seasonal and annual climatic perterbations and to the morphogenesIs of snow
and ice features. Also to be considered In this report is the work done on glacier
terminal behavior patterns during Neoglacial time, on Pleistocene terrain features
and landforw5 and finally In the chronology of the Quaternary pertaining to this
region with emphasis on the Holocene.

Empnhasis on Process Intensity and Terrain Evaluation

An underlying concern In these studies is on the process factor In the landform
equation stated with terrain as a function of theigologic material Involved (e.g.,
snow, ice or permnfrost) plus the effects of process type and Intensity through
time. In this the following process oriented research has been conducted: (I)
synoptic regional meteorology; (2) local glaclo-climatology; (3) glaclo-hydrology
including the study of ice-impounded water bodies and their sudden break outs or
hydrological surges (Jokuhihaups); (4) study of the causes of moat formation on
glacier margins; (5) gaging of out-flow in glacial streams; (6) water-stage
recording of the changing surface levels of pro-glacial lakes; (7) exploration
and mapping of glacier caves as hydrological reservoirs; (8) Investigation of ice
avalanches; (9) recording of glacier micro-seisms using portable seismographs;
(10) key surveys of surface Ice movement on across-glacier and longitudinal
profiles; (11 structural glaciological studies and their relationship to surface
forms; (12) surface snow-cup and roughness studies; (13) research on englacial
temperature characteristics and allied diagenbtic ice development; (14) review
of patterns of glacier terminal fluctuations In t he area; (15) research on the

p'ocesses of palsa development in periglacial sl,..tions; (16) a long-term
survey of rock glacier flow and allied surface terraces; and (17) study of the
morphogenetic chronology of key geomorphic terrain features of erosional and
depositional form and their structurr! and lithologic controls. This Includes such
major terrain features as tander, clrques, berm sequences, esker cofrplexes and crevasse-
fillings and moraine patterns.

Another phase of the program is the investigation by geophysical and surveying
techniques of the mechanics and causes of periodic glacier variations, a study closely
allied to earlier research efforts of JIlR. This includes their relation to secular
climatic trends and the differentiation of arxmalous ice pulsations apparently re-
lated to dynamic instabilities which develop In glacier systems when their self-
regulating capabilities exceed the boundary limits Imposed by load and temperature
parameters in the system. Part of this concerns the relationship to changing snow-
pack thicknesses and snow-cover extent and the accumulation characteristics of
mountain ny6vb.* In a broader context, It relates as well to thickness and area
changes of arctic sea Ice In consequence of global climatic trends. The specific
investigations conducted in 1971 through 1973 Include interpretive study of short-
term changes on several representative glaciers of the Juneau Icefield region and
the study of longer-term snowfall and ablatlon changes affecting the upper nourish-
nent urfaces of these prototype glaciers.

SN6vb with an areal connotation, as the permanent snow-field (firn-field) accumu-
latlon area as limited by the n6v&-ine late in tho summer.
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"Sixteen specific glaciers were the loci of process studies. These include the
Ptarmigan, Lemon, Mendenhall, Herbert, Taku, Hole-in-Wall, East and West Twin, the
Vaughan Lewis, Gilkey, Bucher, Talsekwe, Llewellyn, Williston, Hoboe and Cathedral
Glaciers. Permanent research station facllIties exist on the Lemon-Ptarmilgan
Glacier system and on the Taku, L!ewellyn, upper Bucher and Cathedral Glaciers,
with the result that greatest attention was concentrate, in these areas. Of these
ice masses, the Taku and Hole-bI-all Glaciers are advancing (as they have since
1894), the Lemon-Ptarmigan Glacier system Is close to equilibrium, and the rest
are slowly down-w3sting and In a state of very gradual terminal retreat, several
of which have recently approached equilibrIL:; positions in their terminal zones.
The relative locations of these glaciers are noted In Figure I.

For purposes of this research, a network of 13 synoptic meteorological field sta-
tions and ablation sites were established. These range from low-level to high
maritime conditions on the coastward flank of the Icefield and from high-level to
intermediate-level conditions on the continental interior of the Alaska-Canada
Boundary Range. Concurrently, the regional research has proceeded on rock
glacier development and on frost-processes affecting selected high-elevation fea-
tujres at periglacial sites In zones of both sporadic and permanent permafrost.

An Extension of Previous Studies

In the current program, new procedures have been Invoked to extend the scope of
previous JIRP investigations along more classical lines. These include the appli-
cation of IR and Distomat distance measuring equipment in the regional and glacier

surveys, the application of wire-embedded strain gages for micro-strain measurements
of ice deformation and flow, the use of gravity meter equipment for the detection
of "glacier tides", use of portable seismic gear for records of glacier micro-
seisms, the automation of some of our field weather stations with long-running
recording units, the establishment of 24-hour watches on avalanche periodicities,
the application of electrical resistivity methodology in the delineation of g!acior
water-tibles and sub-surface ice depths in localized frost-mound areas, and so
forth.

Of unusual Interest Is the new trend of nbvb and glacier fluctuations being mani-
fest by regional cooling since the mid-1960's, a critically important trend now
being refbcted also in other areas of the Arctic. The significance of this Is that
coincident with the current downward trend in transient snow-lines (and in late
summer the annual seasonal nbv&-Iines) revealed since the 1950's, there has also
been a notable iiland shift in storm tracks over these years. The result has been
an increasing maritimity at the more inland sites on our station transect. The
station meteorological records, the test-pit data, crevasse-wall stratigraphy and
n4-line Information obtained in these past four years have, therefore, been very
critical in up-dating these significant assessments,which as part of the on,-going
JIRP contribution have considerable importance with respect to the overall North
American Arctic and sub-Arctic.

The significance of this research also lies in bringing into focus our understanding
of fundamental glaclo-climatic and sea-ice trends over large areas of the Arctic
as well as on a global scale. Because the Investigations have focused on snow and

ice variations with short-term periodicities which are superimposed on the more
secular trends, they especially relate to the climatological cause of these
smaller fluctuations which have direct and immediate influence on the terrain.
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As the . the synoptic and regional data collected will be Incorporated in
future r•ecords and thus eventual ly treated in more detail than can be reported
here, attention is given to those more concise and "easily packaged" Investigations
of a selective nature which are ready to be reported upon. It is to be expected
that some of these studies are separate entities worthy of note on their own and
because of this that undue emphasis may be placed on some sectors of the total
systems than on others. Although there have to be some gaps with respect to the
coverage, we are confident that in subsequent reports and In already published
as well as anticipated papers in professional Journals these gaps will be filled.
Conversely, this report fills some of the gaps between the published records of
the past and the future.

Each of the following main phases of research Is inter-related scientifically
and as well has been logistically Integrated in the field to permit maximum
results at minimum cost. The main categories of research as noted in the tatle
of contents are (I) an overview; (2) glaclo-cllmatology; (3) glaclo-hydrology;
(4) glaciology, mass balance; (5) surveying and photogrammetric mapping of
glacier surfaces and flow; (6) geophysical deteniination of ice depths and
buried bedrock terrain; (7) continuum mechanics of glacier bulges and structural
glaciology; (8) avalanche research; (9) periglacial features and processes;
(10) patterns of glacier termini variations in the Neoglacial; (11) Pleistocene
terrain fealures, erosional and depositional; (12) major geomorphic elements of
the terrain, their structural and lithologic control; and (13) the total systems
view in terrain analyses.

The topics are dealt with in orl.er. Research personnel and their affiliations
are credited on the first page of each section.

The list of publications and theses resulting from this study are listed in
Appendix A.
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Part II GLACIO-CLIMATOLOGY

A. SYNOPTIC REGIONAL METEOROLOGY OF THE JUNEAU ICEFIELD*

During each of the past iour summers, standard meteorological records have been
obtained at 13 stafions on the Icefleld between Juneau, Alaska and Atlin, British
Columbia (Figs. I and 2). As well, government operated stations at :he Juneau
Airport, Alaska and the Whitehorse Airport, Yukon Territory have provided year-
around records and useful base station reference for Interpretation, concerning
coastal and inland weather conditions. The data from Juneau City (elevation 75',
not th6 sL-me as Juneau Airport), Annex Creek Zsea-level), Eidred Rc*k (sea-level),
Haines and Skagway, Alaska, as well as Teslln, B.C., can be Incorporated for re-
fined regiona! interpretatior.., (v. Miller, 1972). Such a broad regional synoptic
treatment, however, is beyond the scope of the material presented In this report.

At most of the field stations, dataj have bu&an taken between July I and September
i, with comparative data also obtained at Camps; 17 and 29 from May 31 to September
15 and at the Atlin Station (Camp 30) on a year-around basis since 1168.

Essential field meteorological equipment '.including radiometers) have been provided
at each station by the Foundation tor GIlacier and Environmental Research. Automa-
tic recording stations, used at Camps 17A, 17, 10, 16, 8, 26 and 29, were provided
by the National Atmospheric Research Center (NCAR) at Boulder, Col -,. This
has permitted continuous surface weather and ablation/accumulatior rds to be
obtained at at Least 10 field stations from the coast directly 4 s the Juneau
Icefleld to Atlin Lake. This transect is some 130 miles long and 1% ves quite
contrastina climates. These range from extreme maritimity (precipit<irlon 90+
inches/year) at Juneau, Alaska to semi-arid continentality (precipitation of 10+
inches/year) at Atlin, British Columbia.

A brief description of all 15 stations used in this study I- tabul 'ed on the
following ,age (also see transect map in Fig. 2 and st.,tected photos in Appendix H.
The asterisked stations are fully equippe.d JIRP weather stations with permanent
buildings and other facilities for allied glaciological research activities.
Stations 18B and 29B are temporary sites used for short-duration micro-meteorological
and hydrological studies during a few weeks each summer.

• Scientific expertise for this aspect of the program has been provided by

Dr. A.H. Thompson, Professor of Meteorology, Texas A and M University; Dr.
Edward Little, formerly senor Ice Physicist, Arctic Submarine Laboratory, Naval
Underwater Research Center, San Diego; and Dr. Maynard M. Miller, Profess,'r
of Geology, Michigan State University.
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TABLE I

GLACIO-METEOFLOG I CAL STATIONS
USED IN THIS RESEA$FO

Site 1A Elev. 150I , near sea Ievl, a U.S. Forest Service station at MIndenhall
Glacier terminus; climetologlcal conditions low-level, wet maritime

Camp 17A* Elev. 2500', on coastal flank of Boundary Ranf•i yet still relatively low
elevation near timberline; wet maritime conditions

Camp 17* Elev. 43001, on Lemon-Ptarmigan Glacier system; Intermediate elevation
maritime climate

Ca-Vp 16* Elev. 5000', on intermediate elevation nAvd of Taku Glacier; sub-
maritime Interior Icefleld climatic conditions

Camp 9* Elev. 5200', on upper Metthes Glacier (North Central Branch, Taku
Glacier); higher level, sub-maritime to sub-continental clivete

Camp 18* Elev. 5600', on joint n&v of Upper Taku and Vaughan Lewis Glaciers;
sub-maritime to sub-continental high level conditions (ice divide and
transition zone)

Camp 188 Elev. 3600', on lower Vaughan Lewis Glacier, at head of large valley
with drainage to coast; Intermediate elevation sub-maritime conditions

Camp 19* Elev. 3800', on Watchamacallit Glacier in the Gilkey Canyon near site
18B; Intermediate elevation, sub-maritime conditions

Camp 25* Elev. approx. 7000', on Mt. Nesselrode aid the broad n&vb pleteau of the
Bucher Glacier, part of which also flows into the Llewellyn Glacier
drainage; high-elevation continental and Polar conditions

Camp 26* Elev. 4700', at intermediate elevation on Llewellyn Glacier, on in-
terior flank of Boundary Range; glacial sub-continental to continental
climate

Camp 29* Elev. 5300', in eermafrost zone on Cathedral Glacier Massif, west of
Torres Channel, Atlin Lake; continental, semi-arid, sub-Polar conditions

Camp 290 Elev. 44001, at timberline and In alpine tundra zone near Cathedral
Glacier terminus; continental climatic conditions

Gamp 30* Elev. 2300', on Atlin Lake, 130 miles due north of Camp 17, on the
Inland flank of the Boundary Range. Continental, semi-arid climatic
conditions. Surrounding hills exhibit periglacial and sporadic per-ma-
frost conditions.

Whitehorse Airport Elev. 22001,Canadian Met. Service

Juneau Airport Elev. 20', National Weather Service 4

* Fully equippad JIRP weather stations with permanent buildinqs and other frrilitip-,

for allied glaciological research ativltles.
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At each station, a senior scientist or graduate student , with severd trained
younger field assistants, was placed In charge to assist in the basic, three-
hourly synoptic weather and glaciological measurements required In this proqram.

Pr_•cedures used by the National Weather Service were Invoked in all weather
recordings. In the ice mass balance measurements, the procedures reccmnended by
ti'e International Commission on Snow and Ice of the International Hydrological
Decade were used. The synoptic data were obtained directly by assigned observers
daily at 0700, 1000, 1300, 1600, 1900 ond 2200, with ihe night-time data recorded
by instruments.

In 1971, 1972 and 1973, Dr. E. Lltta, Dr. A.H. Thompson, Dr. A. Jahn and T.
Di-trCrh conducted radiaticn studler. on the nature and cause of ablation and sun-
c.D aenrration and degeneration at ('amps 10, 26 and 29, under varying cloudy,
rainy and clear conditions, to compeire with observations made on the maritine
sr.ow-pack and firn-pack at Camp 17 in 1969 and 1970 (v. Miller, Dobar and Wendler
in '.iiller, 1972b). Some aspects of this research will be reported in future journal
)r4-icles. Dr. Pinchak, assisted by W. Lokey and others, continued Ice ablation
ar: thernal erosion studies at Camp 18B which allied with the meteorological re-
ccres. Aspects of this research are presented In Part II of this report.

I

I,
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B. CONTINENTALITY ACROSS THE JUNEAU ICEFIELD IN STORNY AND FAIR WEATHER*

Weather observations made at 10 of the key field stations on the Juneau Icefield
(Fig. I) during the summer of 1971 were used to Investigate the variation of
weather and continentality along an approximately 200 mile south to north pro-
file extending from Juneau across the Icefleld via Atlin, B.C. to Whitehorse,
Y.T. (Fig. 2). Sslection of a day during fair weather and one during a storm
allowed comparison of the gradient of continentality under both types of
conditions. The effect showed up on the profile for both situations and was
generally more pronounced for the fair weather case at the Icefield stations.
Most surprisingly, Juneau, nearest the ocean, showed about the same cwontinentallty
In some measures as the Inland station at Whitehorse. Otherwise, the main gre-
dient seemed located on the Inland side (or more properly the continental flank)
of the divide along the United State1-Canadian border.

On the stormy day, Juneau appeared to be the mosi marltlus In charateristics,
while the region of maximum gradient appeared to be located at a crsiderable dis-
tance Inland f-one the divide, being north of the northernmost glacier station.
Despite onshore flow throughout the storm period, the precipitation amount was
quite uniform across the Icefleld and the northern end of the section. The
maximum precipitation was at the southern end of the profile, although a near-
record 24-hour rainfall for summer occurred at Whitehorse.

A Synoptic Approach

Much of the work utilizing the meteorological observations made on the Juneau
Icefleld has tended to be based on climatological methods to examine the data.
The correlated glaciological studies have required the data gathering and
evaluation techniques of the climatoiogist. The Instrumentation of the variousstations proved to be most suitable for such climatological observations,.i

Some limitations arose, however, because some of the observers lacked the
training and experience required to take accurate synoptic-type observations,
and there were occasional significant problems with the data gathered.

However, the sets of climatological data are made up of the many events of in-
dividual days. Further, the scientific and technical workers engaged In the
various studies worked under the actual day-to-day weather conditions which
may perhaps better be considered as synoptic meteorology. With this appreciation,
the conditions of a few days are discussed In some detail. Some emphasis Is
placed on Information related to the gradient of the continentality across the
icefleld, as Investigati, of this problem was one of the objectives of the
program in the summer of 1971.

The last few days of July, 1971 were characterized by fair weather. with the
31st being nearly clear at all stations on the icefleld. During the next two
days the weather conditions deteriorated as a storm approached from the Gulf of
Alaska. Rain and snow became quite general by August 2nd. These three con-
secutive days provided a good example of the diversity of conditions on the Ice-
field. The storm was not characterized by strong winds. Slnca a significant
nuwber of the summer storms do have strong winds, a few remarks are added con-
cerning such cases.

" Prepared by Dr. Aylmer H_ Thompson, Dept. of Meteorology, Texas A and M University
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The Setting and Instrumentation

The series of research carps used In this study is shown in Figure 1. The
number of canps and observation sites has changed from year to year, but those
used In 1971 for this study are Indicated In Table II. Pertinent information
about each site Is also included In this table.

Instruments at the stations Included maximum and minimum thermometers, sling
psychrometers, thermographs or hygrothermographs, rain gauges, and recording
wind direction and velocity Indicators. Four stations Included MRI Mechanical
Weather Stations. Five stations had Campbel I-Stokes sunshine recorders and
Belfort mechanical actInographs. Cloud information, visibility and weather
were observed visually. Some sites were manned only occassionally, the re-
cording instruments providing records for periods when such sites were not
manned. (The Instrumentation is also summarized in Table 1ll.)A few data
gaps occiur due to Inability to change records on time during periods of
severe weather, but these are not prejudicial to the general synoptic interpretations.

Characteristics of a Clear Summer Day

Southeastern Alaska was dominated by relatively high sea-level pressures during
the lest few days of July, 1971, with a high center of pressure (1021 mb) about
600 km to the SSW of Juneau at 1200 UT (0500 POST) on the 31st. At the same
time, a low center was present over the eastern Aleutians and a weak, slowly
moving front extended south from Kodiak Island. As the lower tropospheric
cold air was over British Columbia, the mid-troposlpherlc flow over Southeastern

Alaska was from the SW, with anticyclonic curvature characteristic of a ridge.
These and other features may also be seen by studying the weather charts for
that date.

The weather associated with the generally anticyclonic conditions was good over
the Alaska Panhandle and Northwestern British Columbia, although cloudiness pre-
ceding the low wa3 extensive over the remainder of Alaska. The sets of ob-
servations on the 31st from all stations are summarized in Table Ill.

The characteristic weather and clouds for the camps are sumnarized In the lower
middle of the table. Winds were light and variable. All stations repcrted
small amounts of cirrus, seldom more than a tenth of the sky being covered. In
addition, small amounts of fog or stratocumulus occurred In the valleys around
Juneau, south and west of the Icefield.

With such cloud conditions, precipitation should be essentially nonexistent...
as was the case. Camp 17 observers detected a trace during the night of July
30th, robably a little drizzle associated with night fog. All other stations
reported essentially 100 per cent of possible sunshine, despite occasional cirrus.
Actual hours of sunshine showed some variation between sites due to the presence
of ditferent blocking effects from nearby mountains. (The hours of 5unshine re-
ported for Juneau are based on the assumption that no mountains are present.)
The way in which the sunshine recording sheets Indicate such cutoffs is illus-
trated in Figure 3a a tracing of the actinograph recording for Camp 26 on
July 31st. The sun rose about 0600 POST, and the trace shows the gradual and
steady Increase In intensity of the solar radiation. The evening portion of
the trace appears much different, with the drop starting gradually In mid-after-
noon, then plunging suddenly about 1820 PDST as the sun dropped behind Corona

II

I
4
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Peak, Immediately west of the Camp 26 research station. The minor Irregulari-I ties, Including the sharp drop in radiation about 1045, are due to small amounts
of denser cirrus .educhg the solar energy reaching the recorder. The Campbel I-
Stokes record indicates the same features, except that the cirrus are usually not
dense enough to Indicate their presence on the record.

Comparison of temperatures at the various Ites is difficult at best. Elevations
range from sea level to 2200 m and exposures are not uniform because of the
difficult terrain.* Nonetheless, the reported values provide some Interesting
comparisons. As would be expected, the highest station, Camp 8, Is the coolest
and the low Inland ntation at Whitehorse Isthe warmest. The temperature volues
seem to divide the stations into groups, with Juneau and Atlin In one group;
Camps 10, 17, 18 and 26 in another; and Camps 8 and 9 In a third. Camps 10
and 17 are near an elevation of 1200 m, while Camps 18 and 26 are close to
1600 m. Similarly, Camp 8 Is about 640 m higher than Camp 9, and Atlin Is about
670 m higher than Juneau. Since the exposures of the instruments at various
stations are not that different, the elevation differences should not lead to
the above-noted groupings. The cont;nentality effect of Atlin and Camp 26,
however, could lead to the observed similarities with Juneau, Camps 10 and 17
respectively. The reason that Camps 8 and 9 have such 31m!lar temperatures
despite the differonce in elevation is not Immediately clear.

The values of the range of temperature at each station are worthy of attention.
The three lowland stations have the same range, while the icefleld stations
have a much smaller range. This may be due in part to the locations on nunataks
where the coldest air is able readily to drain away with night cooling. The
range Is greatest at the most Interior Icefleld camps (e.g., C-26); otherwise
no systematic variations are obvious for the Icefleld stations.

Thermograph records for Camp 26 on the 31st show a number of Interesting non-
periodic temperature Increases (often on the order of 10F.) which last from a
few minutes to cvar an hour. A portion of the hygrothermograph trace Is re-
produced In Figure 3b. The normal diurnal effect is present, but tends to be
suppressed by the sudden warmings,which seem to occur at any hour and are
accompanied by a corresponding decrease of the relative humidity. In some cases,
as near 1600 PDST, the change is quite sharp and definite, amounting to about
ten degrees In as many minutes. In most cases there is no appreciable change of
other variables recorded. The only exception may be an Increase In the varla-
billty of w!nd direction but without an effect on the speed. There may also be
some tendency for the air flow to be more from the east than any other direction.
Since such a flow would be both upslope and off the glacier, it Is difficult to
see why warming would occur. The same phenomenon occurred on many other days at
this camp, usually on days of fair weather, but apparently did not occur at
oother camps. No logical explanation is apparer.t now, but the phenomenon should
be looked for during future summers.

On this date, July 31st, Whitehorse experienced the highest temperature of the
summer and a record high temperature for that date.

* The original data were recorded in the Fahrenheit scale and have not been con-

verted to Celsius. Such conversion either Implies unwarranted accuracy, if given
to the nearest tenth of a degree, or excess Inaccuracy if given only to the
nearest whole degree Celsius.

NOON
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Characteristics of a Cloudy Summer Day

During the following two days, the pressures over the Icefield area dropped
gradual ly as the low from west of the Alaskan Peninsula moved eastward to south

it central Alaska and the Kodiak Island area. At the same time, the highs re-
, treated southwestward deeper Into the Pacific and southeastward into the north-

west United States, while the low, north of the Alaskan Arctic coast, migrated
southeastward into southern Yukon Territory. The weak vradlents and Intensities
of these systems are fairly typical of summer systems.

The discussion In the remainder of this section will consider conditions on Au-
gust 3nd, to contrast with the discussion of the clear day on July 31st. The
observations for the 2nd are summarized in Fable IV. Direct 4omparlsons may
be maow with the data for July 31st in Table Ill.

Appreciable cloudiness began to develop and ceilings to drop on the icefleld near
noon on August Ist. Rain (or stiow at higher elevations) began shortly before
midnight over the south and west parts of the Icefleld, spreading over the en-
tire Ice'Ield and on to Atlin and Whitehorse early on the 2nd. Precipitation
continued through most of the 2nd and much of the 3rd.

The elevation at which the snow changed to rain was about 1600 m. on the mari-
time side of the range, and probably not much higher on the continental side.
Camp 8 reported noting but snow, while Camp 18 reported rain mixed with and
changing to snow as the day progressed. The action of the precipitation re-
corder at Camp 16 suggests that either the precipitation fe4l as rain or the snow
melted almost as rapidly as it fell. At all other lower camps, only rain was
reported.

The amount of precipitation on 2 August was remarkably uniform. Except for
Juneau, Camps 17, 18 and 8, the stations measuring this element reported close
to 0.9 inches. (The measurie~nt at Camp 8 is suspect. There was much drifting
snow and the observers were not skilled in melting the snow to obtain a measure.
of the water equivalent.) This uniformity across the range suggests a lack of
any appreciable rain shadow effect, at least for this summer storm. The corr-
paratively larger amount of precipitation at Juneau and the still larger a-
mount at Camp 17 suggest that there is an appreciable upslope effect In that
vicinity. The terrain near these two stations Is probably as favorable for
such an effect as any location in the area. One may hypothesize that the
general convergence of the low pressure system resulted in rather uniform pre-
c!pitation over the area and that the maximum upslope action near .Juneau and
Camp 17 superimposed an added amount of precipitation at these p ar+Icular stations.

With the moisture and convergence of the low-pressure system, clouds were thick
and low. All icefield camps reported fog, except for Camps (0 and 26 and the
sbtlons off the Icefleld which reported low stratus, stratocumulus and nimbo-
stratus, with cellings below 700 m. Thus the clouds were envdoping the higher
mountains. The comparatively high ceiling at Camp 26 at first appears to be
a lee side or continental effect, but the much lower value at Atlin is not con-
sistent with such an interpretation. It is difficult to ascribe this difference
to an error in estimating the height of the cloud base above one of the sta-
tions, as the temperature and moisture values are consls'?ent with the oL ,-erved
heights. Further, a note made by the observer at Cairg 26 indicates that he could
see snow collecting on the rock near the tops of the nearby peaks The problem
remains that the nearby peaks are only about 300 to 400 m above camp and the tops

' A comprehensive review of the regional and hem;spheric relationships of such
tropospheric systems and shifts in their related ridges and troughs, as they relate
to secular glacio-climatic trendr, on the Icefield, has been completed by Jones (1975).
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were almost certainly obscured by clouds. Most certainly, the lee effect Is not
obvious.

As a result of the extensive and persistent cloud cover, no sunshine was recorded
at any stations. The short-wave energy received at the surface was correspondingly
very low.

Wind directions tended to have a sou*herly component at all stations except
Juneau, although the actual directio!, at any observation point seemed to be de-
termined by local terrain. This was particularly noteworthy at Camp 18, which
is sheltered from botf. northerly and southerly winds &,d the dominant directions
are either up or down the Gilkey Glacier Trench (west of Camp 18). The channel
effect at Junea: is obvious.

Thermometric measurements from the various stations were not as regular as the
nature of the clouds and precipitation migh t suggest. First it should be noted
liat the values In the table refer to the 24 hours beginning at midnight and were

determined from thermograph traces or hourly observations. (An exception was
Camp 17, for which no thermograph trace !s available. The temperature at 2200
POST on August Ist is used as the maximum.) The expected drop In temperature
with elevation is present, although not completely consistent. The very high
maximum temperature at Whitehorse results In that station having the highest
average temperature. Further, Camps 17, 10 and 26 have the same values for
high and low tomaperatures, despite the range of elevation of about 300 m.
(Camp 18 would fit this group also except for a lower minimum.) This is a
characteristic similar to that noted for the 31st. Atlin was a little cooler
than Juneau. Much of the Inconsistency may again be ascribed to continentality.
Worth mention Is the 24-hour cooling evident for all stations. Tnis drop
amounted to 5 and 6 degrees for Camp 26 and Juneau, but was larger at all other
camps, reaching 13 degrees at Camps 8 and 18, and 16 degrees at Whitehorse.

The temperature and humidity traces for much of August 2nd at Camp 26 are
shown in Figure 3c. Noteworthy Is the smoothness of the trace, compared with a
clear day (see Fig. 3b). Even on the cloudy day, however, there are numerous
fluctuations of about a degree in amplitude and a few minutes duration. Cor-
responding fluctuations in relative humidity alsio occur. Note that the humidity
fluctuations of only a few minutes duration are of about the same ampli*';ude on
both the clear and the cloudy day, whereas the corresponding fluctuations in
temperature are much less on the cloudy day than on the clear day. These short-
period fluctuations indicate that the air is not uniform even in a very small-
magnitude sense,but rather is a turbulent, non-homogeneous mixture. These are
typical characteristics of the atmosphere. The traces for the other stations
are similar, also showing nonhomogenelty (Thompson, 1974).

The effect of continentality is again present, although not so obvious as on the
clear day. The change seems to be confined primarily to the region between the
divide (Camp 8) and Camp 26. The effect is not strong, and the dominance of the
convergent effects of the low pressure system and storm, which is really not an
Intense distutbance even for the summer season, Is probably most significant
when compared not only to the continentality but also to local effects.
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Strong Winds with Storminess

F Of particular Interest to the personnel working on the Icefleld are the strong
winds occurring at some stations during some of the storms. As would be ex-
pected, these winds are stronger at the higher stations. Camp 8, a short
distance belcn" ts summit of Mt. Moore, nearly always reports the highest
velocity w¾ Camps 9, 16, 17 and 18 also tend to experience strong winds.
Camp 26, while higher than two of these stations, is In a slightly sheltered
location and probably does not receIve the full effect of the air motion. The
actual winds reported at the various stations depend on local terrain effects
as well as on the direction and strength of the gradient of pressure over the
Icefleld.

Some of these points are illustrated in the storm of August 2nd and thus in the
wind data of Table IV. These data represent the prevailing wind direction and
average speed for tt• Individual stations. The maximum sustained speed at
most stations was roughly twice the average value. These data may not include
the maximum gusts, since the limitations of the Instruments precluded reliable
estimates of gusts. There is some indication that this condition pertained
generally throughout the summer on the Icefleld, although the factor of 2
relating average to maximum speed should not be relied on too exactly. On
August 2nd, Camp 8 reported the strongest wind, although Camp 16 was not much
wcjker. The strongest winds were from the south, from which direction Camp
18 is sheltered due to Its location at the head of The east-west oriented
Gi key Trench (note the weak winds at Camp 18 on August 2nd, as well as the
existence of two prevailing directions). The Northeast wind at Juneau has been
mentioned earlier.

Stronger winds occurred during the summer, In one case approaching an estimated
speed of 60 mph at Camp 8. On that date (19 August), the flow was more from the
east and Camp 18 also reported strong easterly winds with gusts occasionally
exceeding 40 mph. The usual cause of such winds Is similar to the case of
August 2nd...namely a low crossing the Gulf of Alaska and approaching the coast
of Southeast Alaska. The strength and direction of the winds is closely related
to the magnitude of the pressure gradient and to the cyclonic track of the pres-
sure system as It approaches and crosses the coast.

Some Conclusions

Summer weather conditions across the Juneau Icefleld area are characterized by
reasonable consistency and an appreciable tendency for uniform conditions at
a given time. Vertical motions due to the dynamics on the meteorological flow
pattern appear to play a greater role than the terrain features and the effect
of continentality In determining the actual weather and its spatial variations.
The changes of the meteorological elements across the Icefleld caused by terrain
and the continentality effects show up rather well in the statistical summaries
(and, In fact, are quite obvious to the scientist travelling across the Icefleld).
They can become masked and quite subtle, however, In the Individual cases such
as those considered here.
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C. COMPARISON OF PERCENT POSSIBLE SUNSHINE AT FIELD STATIONS ON THE
JUNEAU ICEFIELD *

In this section analysis is made of data obtained from Campbell-Stokes sunshine
recorders positioned at seven field stations along a nortn-south transect across
the Juneau Icefleld. Particular study of these data was made between July 22nd
and August 31st, 1971, to determine the percentage of possible "bright sunshine"
experienced at each of the reporting stations. The locations of the observing
stations are indicated on the location maps in Figures I and 2. This technique
has been applied In earlier JRIP research, especially in comparison of winter vs.
summer duration of sunshine at Juneau and Camp 10 (Miller, 1953).

In this study, the time at which the sun struck or was shadowed from the recorder
was determined for each station on each day the station experienced clear sky at
either sunrise or sunset. From these data It is possible to plot the beginning
and ending of possible sunshine for each station. In addition, the total possible
sunshine is computed for the average station latitude of 59° N., thus giving a
reference from which each station's possible sunshine can be computed. This
permits us to account for the effects of local topographic shading, which Is
particularly significant at Camps 8, I0 and 26 (Fig. I).

The percent possible sunshine can be determined in one of two ways when accounting
for the topography. (I) It can be calculated as a percent of the time the sun
Is above i;ie local orographic obstacles as seen from the observing point. This
would give different daily possible and total possible hours of sunshine at the
various stations. (2) The actual hours of sunshine can be extrapolated to
astronomical sunrise and sunset times, accounting also for the potential effect
of observed cloudiness during the time the field site Is shielded from possible
direct sunshine by orographic barriers. This would give the same daily possible
and total possible hours at each station, except for a small latitude effect
(which is neglectcd here). As the latter procedure is most useful when com-
paring stations in a given locality having different shading effects, this method
is employed.

Both actual percent possible s, .hine and the corrected total possible per-
centages, allowing for the shadowing effects of local topography, are presented
in Table IV. The data for JuneauAlaska and Whitehorse, Y.T., are included to
provide control points on the south-north transect (Fig. 2), It should be noted
that the Whitehorse data are for duration of "bright sunshine" , and are not
corrected for local shadowing effects because there are no nearby obstructions
which would Introduce shading at this time of year except within a few minutes
of sunrise or sunset. The Juneau data are already corrected for shading effects.

The period between astronomical sunrise and astronomical sunset varied from 11.4
hours on 22 July to 14.3 hours on 30 August, 1971. Over this period, there were
641 total hours of possible sunshine at an unshlelded location (Table V).

* Prepared by Stephen C. Andrews, Dept. of Geography, University of North Dakota

JI



The evaluations of the percent of possible sunshine at the several stations along
the transect are prepared in tabular form. An example, sufficient to Illustrate
the application, is presented in Table VI for Camp 8. It should be noted that on
many days with much sunshine It was nearly clear at sunrise and/or sunset so the
maximum correction was applied. On days with only small amounts of sunshine, how-
ever, conditions were such that even If no orographlc barriers had been present
there were sufficient clouds near sunrise and/or sunset that no correction needed
to be applied. The results of the evaluations of percent of possible sunshine
for all stations along the transect are presented in Table V and the conclusions
discussed below.

Juneau Airport (20 feet)

Juneau was found to have the lowest percentage of possible sunshine (22.6%). This
Is due to the high Incidence of fog and rain, resulting from the strong maritime
Influence at that station.

Camp 17 (4200 feet)

Since Camp 17 has no appreciable shading, correction was not applied to these
data. Although Its percentage of "bright sunshine" (24.4%) was higher than
Juneau's, It has the lowest percentage on the Icefleld. This low percentage is
a reflection of the extreme maritime Influence at this station.

Camp 10 (4000 feet)

Camp 10 had a low amount of possible sunshine (28.4%) before correcting for the
sunrise shading by the mountain TO the east, Taku B. After correction, the value
rose to 32.7%. It was assumed that Camp 10's sunset occurred at astronomical
sunset, even though this results in a small error. (Astronomical sunrise is
determined by subtracting the hours of dayight from the observed time of sunset.)
Camp 10's lack of sunshine appears to be due to its elevation and again its
position within an orographic maritime system (Thompson, 1974).

Camp 8 (7200 feet)

At Camp 8 there was also a low percentage of possible sunshine, presumably due to
its position on the crestal plateau of the Juneau Icefleld. Camp 8 had an un-
corrected percentage of possible sunshine of 24.4%. Thus, Cam, ps 8 and i0 are
shown to be essentially slmilar. Both camps are under the climatological In-
fluence of orographic lifting. Since Camp 8 also experiences sunset near astro-
nomical sunset, the calculation to account for the difference between astronomical
sunrise and actual sunrise was made in the same manner as for Camp 10.

Camp 26 (4700 feet)

For the Camp 26 data it was necessary to correct for the shading effect of nearby
Corona Peak, directly west of camp. As suspected, Camp 26 has the maximum per-
cent of possible "bright sunshine" of any camp on the Icefleld. Although Camp
26 had 40.9% uncorrected possible sunshine, when corrected for the shading
effects of Corona Peak at sunset, this camp had a total of 57.0%.
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Camp 30 (Atlin, 2180 feet)

Of the continental stations on the transect, the Atlin meteorological station
had the lowest possible converted percentage of "bright sunshine". Atlin is
not shaded to any degree and therefore no corrections are introduced into the
data. The percentage of "bright sunshine" for the Atlin station was 49.4%,
compared to 57.0% for Camp 26 and 52.8% for Whitehorse.

Whitehorse Alrort, Y.T. (2300 feet)

Whitehorse Airport, at the northern end of the transect, lies on a high flat-
topped bluff overlooking the Yukon River. In this position shading effects are
negligible. Thus local sunrise and sunset times are assumed to have been near
astronomical sunrise and sunset. On this basis, Whitehorse received 52.8%
possible "bright sunshine".

Summary

The presence of a "sunline", i.e. a boundary between areas of low possible "bright
sunshine" and areas of high possible "bright sunshine" is indicated In that 'ec-
tion of the transect between Camp 8 and Camp 26 (i.e., close to the orographical
divide a few miles north of the Alaskan-British Columbia border). *

Although there are two climatic regimes represented by these seven stations (I)
maritime (Juneau, Camp 17, Camp 10, Camp 8) and (2) continental (Camp 26, Camp
3aT- MFlin, and Whitehorse), with probably orographic liftinigeffects Influencing
the conditions at Camps 17, 10 and 8, there does not appear to be any out-of-
phase relationship between these two basic regime zones. After a spot check of
several days when new fronts appeared to be moving into the area, it was found
that the time between the start of pressure and precipitation effects at Juneau
and the start of the same effects on the opposide side of the Icefield was
measured In terms of hours Instead of days. It is probable that out-of-phase
relationsd.fps do exist, but it Is now clear that a much smaller scale Is needed
to measure them.

From the sunshine data It Is concluded that similar conditions exist almost
simultaneously across the Icefield when major frontal movements are Involved.
In weaker systems, activity is dissipated before crossing the crestal plateau of
the Icefield and reachinig the continental sector (revealed by these Interpretations

f lie at and northwards into the Atlin/Teslin/Whitehorse area (Fig. 2).

For future Investigations, an additional field meteorological station should be
Installed between Camp 8 and Camp 26 to enable a better determination of the
transition effects that occur In that area. This will allow more accurate location
of the "sunline". The establishment of Camp 25 at 7100 feet elevation on the
Nesselrode Plateau In 1973-74 and subsequent data from that site will facilitate
this refinement In the study.

* In 1973 and 1974, a new research site (Camp 25) was developed on the 7000-foot

nbvb of the upper Bucher Glacier near Mt. Nesselrode (Fig. 2). Summer-time weather
records at this site suggest that the sunline lies close to the summit of +his
8100-foot peak on the International border.
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TABLE V

COMPARISON OF SUNSHINE RECORDS AT KEY STATIONS

22 JULY TO 30 AUGUST, 1971

STATION HRS. SUNSHINE / COCTED PERENT POSSIBLE / CORRECTED
JUNEAU 145.1 145.1 22.6 22.6
CAWE 17 156.5 156.5 24.4 24.4
CAWP 10 182.1 209.9 28.4 32.7
CA 8 156.2 191.8 24.4 29.9
CAWP 26 262.3 365.3 40.9 57.0
ATLIN 316.8 316.8 49.4 49.4
WHITEH1RSE 338.6 338.6 52.8 52.8

MEAN 222.5 246.3 34.7 38.4
MSARITIME
MEAN* 160.0 175.8 25.0 27.4

CONTINENTAL
MEAN 305.9 340.2 47.7 53.1

"P PlrItIme stations: Juneau. Caop 17, Camp 10, Camp 8e Continental stations: Caup 26, Atlln, Whitehorse
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TABLE VI

SAMWLE DURATION OF SUNSHINE RECORD, CAW 8

DATE HRS. SUNSHINE / CORRECTED PERCENT POSSIBLE / CORRECTED

7/22/71 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
23 9.0 9.0 51.7 51.7
24 3.7 3.7 21.0 21.0
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
27 7.8 11.8 45.8 69.5
28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
29 4.0 4.0 23.5 23.5
30 12.5 16.0 74.9 95.8
31 12.8 15.3 76.6 91.6

8/01/71 9.0 12.5 54.0 76.0
02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
03 0.2 0.2 1.2 1.2
04 2.5 2.5 15.2 15.2
05 3.7 3.7 22.7 22.7
06 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
07 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
08 9.0 12.3 56.4 77.0

i09 12.9 15.9 80.7 99.5
1 0 11.3 14.3 70.6 90.5

iI 12.5 15.5 79.3 98.4
12 12.3 15.3 77.8 97.7
14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
16 0.3 0.3 1.9 1.9
17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 1.0 1.0 6.7 6.7
21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
27 12.0 14.3 82.9 98.5
28 4.8 7.0 32.7 46.5
29 4.9 4.9 34.6 34.6
30 10.0 12.3 69.5 84.5

TOTALS 156.2 191.8 24.4 29.9

POSSIBLE 641.0 641.0
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Editor's Note:

It is of glaciological signif:-ance that the "sunline" zone concept and the re-
ferences to meritlmity and continentality (noted by Andrews and In the preceding
study by Thompson) strongly condition the observed differences In terrain charac-
terlstics of the n~v& and Ice surfaces to the north and south of this transition t
zone.

For example, In the Camp 17 to Camp 9 sector, by mid-summer there Is a pronounced
development of suncups, especially following a number of clear days. After a
few days of storm, wind and rain, however, these suncups become subdued and level
out, largely by molting processes associated with wind convection and rain...
especially when auidient temperatures are above 40F. in the Camp 8 to Camp 25
plateau sector (5500 to 7500 feet, 1700 to 2300 m), suncup development Is essen-
tially nil, but the process is primarily melting even though the n6v4 remains
quite smooth.

North of the "sunllne", on the crestal navb, however, a sharp decrease in ablation
by melting Is observed, coincident with notable increases In evaporation features
due to the relatively greater Insolation. In fact, at Camp 2f and northward along
the Llewellyn and Hoboe Glacier surfaces, radiation weathering features (evaporation
spicules) are commonly seen by mid-sumner. This Is also a pronounced reflection
of the decreasO relative humidity associated with the Increased duration of sun-
shine reported In this study.

These changes In Ice terrain characteristics affect the trafflcability of the
glacial surfaces with respect to cross-country ski travel and the use of trdcked
oversnow vehicles.

I
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D. SUMMER TEMPERATURE PATTERNS OF AN INLAND CLIMATOLOGICAL TRANSECT
ACROSS THE JUNEAU ICEFIELD *

Maximum and minimum daily temperatures from meteorological records obtained at
field stations during the 1971 summer season are analyzed In order to deter-
mine some patterns of temperatures and their variations on the Juneau Icefield.

Field Setting

As the Juneau Icefield extends well inland across the high Interior of the
Boundary Range in the southeast coastal section of Alaska and northwest British
Columbia, it consists primarily of high n~vhs, interspersed with barren Ice-
carved nunataks and nunatak groups separating deep glacier-filled valleys. On
the seaward side of the range, to the west and south, some of the glaciers, such
as the Taku Glacier, reach sea level, while the termini of many others extend
to near sea level In deep glacial valleys and trenches. On the Inland (Canadian)
side of the range (because of the Taku and Llard Plateaux), they must terminate
at higher elevatlons...i.e., 2400 to 3000 feet (730-909 m). The interior accu-
mulation areas crest at the boundary %.ater/Ice) divide at 6000 to 7000 feet
(1818-2120 m), with the elevation of Atlin Lake beyond the northern end of the
present ice boundaries being slightly less than 2200 feet (660 m) above mean
sea level.

As we have seen, the stations involved in this study lie In an approximate line
from SSW to NNE across the icefield. (The key stations are tabulated in Table I.)
The lower southwest slopes of the periphery of the icefield near Juneau display
a maritime rain forest climate, with precipitation of about 120 Inches per year
(90 inches at Juneau). The southernmost station, Camp 17, is located on a high
rock ridge (arate) between the heads of two valley glaciers, In a high alpine en-
vironment at 4200 feet (1270 m), well above the mean n~vb-line (which lies here
at about 3500 feet, 1060 m).

Camp 10 Is at 4000 feet (1310 m) elevation in the south inlerior of the icefield,
but as we have seen in the preceding sections is still under the influence of
the maritime zone. It is located on a low bedrock shoulder of a nunatak, some
300 feet (100 m) above the n~vb surface of the Taku Glacier and 18 miles up from
its terminus. This surface is also at present well above the mean nbvb-line (which
here lies at about 3000 feet, 909 m). The climate at Camp 8, at 7200 feet
(2180 m) elevation, could be termed nival or high arctic. Near the crest of the
icefield, this station lies on the western slope of a high nunatak mountain about
one mile south of the Canadian border and overlooks the orographic divide at
the International Boundary.

Camp 26 Is located farther north, some I0 miles beyond the crest and well down
the Llewellyn Glacier Into British Columbia at the sheltered base of another
nunatak mountain. At 4700 feet (143f, m), it is near and sometimes below the inland
n~v6-l1ne In a setting of frost-shattered rock and alpine summer flowers.

* Prepared by Vernon K Jones, Dept. of Geology, Michigan State University
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Camp 30, at 2200 feet elevation (660 m). Is located on the shores of AtlIn Lake In
the semi-arid continental Interior where precipitation amounts only to some 12 to
13 Inches annually. It Is the only field station Included in the study which is
not on the Icefleid proper, with the exception of Camp 29 (elevation 5300 ft.,
1660 m) which being on a separate and Isolated messif In the Atlin area Is not
cionsidered In this transect comparison.

OberlngProodures

Maximum and minimum temperatures were obtained from two sources. Standard maximum
and minimjm thermomters were read at 0700 and 2200 by the station observers.
Weekly thermograph traces were checked for dally maxima and overnight minima.
Previous overnight minima prior to 0700 were used even when a lower teamperature was
recorded In the evening on a given date. The purpose of this was to standardize
thermograph records with maximum-minimum thermometer readings for a given date.
Most stations were equipped with fairly now hygrothermographs.

Available data were plotted separately for each station for purposes of analysis.
Observed dally extremes from both instruments for a given station and date were
compared. Exceptions to this were at Camp 17, which did not have thermograph
records until August I, and Camp 26 which, due to Its Isolated location, required
several days to obtain a replacement for a broken maximum thermometer In mid-
season.

Adjusted dal ly extremes for each station were developed from the two data sources.
As the two sources did not always support each other, some careful Judgements in
the analyses were necessary. In the case of questionable differences, the ad-
justment tended toward the mean of the two sources. Obviously spurious readings
were either heavily discounted or discarded. For example, at Camp 26 occasional
suspiciously low readings on the minimum thermometer, when unconfirmed by the
thermograph records, were found to be related to overnight wind speeds of 10 mph
or greater. The.ofore It was assumed that improper positioning of the minimum
thermometer, combined with wind-induced vibration of the Instrument shelter,
had shaken the rider down.

Distinct peaks, troughs, or changes In temperature were genorally confirmed by
similar changes in both Instruments. Occasional gross discrepancies in the
two sources were reconciled, based on clues as to any possible causative factors,
such as the situation previously mentioned at Camp 26.

Because the data were sometimes obtained by student trainess, they at times lack
the precision of those taken by professionally trained meteorologist. The
majority of records obtained by both types of instruments, however, are supportive
of the observers' records.

Adjusted dally maxima for all stations were plotted on a single graph, allowing
synoptic comparison of all stations. The same was done for adjusted dally minima.
Dally means were computed for the 41-day period from July 22 through August 31,
1971 when all stations were continuously occupied. These include mean daily
maxima, mean daily minima, and a daily mean of the mean maxima and minima. Also
computed was the maximum-minimum range of the daily station means. These are
shown in Table VII. Included are absolute maxima and minima for each station
during the 41-day period of analysis.
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Pertinent Climatological Aspects

The Juneau Icefleld provides an interesting field laboratory for climatological
study...one which has In previous pages been shown ms a mountain climate super-
Impsed on a transition from a strongly maritime to a definitely continental
climate.

A maritime climate Is characterized by a predominating Influence of the ocean (in
this case accented by the warm Kuroshlo Current). The result Is high humidity,
extens;ve cloudiness and frequent heavy rainfall Interspersed with prolonged
periods of drizzle; small diurnal and seasonal temperature ranges; and annual
temperature extremes retarded until one to two months after the solstices.

A continental climate has large annual, seasonal,day-to-day, and day-night
ranges In temperature; low relative humidity; and a lower occurrence of cloud
cover, associated with low to moderate rainfall. Annual temperature extremes
tend to occur soon after the solstices.

Superimposed on these climatic characteristics are the characteristics of a moun-
tain climate, with temperatures inversely related to elevation and with definite
orographic effects...much of which tends to upset normal lapse rate changes with
elevation. Greater daytime Insolation and n~turnal radiation may also be ex-
pected at higher elevations. In addition, this icefield area ... situated as it
Is in the Boundary Range... is the interface region between the continental Polar
high pressure air mass and the maritime low pressure cellular circulation of the
North Pacific. In this region long-term cyclic climatic changes, recorded by
glacial fluctuations, have been correlated with changes in the relationshlo of
these air masses and with patterns of solar disturbancs (Miller, 1956, 1963, 1972b,
1973). Dr. Thompson and Mr. Andrews have provided detailed analysis of the
continentality gradient in this study area in previous sections.

The Temperature Pattern

As would be expected, Camp 17, on the southwest maritime flank of the Icefield
shows the lowest mean range of daily mean temperatures...6.7*F. Camp 30 (Atlin),
in the continental interior, shows the greatest range...21.0 0 , followed by Camp
26 on the continental interior slope...13.0OF. Caum 8, near the crest of the
range but on the seaward side, shows a range of 9.2* F. These figures are con-
sistent with the gradient of continentality which has been descr'bed from maritime
to continental climate across the climatic divide.

Andrews has confirmed the continentality gradient in terms of solar radiation
(duration of sunshine) received at the earth's surface along this transect. The
regional "sun line" which he has descr!bed corresponds to the glacial divide,
slightly inland from the apparent orographic crest of the Boundary Range and In
a clear-cut fashion separates the cloudier maritime flank from the sunnier con-
tinental flank.

Camp 10, however, located in the southern maritime interior of the Icefleld,
departs noticeably from this gradient with a mean daily range of mean tempera-
tures of 11.20 F. This value is well above that for Camps 8 and 17, which in the

I
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geographical sense It lies between (Fig.l ). Both Camps 10 and 17 consistently
e> ,erlence weather conditions characteristic of a maritime cl imate, with a re-
latively high proportion of cloudy, in-cloud, rain, and white-out conditions.
This precludes an explanation of greater Insolation and nocturnal radiation for
the large mean day-night temperature range at Camp 10. Because Its position is
at the end of a rock shoulder some 300 feet (100 m) above the glacier surface
this may provide excellent drainage of denser cold air on the n~v6 surface well
below the station level which should prevent minimum temperatures from being un-
usually low. The location of the Instrument shelter on a barren bedrock surface
could also allow greater solar heating of the Immediate area. But as Table VII
indicates, variation from mean maxima and minima at Camp 17 (the most closely
comparable station) is almost evenly d4vided between a higher maximum and a lower
minimum. Location of Instruments at Camp 17, on a narrow bedrock ridge, pro-
vides local conditions similar to those at Camp 10.

In this study a consistent pattern of elevation effects on mean temperatures has
been shown, although the pattern does not appear to be linear (Fig.lI ). Using
Camp 8 as the low-temperature end of the scale, daily (24-hour) means are lower
at Camps 10 and 17 than at Camps 8, 26 and 30, in proportion to elevation. This
may reflect the stabilizing effect of maritime Influences on the daily range,
although It is not consistent with the unexpectedly high mean daily range at
Camp 10.

Special Conditions

It is Interesting to note that record or near-record maxima and minima for the
study period, on the morning and during the day of August Ist, were followed by
secondary record low maxima and minima on the night of August Ist and during the
day of August 2nd, during a storm. These had rebounded to near or above sea-
sonal averages by the day and night of August 3rd. Also seasonal record low
maxima on August 24-25 and record low minima on August 26 and 27 were followed
by secondary record high maxima on August 30th.

In the first case above, the temperature drop accompanied heavy precipitation at
all stations. In the second, the temperature drop followed maximum precipitation
(or cloudiness at the continental stations) by one to three days, with record.
lows for the study period acco..panyfng the first CAVU conditions on August 27th.
The secondary seasonal maximum for the study period, on August 30th, was associated
with conditions of cloudiness or broken cloudiness, with clear weather part of
the day at some stations. (Dr. Thompson's previous report has given specific
weather details for July 31st and August 2nd.)

ConcIus ions

Aithough not all of the data can be given here to support the following conclusions,
these data are available in the Foundation for Glacier and Environmental Research's 1
files. The general conclusions are as follows:

Based on detailed analysis of the data, the daily ranges and time-related
patterns of temperatures at Individual stations indicate the following:

I. Daily ranges of temperature were maximum during clear weather and minimum
during poor weather.
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2. Toperature minima tended to follow maxima on a dol-to-day basis. However,
higher maxima from solar heating on clear days tended to be rather obvious.
This was partly balanced by nocturnal radiation cooling, resulting In somewhat
comparable minima during clear versus cloudy weather. This effect Is masked to
a large extent, however, by the Inherent temperature characteristic of the air
mass present at any given time.

3. Temperature minima did not fluctuate as greatly as did maxima.

4. Day-night ranes of temperature were considerably greater In the continental
Interior than on the more maritime seaward slope of the divide.

5. Tiemerature variations on a daily Interval do not appear to indicate a se-
quential change of temperature across the Icefield.

6. Differential retardation of annual temperature extremes after the solstice,
due to maritime heat-sink effect, does not appear to pertain across this transect.

7. The mean day-night temperature range ftr Camp 10 departs from the otherwise

consistent gradi ent of continentality.

8. The effect of elevation on mean daily temperatures shows a consistent pattern.

9. Daily temperature variations are for the most part parallel at all stations,
.uggestlng that competent records obtained even over short periods at a single
station can have regional significance.

New Inputs from Satellite Imagery

Note is made here of the magnificent aid satellite Imagery provides in the
regional climatological assessment. As of a few months ago, dailIy photographs
of the North Pac;•ic area are available via the Nilonal Weather Service's fore-
casting offices in Juneau and Anchorage. An illustrative example is given in
Figure 4, showing the counter-clockwise swirl of the North Pacific cyclonic low
over Southwestern Alaska, with clear high-pressure anticyclonic air dominating
the Alaskan Panhandle (photo date , April 24, 1975, 1253 p.m.; NOAA-4 from
1500 km altitude). The value of this Input is exponentially Increased by the
acquisition of simultaneous ground data from key weather stations In Alaska. In
our continuing research, considerable use will be made of this combined information.

Of further interest with respect to Figure 4 Is that the interaction zone be-
tween the opposing pressure systems typefled here is centered over the Alaskan
Panhandle from September to December. This is the season when heaviest snow
accumulation taKes place on the Juneau Icefield. Pertinent aspects of this
situation In terms of our ground station observations and measurements are con-
sidered in the next section.

*
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E. COPARATIVE CLIMATOLOGICAL AND MASS BALANCe IhVESTIGATION OF CIRQUE
GLAC! ERS IN THE NORTHEIR BOUNDARY RANGE

As noted in the lower inset box in Figure 2 and In the photograph In FIguia 5,
the Lemon Creek and Ptarmigan Glacier system (Camp 17 area) lies at the south-
ernmost edge of the Juneau Icefleld. As such It is In the most maritime of
sositlons. The upper Inset box, Figure 2, denotes the Cathedral Glacier posl-
tic'n on the most continental edge of the presently glaciated sector of the
Northern Boundary Range.

Previous Investigations of cirque distribution on the maritime flank of the
Boundary Range (Milller, 1960; Swanston, 1967) have been abetted by cur "ent
studies of Inland cirques at this latitude (Jones, 1975; Tallman, 1975). From
thest it Is known that clrques now occupied by ice are close to the glacia-
tion level ( Ostrem, 1972, 1973). They fit Into a series of tandem clrques.
On the Alaskan coast, the lowest four are Ice-abandoned and ;he lowest three
in the Interior are ice-abandoned also. In the Pleistocene relationship to
the present glacial position, today's Ice-fliled cirques lie In the transi-
tional glacial to non-glacial zone. (A fuller discussion of this situation
Is given in Part X).

The relativeiy healthy regime of the Lemon Glacier System compared to that of
the nine small cirque glaciers on the Cathedral Massif Is of special signifi-
cance to our study. These regime differences are compared In the air photos of
Figure 8a and b and relate to differences In geographical position and elevation.
The glaciation level lies at 4500 feet on the coast but is at 7000 feet In
the Interior AtlIn region, a fact whi.h Is commensurate with today's mean n~v&-
line Jitference on the south-flowing Taku Glacier (i.e., 2900 feet (880 m) v.
Fig. 5) and the north-flowing Llewellyn Glacier :4900 feet (1480 m) v. Fig. 7).
Thus it Is not unexpected that the mean n~v#-1lne bv.ehtn 1971 and 1974 on
these lesser cirque glaciers showed a 2000-foot (600 m) difference. The mean
n~v6-11ne comparisons, including those between the Taku and Lewellyn Glaciers,
are noted as fiIows:

Juneau Sector Ptarmigan Glacier Nvb-Iline 3700 ft. (1120 m)
Lemon Glacier N6v-Iine 3600 ft. (1090 m)
Taku Glacier N6v0-line 2900 ft. (880 m)

Atlin Sector Cathedral Glacier NMvA--ine 5800 ft. (1760 m)
Coliseum Glacier N6v4-line 5900 ft. (1790 m)
Llewellyn Glacier Nbvb-lIne 4900 ft. (1480 m)

To delineate more precisely this Indicator of maritimity vs. continentality
with respect to oppos'te flanks of the icefield, comparafive climatological
studies are continuing at each main field research site. Complete details of
the re.ional correlation over the 1971-74 research period are reserved for
presentation in later reports.

For our present purpose, specific comparisons are drawn between climatological
factors affecting mass balances of the Lemon-Ptarmigan Glacier system near
Camp 17 and the Cathedral Glacer at Camp 29. Detai Is of the parameters af-
fecting the Lemon Glacier have been documented In Miller (1972b) and the
Cathedral Glacier data (1971-74) have been analyzed by Jones (1975). Pertinent
aspects of the Cathedral Glacier study are discussed below, as they relate to
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the object:ves of this contract. I,. Part III, the Lemon arid Ptarmigan Glaciers
are discussed as prototypes of the coastal cirque glacier system.

Climate of the Cathedral Glacier Area

The Cathedral Glacier lies in the semi-arid Inland zone. As this is a new re-
search area developed for this study, no meteorological observations had been
made prior to 1971. The nearest weather records are from Atlin, 18 miles (29 km)
to the north and from Cemp 26 on the Llewellyn Glacier, 22 miles to the southeast.
Cathedral Glacier is a small glacier in a closed basin with a single outlet

stream (Figs. 8,9). Its unique form has resulted In a complex morainal history
that provides quite a complete picture of Inland glacio-*climatIc pulsations
during the late Holocene. Most helpful to the present purpose is comparison of
the meteorological, glaciological and geomorphic Information from this location
with that from maritime stations on the southern flank of the Juneau Icefield
permitting, in turn, a much more effective analysis of the regional atmospheric
behavior.

Significance of Tropospheric Controls *

Because the Juneau Icefield lies at the fluctuating interface between the polar
continental anticyclonic high pressure region and the maritime cyclonic region
(Fig. 4) during the autumn and early winter season of maximum precipitation,
terrain characteristics of the icefleld reflect a distinct sensitivity to shifts
in the location and changes In intensity of storms. These atmospheric phenomena
are fundamentally affected by changes in the general circulation of the atmos-
phere. The presence and orientation of the coastal Cordillera provide additional
control of changing conditions. Elevations sufficient for glaciation amplify
the effects and make possible the preservation of a decipherable natural record
of long-term atmospheric variations.

The North Pacific/Aleutian low pressure system ,iat dominates the Gulf of Alaska
and the southeastern Alaskan coast during the precipitation maximum of the fall
iVj not a static low pressure condition (Fig. 4). Rather, atmospheric conditions
In this area are part of the pianetary circulation pattern. Long waves of
global scale (Wave-lengths of 600 to 1800) steer the overall movements of weather-,
while shorter waves superimposed on and within the mean long wave positions
tend to generate and move individual storm systems. The most probable locations,
as well as intensities, of these wave patterns and their storm fronts shift over
time. Thus, on a frequency distribution basis, the most probable locations and
movements of weather patterns vary over time.

The "Aleutian Low" represents a condition in which the planetary scale high-level
westerlies tend to be moving from a wave trough to a ridge as they traverse the
Gulf of Alaska. In fall and early winter, low-pressure cyclonic storm systems
tend to generate In and move through this area, iniensifying as they move from
trough to ridge. These storms, moving In a generally northeast direction (Figs. 10,64),
bring clouds and heavy precipitation to the coast. As the storms pass the ridge

" This and the following meteorological analyses (Section F) have been

prepared In cooperation with Vernon Jones. A more comprehensivb report on
the glacio-climatology of the inland sector is presented In his thesis
(Jones, 1975).
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of the tropospheric wave, they tend to turn southeastward and deteriorate.
If they maintain coherence until reaching the base of the trough over the
southern 48 states and begin to move ridgeward again, they may reform or
even intensify Into full-scale rejuvenated storm systems (Fig. lo).

The "Polar High" (Fig. 4) Is a condition during which the high-level
westerlies tend to move from a wave ridge to a trough. In this, high pressure
anticyclones generate In northwestern Canada and move southeastward across
the region of Montana and the Dakotas, bringing cold fronts Into the central
United States and helping to generate new storms as they encounter warm air
systems from the south.

Therefore, when we speak of the Interface between the Aleutian (sub-Polar) Low and
Polar High we are referring to the position of the crest of the planetary
wave ridge of high-level westerlies over the Alaskan Coast In the vicinity
of the Juneau Icefield. When this ridge Is located west of its "normal"
position, conditions of continentality move coastward. Thus In the vicinity
of the icefleld atmospheric pressures become higher, cold air mass characteris-
tics dominate, precipitation decreases, freezing-point elevations lower and
ultimately the low-level glaciers expand. When the ridge-crest lies to the
east, maritimity prevails farther Inland, precipitation Increases, temperatures
become higher, freezing-point elevations are higher and high-level glac.!ers
expand. There are also changes in direction of storm winds (Fig. 64).

The relationship between relative wave ridge position in the troposphere and
precipitation patterns is shown In Figure I0.* In the zone preceding the
ridge position (assuming west-to-east air flow), the cell tends to uplift
and condense, bringing counterclockwise advection of moist air out of the
Gulf of Alaska and a consequent Intensification and steering of low pressure
storm systems. Air moving from the crest to the following trough increases
in anticyclogenesis. With subsidence of the cold and dry upper air, clearing
taKes place and a clockwise advection of the polar continental air Is generated.
This situation is illustrative of the condition prev-iling at the time of
the satel rite photo In Figure 4. (Also see Fig. 64a)

From the foregoing it is apparent that a fairly small shift in tropospheric
wave location relative to an area on the ground can change weather conditions
in that area from a heavy to a light precipitation regime, or vice versa. Thus
a persistent displacement of the mean ridge location for an extended period
of time will also mean consequent changes in glacier mass balance.

Miller's studies (1956, 1964a, 1972b, 1973) have demonstrated the significance
of geographical position and elevation differences in various glaciers in
terms of their out-of-phase pulsations in recent centuries. Miller and
Anderson (1974) have extended this concept to analysis of longer-renge fluc-
tuations in climate-glacier behavior along the coast-to-interior atmospheric
gradleni discussed earlier in this report. Tallman (1975) and Miller (1975b)
have related this further to Pleistocene and Holocene glacial fluctuations
in the Atlin and Taku regions. A review of this topic is incorporated at
the end of this report to reveal how Important an understanding of atmospheric

SFigure 10 Is redrawn and superimposed on an outline map of North America
after O'Connor (1963).
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controls Is with respect to glacial behavior and terrain evolution in the

Holocene and Neoglacial that Is a basic concern of this study.

The glaciers of the Juneau Icefield have been noted to be uniquely effective
recorders of climatic change (Field and Housser, 1953). They not only provide
a means of correlating fluctuations with pin-pointed dates in the historical
record, but present paleo-climatic evidences covering periods far earlier
than any legends of man. An understanding of the chronology that these glaciers
have transposed into physiographic features also provides possibilities for
extrapolating future conditions.

Thus the climatological studies across the Juneau Icefield, In which the Lemon
and Cathedral Glacier research programs are a fundamental part, have important
time-dimensional as well as geographical significance. In view of the present
and pending environmental, energy and food crises, all of global dimension,
this kind of research with Its Implications for man to understand and effectively
to use climatic trends assuredly is paramount to pursue.
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F. DATA ANALYSES OF REGIONAL METEOROLOGICAL RECORDS*

This section deals with the presentation and analysis of some of the typical
glaclo-meteorologlcal data related to the study area, highlighting records from
key locations In the station network on the continental flank of the Icefield
and from permanent weather observing sites both Inland and on the coast.

For the Inland sector, existing daily temperature and precipitation records from
meteorological observations at the Cathedral Glacier station (Camp 29) are conpared
with those at the Atlin station (Camp 30). Although these daily records are
available only for the summer field seasons of 1972, 1973 and 1974 (since es-
tablishment of the Cathedral station), they provide some basis for comparison
between this sector of the research area and Atlin, 18 miles to the north.

The meteorological records for Atlin covering the past half century are then
examined. Because the Atlin record is Incomplete, a regional data base for
this continental interior area is synthesized, using data from Atlin, the White-
horse Airport and Carcross, Y.T. (Figure 2). Similar long-term records for the
Juneau coastal area are then synthesized from Juneau and Juneau Airport records.
Following this, the climate on the coastal and Interior margins of the Juneau
Icefield is compared.

Although no meteorological records exist for the Cathedral area prior to 1972,
observations have been made at field sites on the southern flank of the Juneau
Icefield for 30 years. Therefore, if relationships between the coast and in-
terior can be established from recent data and long-term regional comparisons
facilitated, we have a much sounder basis for analyzing past, present and future
glaclo-climatic trends in this region.

Also, as previously demonstrated, a sharp gradient of continentality exists
between the coastal sector and the immediate interior. In the preceding section
it was noted tha. this gradient is the area over which the tropospheric pressure
ridge fluctuates. iheretore similarities and differences in climatic trends
across this region have considerable synoptic significance.

Shorl-term Meteorological Records at a Prototype Site

Sources of Data

During each summer field season detailed meteorological observations were taken
every three hours (0600 to 2100) at each occupied station on the icefield. Thus,
except for unavoidable problems such as equipment breakage or malfunction, or
field operations which prevented the presence of an observer at the scheduled
observation time, complete synoptic meteorological records are on file. For
Camp 29, the data cover the periods:

1972: July I-September 19
1973: July 2-September 18
1974: July 5-September 12
1975: June 22-September 15

Similarly, records are available for the Atlin station, obtained by the samestandardized procedure and giving a valid comparison of observations between
these two stations.

SIn collaboration with Vernon K. Jones (1975)
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Analysis

Cofmparlson of mean daily temperatures Is shown for both stations for the first
three years (1972-74) of the Camp 29 record (Fig. 11). Temperatures generally
fol lowed the same trends. Although Camp 29 temperatures ranged from 15°F lower
to 4*F higher than Camp 30, during the sumyrer field season Camp 29 was usually
about 5* to 70 cooler.

Precipitation at the two stations Is shown In Figures 12a and 12b spanning the
period of record for Camp 29. Over these three summers, Camp 29 had 12.03 Inches
o" precipitation. Camp 30 had 12.09 Inches.

Despfl,. the similarity In the total amount of summer rainfall, there were many
discrepancies within single storms and on single days. It Is notdd that pre-
cipitation In this region Is almost entirely due to the passage of low-pressure
systems rather than to convective Instability. In such a situation sharp
discrepancies are observed even be1ween adjacent stations In a dense network of
rain gages.

From this comparison of daily precipitation, it Is concluded that rainfall records
at the Atlin station provide a fair approximation of summer rainfall at the
Cathedral research station. However, it Is not safe to extrapolate this con-
cluslon to the remainder of the year, due to vastly different atmospheric con-
ditions during the colder seasons. As an example of variations in winter con-
ditions refer to the April I snow depth data for Atlin and Log Cabin noted
later In this section.

Long-Term Meteorological Records

Sources of Records and Data Preparation

Useful in this study are the official government weather records obtained at
first-order stations at the Juneau Airport and Whitehorse beginning In 1942 and
1943 respectively. Records also have been maintained at the stations noted below
by non-professional cooperative observers over varying periods of time. In this
listing, parentheses Indicate a fragmental or Incomplete record (see Figures 1,2 and
3 for site locations).

Atlin, B.C. 1906-45; 1967-71; (1972-75)*
Carcross, Y.T. (1909-13); 1914-26; (1935-40)
Engineer Mine, B.C. 1926-28; (1929); (1975)
Whitehorse Airport, Y.T. 1943-75
Juneau (City) Alaska (1905-11); 1912-69; (1970-71)
Juneau Airport (1942-45); 1946-75

Complete records do not exist for any single station In the region. Therefore,
In order to hav9 data covering an adequate time span It has been necessary to

* It Is noted that the JIRP Atlin station has maintained full synoptic records
between 1969 and 1975. These are In more detail and more consistent than the
government agent's records referenced here.
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develop composite and representative data sets from portions of records from
different stations. In doing this, temperature and precipitation data have been
adjusted to commo~n equivalents to avoid Introducing apparent variations that
couti be the result of combining records from different locations In the region.
For example, on the Alaskan coast If precipitation data are obtained from JuneauI City records covering the period up to the time when the U.S. Weather Bureau
Office was established at the airport, and data are also obtained from the Juneau
Airport records, It could appear that the Juneau area annual precipitation
dropped abruptly by 38.5%, which was not the case.

By converting properly sequential records, however, for each region to long-
term equivalents, It Is possible to develop a continuous data base for both
the coastal and continental Interior regions covering the years 1907 to present.
This particularly pertains to the comparison of mean annual temperatures and
total annual precipitation.

To obtain a set of mean annual temperatures that are representative of the
Immediate Interior region near the Cathedral Glacier, the means of stations
with overlapping records were compared. It was found, for example, that A lin
and Whitehorse Airport temperatures are very comparable, while Carcross tempera-
tures average about 10F lower.

It was also found in determining representative coastal temperatures that for
the period of commvon record the Juneau Airport temperatures averaged 20F lower
than the Juneau City temperatures. Therefore, where both figures are available,
the mean was used; otherwise the Juneau City temperature was used minus 10F
or the Airport temperature plus 10F. The consistent discrepancy In mean annual
temperatures may be due to: (1) rooftop exposure of the city Instrument shelter;
(2) the city "heat island" effect; (3) the location of the airport downstream
from the Mendenhall Glacier valley, exposing It to katabatic wind effects; arnd
(4) the airport's position, exposed to the open water of Lynn Canal.

It Is also noted that since 1959 the average mean annual temperatures of all
stations In southeast Alaska followed the Juneau area temperature trend, but

with values consistently about 1.50F higher.

Temperature Analysis

Temperature records for the immediate continental Interior, representing aval iaoie
data nearest to the Camp 29 research locale and for the Juneau area near Camp 17
were analyzed. The data were plotted graphically and processed by computer, and
the statistics developed from computer analyses were tested for level of
significance.

Frequency distributions were plotted for the inearn annual temperatures for both

regions (Jones,'75)Several observations are noted from this record and from the
V accompanying computed averages.

(1) There Is no overlap between the Interior range In mean annual temperature
of 25 to 36*F and the coastal range of 38 to 45*F.

(2) The interior averages vary more, with a total range of 120 F,
compared with a range of only 8*F on the coast.

(3) Mean annual coastal temperatures averaged 1O.5*F. warmer.
(4) The coastal temperature range is continuous and terminates sharply

while the Interior has outlying extremes.
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(5) The range of mean annual coastal temperatures Is skewed to the right,
while that for the Interior has relatively few years below the modal
number.

Actual mean annual temperatures for the continental Interior region and for the
coastal Juneau region are shown In Figure 14. Two characteristics stand out:

(I) Shaml oscillations In mean annual temperature from one year to the
next. This Is more pronounced in the Interior.

(2) Year-to-year temperature oscillations on opposite sides of the
Juneau Icefleld are In clse agreement. In other words, the tempera-
tures on an annual basis In both regions, though quantitatively
different are quite parallel and in-phase.

Since year-to-year changes are so extreme, It Is necessary to smooth the data
In order to determine If trends actually exist. Three methods were used: a
weighted moving average; a linear regression; and a polynomial regression.

Weighted Five-year Moving Mean

In this method a weighted average was applied, of the form:

S-0.1 (Xn2 ) + 0.2 (xn-i) + 0.4(x) + 0.2(x n+I) + 0.1 (Xn)

Srepresents the mean, x the mean annual temperature of a given year, and n
the central year of the particular five years being averaged.

The purpose of the weighting was to avoid the Slutsky-Yule effect (Mosteller
et al, 1973). When an un-welghted moving average is applied to a series of
random numbers, an apparent periodicity is generated. In research Involving a
series of temperature data, such an effect can generate a spurious apparent
cycllclty or can mask a real pattern which does in fact exist. The five-year
weighted moving average Is shown In Figure 14, with Inland and coastal areas plotted.

Inspection of the data shows a cyclical upward trend In S.E. Alaskan coastal
temperatures until the early 1940's, followed by a downward oscillation
since that time. Periods of oscillation are roughly between 13 and 17 years
In length. Again, the periodicities In the Interior and coastal sectors agree.

Magnitudes of the oscillations In the weighted five-year means are also affected
by two factors: (I) the level of extreme temperatures and (2) the persistence
of departures from the central value. While 1927 was the peak year for tempera-
ture It was between two below-normal years. Persistence of above-normal annual
temperatures from 1940 through 1947 gave a very positive level In the five-year
weighted average. Similarly, temperatures consistently below normal for 1948
through 1951 without a warm year between gave a low point in the moving average.

Linear Regression Analysis

A relatively simple method (Blaylock, 1960) of determining the rate of change
In a variable over time Is a simple linear regression of the form:

y - a + bx

Application of the appropriate statistical formulae provides values for a and
b In which a Is the point at which the regression line crosses the y axis,
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b represents the slope of the regression line and x Is the value of the
Independent variable (in this case the year) for which the dependent variable
(the predicted temperature) Is to be determined. For our purposes, x Is the
first year In the series and x~ Is the last year. The slope of the line (b)
and the value of y when x =0 nprovide Information as to the magnitude of the
change. This Is applied to net change In the value oý- the dependent variabie
from the beginning to the end of the period. A dependent variable could rise
to a high value In the middle of Its range and then return fairly symmetrically
to Its original value, and a linear regression could indicate that no change
had occurred.

Regional temperatures peaked In the early 1940's after oscillating upward
since the beginning of the climatic record. After that time they have os-
ciliated downwards. Therefore the linear regression analysis as applied
separately to both coastal and Interior records Is broken Into two parts. The
first subset for each location Includes the years from 1907 to 1943 and the
second subset covers the period from 1944 to 1973.

A caveat Is in order when applying linear regression techniques to oscillatory
data such as these temperature records. The slope of the regression line may
be conditioned by the portions of local oscillations on which the regression
line ends. In other words, starting at the low point of a cycle and ending

~ I at the maximum of a later cycle can exaggerate the slope, whi le starting at
a high point and ending at the minimum of a later cycle will minimize the slope.
Where the range of oscillation is greater than the long-term change In trend,

as in the case wiTh our data, the latter error may reverse the sign of the
slope entirely. Results of the linear regression analysis are shown In Figure 13.
Coefficients were computed by a scattergram computer program.

Polynomial Regression Analysis

Since plotting *.F the five-year weighted mean temperature data showed an apparent
quasi-periodicity, a polynomial regression computer program was applied to the

Interior, for the period from 1907 through !973. The predictive equation for
the polynomial regression Is:

2 n

In this equation a Is again the y intercept of the equation and b is the mean
slope of that segment of the line. The unit x Is the value of the Independent
variable, while y is the predicted value of the dependent variable (temperature)
for that value of x (the year). The exponent of the value x Indicatos the
degree of the equation in that segment (Blay lock, 1972). The degree of the
equation may be defined as one less than the number of times the value of the
slope changes signs. For ex~mple, If the slope of the segment b xIs positive,3
the slope of the segment b x will be negative and the slope of 1he segment bx3x
(third degree) will be positive.

A polynomial regression provides ihe equation and hence the plot of a line whose
formula contains the fewest degrees o' x (in essence, changes In sign of the
slope of the curve) which are necessary so that the improvement of an additional
degree does not give a significant Improvement (decrease) In the sum of the squares
of the deviations of the observations from the plotted polynomial regression line.
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Results of the -)olynomial regressions, specifically concerning temperature
fluctuations and trends, are shown In Figure 15. This analysis, tooe, showd a
regional temperature maximum In the early 1940's and a very shari drop In
recent years.

The value plotted for a given year Is affected by the observed values of those
preceding and following the given year. As the computer print-out plots show
a tendency for the unsupported end value to go to extremes, the valuos com-
puted for the first and last three years were deleted.

Since we are dealing with two different series of oscillatory trends of opp~site
slopes, the polynomial regression was applied separately to the two ser.nts
of data. The results agree remarkably well with the five-year weighted

moving averages for both the coast and the Interior temperatures (Fig.14).
Again, unsupported extreme end values were deleted, although this caused a
gap In that part of the polynomial regression graph representing the early
1940's.

Regional Temperatures

Observations and Conclusions

The following observations and conclusions regarding regional temperature
patterns emerge from the foregoing analyses:

(I) Annual mean -emperaturps In the Interior are consistently colder
than on the coast. Interior means range from 25°F to 365F, with
a mean of 30.75 OF from 1907 through 1973. Mean annual temperatures
in the coastal Juneau area range from 38* to 450F, with a mean
of 41.40F.

(2) Interior temperatures closely parallel those of the coastal region.

(3) Visual Inspection of annual mean temperatures in the 67 years of
record reveals a pattern of about four quasi-cycles with a mean
length of about 17 years.

(4) A five-year centrally weighted moving average reveals and corro-
borates the above patterns more clearly. The first three oscillations
are consecutively more pronounced, with the third peaking In approximately
1944. The fourth is of notably less magnitude.

(5) The pattern of i.,e five-year means Is more erratic after the
1950 minimum.

(6) Temperatures have been in a downward skid since 1959, the cooling
trend havy apped even more sharply since a minor respite in
1967-69.

(7) Patterns are somewhat erratic for accurate prediction, but a sub-
jective projection of the trend suggests that mean annual temperatures
twenty years from now will be far below any yet experienced In this
century.
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Regional Precipitation Analysis

Comparative annual precipitation totals for the coast and Interior region are
shown in Figure 17. It was necessary to use an expanded scale for the interior
aata to allow effective visual comparison. Precipitation in this interior
region averaged 11.03 inches per year over the period 1907 through 1974. This
is only 12.8 ' of the 87.1 Inch yearly average at Juneau for the same period,
clearly illustrating the sharp gradient of continentality across the Juneau
Icefiel d.

The validity of using Juneau City precipitation values as representative of
the coastal sector is supported by the close agreement in trends and In means
between Juneau City (93.1 Inches) and all southeastern Alaskan stations
'92.0 inches) for the period 1959-73. In a statistical analysis of precipitation
data covering 64 stations along the Alaskan coast for the period 1907-1962
Miller (1963) demonstrated unusually high correlation coefficients of 0.80
to 0.94, strongly supporting this conclusion.

In order to snooth the data and more clearly reveal trends, five-year weighted
moving means were applied to annual precipitation records using the same
formula as with the annual mean temperatures. Analysis of Figure 18
reveals no clear-cut trends over time, with the exception of a relatively dry
period along the coast around 1910. A roughly approximate seven-year periodicity
appears alonc the coast, except for the 1910-17 period. If the 1965-72 period
does appear, It has a sharply restricted maximum. The existence of a seven-
year pattern is much less clear in the interior. Oscillations In precipitation
in the interior show some slight tendency to be in-phase with patterns along
the coast during parts of the record, while other parts show no trend toward
parallel variation. There appears to be no tendency toward diametrically out-
of-phase variation. Parallel phasing is more pronounced in pattern although not
in magritude toward the end of the study period.

Regional Ternerature and Precipitation Relationships

The work of Anderson and Miller (Anderson, 1970 and Miller and Anderson, 1974)
-as shcdn some relationship between temperature ýnd precipitation over the time
:f tne -4olocene, a time scale on the order of 10 years. In the Taku District
near the coast, warmer temperatures have been associated with drier periods.
In the interior Atlin District, warmer temperatures were associated with wetter
conditions and increased storminess. The latter condition would suggest an
eastward shift of the tropospheric ridge, with inland penetration of dominating
low-pressure cyclonic conditions. From a study of the Wisconsinan moraine
sequence in an interlobate sector of the Atlin region over a longer time span,
Tallman (1975) has presented some evidence that this shift has taken place
during the larger climatic changes of the Pleistocene.

iive-year wei'jhted moving means of temperature and precipitation were plotted
for the coastal region and for the interior(Figures 19,20 shown together for comparisonj.
As was the case with temperatures, existing patterns broke down after the
peaking of temperature trends in the early 1940's. Prior to the 1940's, tempera-
ture and precipitation had a strong tendency to be diametrically out-of-phase.
Since that time, there has been a tendency for the patterns to be in-phase
along the coast.
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Figure 21 shows the pattern of snowfall accumulation at the Juneau Airport
for 1943 through 1974, revealing a seven-year periodicity and a general upward
trend. Total precipitation displayed a seven-year periodilcity from 1917 to
about 1941, when the pattern broke down. A short six-year pattern reappeared
briefly from 1947 to 1957, after which the pattern again broke down. When the
five-year snowfall mean Is compared with five-year temperature means little re-
lationship appears. Similarly, five-year average snowfall bears little re-
lationship to total precipitation trends which lag one to two years behind the
temperature trend.

In addition to the change in patterns of temperature oscillation ond the phase
reversal of the temperature-precipitation relationship after the early 1940's,
the most recent behavior of temperatures emphasizes the anomaly. An upswing
in the 13 to 17 year temperature oscillation, which past patterns suggest as
being at a maximum about 1975, has either not clearly begun or else appeared
only faintly about 1969 followed by a sharo drop In temperature. Annual
temperature means over the next several years will be critical in suggesting
Nhat paths, anomalous or otherwise, temperatures may take and the magnitude
of the change.

In terms of human catastrophe, extreme climatic changes have been painfully
obvious on a global scale in the past seven to ten years. Many causes have
been suggested to explain what in the popular press has been called the
"tominous" changes in world climate. The list of possible causes Includes
particulate and chemical air pollution, Increase In carbon dioxide, effects
of atomic bombs, over-grazing, agricultural land and forest-clearing fires,
and most recently aerosol cans...with the chlorine in their Freon propellant
apparently reacting with and destroying the protective shield of ozone in the
nigh atmosphere. It may be that man has already set in motion the forces for
his own doom (Fortune Maq.,Alexander,74ýltmay be, on the other hand, that
his pollutants may have no real effect in comparison with natural processes on
a global atmospheric scale (Willett, 1975).

It may be that don~nance has shifted from one atmospheric control to another.
Or that the atmosphere is merely returning to more normal conditions after a
40-year period of abnormally favorable weather, so that we need to look for the
cause of the initiation of the "anomaly" rather than for a cause for its effects.

Solar Cycles, Temperature Trends and Glacier Regimes

M4any investigators have noted relationships between weather and the occurrence
and periodicity of solar disturbances, i.e., electro-magnetic (wave) radiation
and charged particle (corpuscular) radiation revealed by sunspot variations
(Miller, 1956, 1972; Willett, 1975 and other publications). To explore this
relationship the five-year weighted moving mean of annual average temperatures
for the coastal region is plotted against the Zurich average annual sunspot
number (Rz) as shown in Figure 22.

Lack of a discernable relationship between temperature and sunspot data is
supported by a statistical correlation of 0.024. Application of temperature lag
times to account for the oceanic heat sink effect provides an even poorer fit.
Similarly comparison of short-term sunspot numbers with precipitation patterns,
both on the coast and in the Interior, show no closer relationship. It Is
concluded that any existing short-term relationships between temperature and
the 10.8 year solar cycle are too complex to discern readily and hence if such
do exist the proof will require more sophisticated analysis.
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Because of these difficulties, another approach was taKen. For exampie, mid-
18th century lichenometric dates on major Little Ice Age glacial advances in
the study area were used as benchmarks for Inferring postulated glacial regimes.
This pertains not only to the Cathedral, Lemon and Ptarmigan Glaciers but
also to the known recent behavior of other glaciers on the Juneau Icefield (see
Parts X and XI). Known and inferred temperature patterns in the Juneau Icefleld
region were plotted. Finally, for comparison, the Zurich sunspot numbers from
1749 through 1974 (Appendix C). were plotted on the same time scale. The results
are shown in Figure 22.The following relationships are apparent:

(I) Periodicity of glacier behavior is very close to 90 years.

(2) Glacier terminal behavior lags behind temperature patterns by
about a half cycAe (45 years). The glacier advances during a period
of rising temperatures and retreats during the cooling portion of
the apparent 90-year cycle.

(3) Short-term temperature changes do not appear to be related to short-
term (10.8 year) ,olar cycles. The inertia and lack of resolution
of finer climatic perturbations in the system may be too great to
allow detection of changes at this scale.

(4) During the Little Ice Age, glacier advances appear to have occurred
during and after the minimum portion of the 80-90 year sunspot cycle.
Retreats tended to occur during and after the maxima of these
"long" cycles.

(5) Temperature peaks tend to lead the 80-90 year solar peaks by about
15 years. This bring up a tantalizing question concerning what has
been considered by Miller (1972b)to be a 15-year cooling lag
attributed to the heat sink effect of the North Pacific Ocean.

If indeed there is j close solar-temperature relationship, over the time scale
of this study there may De a slight drift in the relationships of temperature
and glacier regime in comparison to patterns of solar behavior. in the absence
of known causal factors, it is suggested that we may be witnessing the in-phase
coincidence of two unrelated cycles of slightly differing lengths. Thus not
on a scale of the three "long" cycles plotted in Figure 22 but of ten, twenty, or
fifty, the relative patterns could be completely reversed.

Relationship to Global Atmospheric Circulation

A hypothetical causal mechanism was suggested 20 years ago by Miller (1956)
which is counter to implications of the idea in the preceding paragraph. Solar
3ctivity affects the emission of energy from the sun partjy in the form of
particulate matter (corpuscular radiation). These charged particles are to
some extent channelled to the magnetic field, as has been considered in previous
JIRP publications (also see Miller, 1963, 1972). The resulting energy-input
causes fluctuations of the wave-length of the circumpolar westerlies, changing
the location of the tropospheric ridge along the coastal mountains of Alaska-
Canada. The relative locations of the mean low pressure systems in the Gulf of
Alas'ýa (Aleutian Low) and areas of anticyclogenesis in the interior (Canadian
Polar High) would thus be a reflection of ridge location. In turn , temperature
and accumulation changes In the Boundary Range would be affected. Such changes
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in temperature and precipitation regimes are integrated In the behavior of
glaciers and ultimately in the landforms thay produce. But some inconsistencies

might appear to remain in this mechanism. For example, we should expect Increased
energy to increase the activity of the westerlies. But would not the increased
turbulence and meridionality, being due to Increased thermal contrast, mean
colder polar areas, with less energy (Jones, 1975)? The answer lies In apprecia-
tion of the fact that we cannot restrict our vlew +o one corner of the system.
We must continue to consider the whole...i.e.. -h. lc circulation.

The Phasing of Temperature and Procipitation Pe.

Short-term comparison of daily meteorological obserx, - ons at khe Cathe Ia
Glacier (C-29) and Atlin (C-30) research stations during recent summer seu•,
reveals that at Camp 29 the average termperatures are 5 to 70F cooler, t!.,+ that
total precipitation is about ihe same ceespite day-to-day differences. Records
for the winter seasons are not availlrle ,.t Camp 29, so comparison is restricted
to the summer months. A summary t.f mean annual tompe-ature and precipitation
between the coastal area rnd t.o Interior is given below.

Summary of Temperature/Precipital ion Data

Coast Interior

Range of Mean Annual Temperatures (OF) 38--45 25-38
Amount of Rnge in Mean Annual Temp.( 0 F) 8 12
1907-73 Average of Mean Annual Temp. (OF) 41.4 30.751907-73 Average of Annual Precipitation 87.! in. 11.03 in.

The wider range in mepin tomperztures In the interior reflects the continentality
gradient. while mean arnril temperatures fluctuate sharply from year to year,
Ine flucltations are usut:liy paraflel between the coast and the interior. Rain-
fall patt-ý'rns between tne two regions ar) triuch less in pnase. The extent of
phasing that occurs varies considerably over time.

Tho aialytic techniques applied In this study, including graphic analysis and
linear and polynomial regressions, reveal an approximate 17 year periodicit
in tempere;ures and a less distincr 7-year pattern in prec'pltafion. 0-n 5 7I, ger
term basis, temperatures have general ly moved upward from 1907 (the start of
the record) until the early 1940's. Since then they have moved downward, with
the rate of decrease accelerating over the past decade.

The most si-"ificant observation developed in this analysis is that the
nature of atmospheric relationships has changed with or shortly following the
peaking of mean annual temperature trends In the early 1940's. As patterns of
temperature oscillations changed, the phase relationships of temperature and
precipitatKi , have nearly reversed. Also, temperatures In the past five to
ten years have droppea much more sharply than earlier patterns would suggest,
and the tentati'-2 outlook i:. for this trend to continue despite short-term
upswings. The o,-1.3icn arises as to whether the ,narp temperature drop since
the early 1960') i• a natural c1i:iatic trend or an anomaly. Field data on
the Juneau Icefleld Research Program over the next five years should provide
a clearer ,icture of the short-term s. :tatlon and a better Idea of expected
trends an,. baeý!'. causal factors.
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PART Ilii INVESTIGATIONS IN GLACIO-HYDROLOGY

In line with our objectives to study processes In their relation to terrain
evolution, several special 3tudles are discussed in the following pages.
The first of these describes and uiscusses the processes of a self-spi!Ing
lake on the Lemon Glacier and its affect on Jokulhlaups (glacier bursts) in
the Lemon Creek Valley (Miller and Asher, 1975). The second treats the general
hydrological characteristics of the Lemon-Ptarmigan glacier system (Brush, 1972)
and a third considers a preliminary assessment of the Cathedral Glacier hydro-
logywhere such fascinating problems as the evolution of sine-generated curves
in supra-glacial streams are found (Nishlo and Miller, 1972). A fourth reports
on tte regime of ephemeral supraglacial lakes, emphasizing the detection of
+hawing firn on the Juneau Icefleld using ERTS satellite Imagery (Bugh, 1975).
(rhis technique has large potential for monitoring future changes.) A fifth
discusses the thermal erosion of fluted surface channels on the Vaughan Lewis
end Gilkey Glacier systems (Pinchak, 1972, 1975).

Other shorter studies are reported referencing the field work of Dr. Edward
Little (1972) and Dr. Gorow Wakahama (1972). Special assistance in these
studies is acknowledged to Richard Heffernan, John McCracken, Clarke Petrie,
Gregg Lamorey, Paul Willis, Howard Langeveld and other field assistants and
participants on the Juneau icefield Research Program between 1971 and 1974.

The individual reports within this discipline of special environmental con-
cern follow.

I
I!!
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A. A SELF-DUMPING GLACIER LAKE AND RESERVOIR CAVE ON THE LEMON GLACIER*

Ephemeral self-dumping water bodies Impounded in and on glaciers (v.FIg.78) have
been the subject of much interest In recent years (Stone, 1963). Such a supra-
glacial lake occurs at the head of Lemon Creek Glacier*", at the extreme soui-h-
western edge of the Juneau Icefield and bui" a scant 5 air miles (8 km) north-
east of Juneau (Fin.23). What distinguishes this lake is a uniquely associated
glacier cave system. The accessibility of the lake and its englacial cave
(Fig.21) permit continuing and detailed measurements to be made of key hydro-
logical and climatic factors affecting this glacier's regime.

Although the literature on glacier caves has been increasing, a consensus ter-
minology has not yet been developed (Halliday, 1966; Peterson and McKenzie,
1168; McKenzie, 1969, 1971; Kiver and Mumma, 1971; Miller, 1972c). Because
of the unusual characteristics of the cave system, In this presentation It is
referred to as a composite cave. Its extensive englacial tunnel system was
surveyed in August and September 1972 and again in August, 1973. The resulting
maps are shown in Figures 24 and 25.

Hydro-environmental Imelications

Liquid water associated with glaciers and with their supraglacial and englacial
reservoirs occurs in large volumes, and in many cases can represent a useable
tydrologlcal resource ( U.S. Geological Survey, 1971). In Europe some glacier-
fed streams have been tapped for hydro-electric purposes ( Ostrem, 1972b).
Especially In Norway, France, and Switzerland, the need for water resources

?lanninc has dictated that glacio-hydrological data he quantified. With such an
aim, long-range measurements have also been conducted in many other countries
with respect to the mass balance of glaciers during the International Hydrolo-
gical Decade (1965-74).

In some glaciers, supraglacial lakes are uniquely sensitive measures of short-
term regime change,- (Claag, 1969). Rapid and catastrophic drainage, as during

a Jokulhlaup*** (Thorarinsson, 1939), quickly covers flood-prone areas down-
valley with water moving at high velocity (Rothlisberger, 1971 70 When this
occurs, avN structure or habitation in the pro-glacial area can be in danger.
Summer time floods of this kind are found on the Juneau Icefleld. Prototypical
examples can be observed in the peripheral sec.tors of the Berner's Bay Irench
and of theTulsequah and Taku River valleys (Fig. 2), where large-magnitude
catastrophic ylacier-bursts occur. Every year these floods have been of much
concern to mining, road building and engineering operations in this region (Fig. 7C3)
(Kerr,1934,36;Miller, 1952-,63; Marcus, 1960; Post and Mayo, 1971). As more
development takes place in Alaska, it will become increasingly vital to under-
s'and and predict is phenomenon and to survey chanqes in related supraglacial
and englacial drainage and reservoir systems. Between 1965 and 1974, monitoring
of the Lemon Glacier drainage has been carried out as par- of a continuing long-
term glaclo-hydrological study of this representative glacier system (Miller, 1972b).

SThis section, prepared by Maynard M. Miller and R.A. Asher, is included with the
permission of the Journal of Glaciology. (Also see preliminary report by Asher et
al (1974) and Appendix A, p. I, and photos p. 91 a, b)
** Locally known as the Lennn GlrIer

* Icelandic for "']lacier bursts", a spontaneous or catastrophic hydrologica' surge.
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Morphology and Drainage of the Englaclal Cave

The supraglaclal lake on Lemon Glacier Is situated in a marginal moat at the
head of the glacier (Fig.23). This Impounded water body Is known as Lake Linda
(Asher, 1970; Smithsonian Institute, 1971). The western cave )ntrance was first
discovered In 1969. In the summer of 1972, after Lake Linda ad coWpletely
drained, this cave entrance was again exposed at the deepest (southwest) end of
the lake and another one opened up at its eastern end at Lynn Falls (Fig. 24).
These entrances permitted access for the complete mapping of the cave sectliun
lying between these openings. The exploration revealed an elongated tunnel
with several distributary extensions beneath the Ice, the total system of which
throughout most of the year serves as an extensive reservoir for water Impounded
below the level of penetration of the annual cold wave from the glacier's surface.

The main body of the cave is a half kilometer long, connecting Lake Linda to
Lynn Falls. The axial distance is 1470 feet (451 m), with the straight-line
distance between entrances being 269 feet (82 m) shorter. In the last two years,
the cave has been accessible In late summer, after the entrances opened and the
lake had ful ly drained. During the rest of the year, the cave has remained
either partly or totally flooded with its entrances buried by winter snow.
Partial flooding is suggested because of the abundant stalactites, ice stalag-
mites, ice draperies, sublimation crystals, hair ice and other glacial speleo-
thems found In the cave system soon after Its entrances opened.

The cave reservoir is, in effect, a sub-glacial extension of Lake Linda. In
recent years there has been no evidence that water from Lake Linda has drained
via this tunnel through the moraine-capped headwall col into Salmon Creek Valley
to the south (Fig. 23). In every summer over the past decade, Lynn Falls has
become dry before onset of the lake's drainage. Usually the drainage requires
several days to run its course, but on occasions the self-dumping process has
been observed to be completed in a few hours. Because the falls, prior to
drainage, become dry, the water must pass down-glacier through tthe several dis-
tributary channels in and beneath the Ice until it reaches the Lemon Glacier
terminus. The straight-line, down-valley distance for this flow is approxi-
mately 4 miles (6.5 kms).

During the spring and summer melt-season when there Is copious melt-water In
the firn-pack, Lynn Falls serves as a release mechanism to maintain the hydro-
logic level of the headwall area at a relatively stable position. The situa-
tion may be likened to that pertaining with an overflow gutter around a swimming
pool. The falls drain off water above a certain level, but when the water sinks
below that level there is nn effect and the waterfall channel becomes abandoned.
In the case of sudden releas. ," water from Lake Linda (again as in the swimming
pooi analogy when a plug Is "pulled"),all water goes down the drain. In this
field case, the drain is simply the lowest outlet of the glacier's reservoir
system.

Surface and Sub-surface Mapping

Although mapping of the Lemon Glacier has facilitated the study of ice movement
at ..;e glacier's surface, measurements of englacial flow and basal slip have
been difficult to obtain. Such measurements can, however, be made in this kind
of tunnel system in sectors where it reaches bedrock. During the 1972, 1973
and 1974 seasons, geophysical investigations of ice thickness and related surveys

-It"" . .
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of position stakes at the n6v6 surface were made In the glacier's uppermost
accumulation zone. Seismic, gravity and magnetic stations were positioned di-
rectly over the glacier cave (Hinze, Kellogg, Shaw and Stallwood, 1973), with
each located on the surface traverse from survey stations 37 to 43 (Fig. 24).
Glacier depths from the nbvb surface to the tunnel ceiling were as much as
79 feet (124 m).

An IR Distance Meter (accuracy + lcm(.4 in) in 2 km (1.2 mi) and a T-2 theo-
dolite were employed for survey control at the cave entrances and for related
nbvA transects above it. In the 1972 mapping project, tape and compass sur-
veys were made on the tunnel floor, with bench marks established in bedrock.
The longest chained section was 182 feet (55.5 m), between stations 17 and 18.
The shortest was 8.17 feet (2.5 m) between stations 3 and 4. The survey
started at Lynn Falls and ended at Lake Linda. Closure was accomplished by
reference to bench marks un bedrock on the western shore of the lake. Surveys
were checked by reverse traverse and accuracies obtained within 2 inches

5 cm) at each of the 27 control stations. In 1973 the cave system was re-
mapped, this time using a T-2 theodolite for a complete transect of the
tunnel (v. later discussion).

Within the cave,calrns were erected at all numbered survey flags and cross
sections sketched at key points. Slope distances between survey stations
were measured by tape. Measurements for the cross-sectional plots were
obtained using a telescoping stadia rod extended horizontally between cave
walls and vertically between floor and ce!ling. Map distances were cal-
culated fronm horizontal and vertical angles taken In both directions at each
survey site. Many problems were encountered In using the surveying instru-
ments with flashlights in a black and constantly dripping cave. Bedrock
was exposed intermittently on the cave floor, with quantities of rock and
ice rubble presen+ elsewhere. Several distributary drains extending be-
neath the main body of the glacier to the north were explored for short distances
but tnese thinned to Impassable dimensions. Ice pillars extending downward from
moulins were observed, as well as tectonic (flow) foliation on the glacier's
bed. Thrust structures were also exposed on the floors, walls and ceilings.
Specific locations of these features are shown in Figure 24.

Two maps produced in 1972 show a longitudinal cross-section and a sequence
of lateral plots of the main cave on a planimetric base. These are presented
in Asher et al (1974) with the longitudinal plan and cross sections repro-
duced in Figure 24. On the latter plot survey station 24, at the Lake Linda
entrance, Is seen to be 16.4 feet (5 m) lower than statioii I at Lynn Falls
(referenced In later discussion). On the more detailed planimetric maps (Fig.
24, upper), Information on the physical character of the cave Is given.
A third map produced during the 1973 field season (Fig. 25) , also with
longitudinal plan and cross-sections, shows the configuration of a main dis-
tributary arm of the cave system at a point originating just below the Lake
Linda entrance of the main tunnel.

To facilitate re-mapping the cave, permanent survey markers were implanted
on the floor in 1972. At several stations, crosses were chiselled in rock
and at four locations meter-long steel pipes, appropriately coded, were
driven into dense glacier ice.

- *ea-re > Ž'MIA
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The survey control could be enhanced by direct mapping of a common point on the
surface of the glacier and directly beneath, Inside the cave. This should be
done via a bore-hole, although possibly a moulln could be used. Since field con-
ditions have precluded drilling a hole and the moulins have not been sufficiently
exposed In the last two years, it has been essential to extend the survey control
into the cave from the entrances. The northeasterly trending extension (Fig. 25),
which was covered In 1970, was found to be open enough In 1973 to explore and
map. In 1974 It was not until early August that the reservoir tunnel first opened
enough via drainage of Lake Linda to allow re-mapping. During this project, a
total of 17 of the 27 flagged stations from 1972 were found In place. Ton flags
could not be recovered, five having been lost In the water-swept entrance section
of the cave. All the steel pipes Imbedded as englacial bench marks in 1972 were
found In 1973, having remained intact In the dense glacier Ice on the tunnel floor.
Glaclological aspects of the 1973 study compared with those of 1972 are con-
sidered later.

Ice Speleothems and Sublimation Features

The Lemon Glacier Is geophysically Temperate. On Its highest n6vb at 4200 feet
(1,243 m) the cold wave by early March has --knetrated between 10 and 15 meters
beneath the glacier surface. Every spring this cold wave dissipates and returns
the glacier to O0C, usually by the middle of May (Miller, 1972 b).The character
of thermal penetration Is revealed by data from thermistors drilled Into the Ice
from the glacier's surface. Because of the temporary sub-freezing conditions of
winter and spring, much cave coral develops from dripping and splashing water
and many sublimation crystals form over the cave's floor, walls and ceiling.
Surprisingly some of them survive well into summer. By August, however, within
the cave the temperatures of Ice, air and water equalize at close to O°C. It
is probable that In some summers slightly sub-freezing conditions pertain within
some sectors of the Ice, as has been described in a Temperate to sub-Temperate
glacier cave at a comparable elevation in Norway (McCall, 1953).

As our mapping progressed, many of the frost features melted out, especially in
-- `.:3 . ireas between survey flags I through 4 and 21 through 24, where

the exposure to warmer outside air over a few days produced notable changes. Near
survey stations It and 17, some cr/stal boundaries within the glacier were ob-
served as beautifully etched at the surface in dense bubble-free glacier ice, with
Individual crystals m*.-sured up to 10 inches (25 cm) In length. These also showed
stress orientations parallel to foliation In the Ice at places where the over-
lying glacier was upwards - meters thick. Also ornate sublimation crystals
were seen and much hair ice was found to extend up from the cave floor In delicate
"Ispaghettl'-like shapes (helictites). Over large areas these crystal forms
stood on end ilke bundles of straw tr heights up to two Inches (3 to 5 cm). Others
were planar In form, some represente by unusually well-developed Tyndall
figures, rmst of which melted away in the first few weeks following the freezing
f. -;son. Preferred locatIons of ;ce sub. mates on the floor led to our bel'if
t: irdeed, sub-freezing temperatures are retained beneath some portions of the
cave. Organic ma+crial, some hea-th aid grass and black organic sludge, was also
found it,.orporated In dense water Ice oetween stations 17 and 18. These remains
may be pre Little ice Age In origin, which , If true, has significance with re-
spect to the lniW;Ation of thb cave.

One of the most striking features were the Ice pillars( columns) near the bottom
of moul ins and extending down through the cave ceiling. These varied in sizeJ from
8 feet by I foot In diameter (2.5 m by .35 m) to 33 feet by 4 feet ( 10 m by
1.3 m) (Fig. II). The columns were often deformed and twisted and showed the
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effects of stress. Th-y were the result of freezing water percolating down from
the restricted base of oulins or other percolation channels through which
drainage into the tunnel had been achieved (note ice column locations on map in
Fig. 24). Some pillars were found to be hollow. If after formation they re-
mained in contact with the coillng and floor, they became deformed Dy shear
stress from glacier flow.

A Sub-Glacial Reservoir

The considerablo size of the tunnel system adds about 40 per cent to the volume
of water impounded in Lake Linda at its maximum filling. This substantially
Increases the liquid water capacity of the headwall sector of the Lemon Glacier.
The slow drainage of Lake Linda during the summersof 1969-74, even when the
lake surface rested below the ouVlow level of Lynn Falls, corroborates the Idea
that this system considerably extends the storage capacity of the lake. Also
it should be noted that some impounded water, as well as the uninterrupted

dripping off the ceiling, comes from side-wall drainage and surface melting
of 4÷he overlying firn. The vertical extension of moulins and crevasses Is noted
in The cross-section ma* where ice columns have developed.The horizontal and vertical
locations are Indicated in Figure 24. This is also well documented in M'iller
and Asher (1975).

Though the 1969-74 period of this study has revealed a normally slow outftow from
Lake Linda, it is of interest that in 1967 sudden drops In the lake level were
observed and recorded (Thorndike and Twomey in Miller, 1972). (Another such
rapid drop was observed from August 2 to 5, 1975). The former Is reflected in
the hydrometric plot of Figure 25 which shows the daily discharge of Lemon Creek
at our stream gage site, 1.5 miles (2.5 km) down-valley from the glacier snout
(Fig. 23). In tt~is hydrometric plot, covering the full 1967 ablation season,
the occurrence of three Jokulhlaups Is suggested...I.e., on July 29, August 20
and September 16. At these times Lake Linda was observed to drain ra' dly, with
the drainage In each case completed In less than 12 hours. Also at these times,
no increase In waltr flowvas observed at Lynn Falls so the drainage Is concluded
to have been sub-glacial and responsible for the above-noted anomalous peaks In
the Lemon Creek hydrometric curve. The study of rainfall histograms at the bottom
of Figure 26 suggests that these peaks cannot be correlated with significant
abnormalities in precipitation.

The cause of hydrological surges is not clear, but it presumably relates to
unplugging of sub-glacial channels down-valley from the headwall tunnel. It
may also elate to sudden adjustments to stresses within the ice, resulting in
opening of new passageways. The question of unplugging In ice-dammed lakes
has been theorized by Glen (1954) to relate to development of a critically
limiting hydrological head. Comparison of continuous hydrometric and meteoro-
logical records with sequential changes In the lake-water level (volume varla-
tions) and pressure fluctuations In Its tunnel extension could clarify the
causal factor (Rothlisberger, 1972) or at least throw more light on the fre-
quency of Jokulhlaups. It Is reiterated that In the four summer seasons of
1971-74, the drainage has not been observed to be spontaneous or catastrophic.
It is further noteworthy that these four summers have been unusually cool, with
nAvA--ines tending to be lower than normal.
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In mapping the glacial stratigraphy and Ice/bedrock contacts, old dense glacier
ice was found on the north side of the cave. Here it isconsistently overlain by
cleaner and younger bubbly glacier Ice. In a few areas, older glacier Ice also
occurs on the moraine side of the cave but exists as an Ice-core beneath morainic
rubble. Some of this had formed when the glacier built up against the headwall.
As the firn-pack crested higher than the headwell, the glacier deposited the
moraines along the top of the cliff. This zone of Ice-cored debris, therefore,
became easily disconnected from the main glacier during Its next Interval of
downwasting and retreat. As the crystal sizes in this older Ice are very large
(some the size of a man's head) and In some sectors do not reveal a preferred
fabric. They seem to suggest considerable age and growth under downwasting
conditions Involving a long period of stagnation and relaxation of flow stress
within the Ice. The fact that some of this ice is also free of air bubbles
and dirt Is transparent for distances up to 2 meters, suggesting that It may
also relate to old, marginal lake Ice from an enlarged moat-lake. It could,
however, be the relict of basal melt-water frozen near the axial position of
earlier tunnels. The occasional presence of a thin layer of silt at the Inter-
face of some of this old dense ice and its overlying bubbly glacier Ice would
seem to corroborate this Interpretation.

It is concluded that this glacier tunnel remains in the same position from year
to year. It probably changes little except at the cave entrances where, since
1965, drastic changes have been observed from year to year. In fact, In 1970
and 1973 a subsidiary cave entrance was found near the western entrance, as
described below.

A Distributary Drainage Channel

In 1970 a secondary drainage cave entrance was found near the bottom of Lake
Linda and about 10 meters airectly beneath the imain tunnel entrance. During
1971 and 1972 this entrance remained hidden by grounded bergs, but at the end
of the summer of 1973 it had reopened enough for a team to explore and map it

for a slope distance of 479 feet (145 m) In a N-NE down-glacier direction
(Fig.25 ), as opposed to the W-SW across-glacier level of the main tunnel pre-
viously described. At its deepest point of penetration the passage thinned to
a width of I meter and a height of 3 meters. Through this hole, a swift coldriver of melt-water cascaded along the glacier bed. Down to this point, II survey
stations were Installed and distances be-ween them measured with steel tape

and compass. From its entrance this segment of the cave plunged steeply downward
(attaining410 slope), descending in a sinuous pattern for some 50 meters In the
first 90 meters of its course. In this Interval between stations I and 8 (F'.j
25), the cross-section of the tunnel was quite uniform...i.e., 2 to 3 meters
wide and 2 to 3 meters high. This arching corridor was highly scalloped and com-
posed of dense and foliated basal Ice. On the floor, large unstable boulders
rested, presumably extending a morainic zone from the glacier headwall. In
places, series of rocks which were held fast In the Ice protruded from the walls
and ceiling and always appeared in straight rows. The larger dimensions of
these rocks never exceeded 0.5 m. (Lamorey and Willis, 1914).

At station 6 on this transect, another passage forked back uphill toward the
south (Fig. 25),along the eastern wall of which a foaming turbulent drainage
stream flowed. Pieces of broken firn on the floor of this passage for some
50 meters along the junction Indicated twin drainage channels from the lake.
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2narison of 1972 Ind 1971!M. and Cooe 2CUMfl~Istics

By remepping the cave In successive 12-month Intervals during the two-year
period 1972-73, It was found that the cave system, An spite of repeated flooding,
remained essentially Intact. The only substantial differences were found In 1f
fir n-pack sections of the entrances. In 1973 much of the Lake Linde entrance
was covered by much more firn because of beloo-normal ablation In that cool
spring and summer. In the extremely cool summer of 1974, the slke entrance
never did open, nor did the lake drain until mld-Septeoemr, after the research
tew had left the field.

In 1973 the character and configuration of the main tunnel remained essential ly

as in 1972. The drainage pattern within the cave also was largely unaltered. One
noteworthy change was the appoarance of the roof stalactites. A 10-meter ice column
photographed and mapped In 1912 had matted to about half Its length. Also
missing were numerous smaller Ice columns, their places having been taken by
splashing water-falls from the base of moul Ins In the cave ceiling.

Although the overall tunnel system had not changed greatly, a more precise
survey i 1973 revealed the allgnmrent of the main cave was slightly north of that
plotted In 1973. The 1973 map represents a more accurate survey because
a magnetic anomaly In the cave affected Brunton compass readings in 1972 but did
not alter the 1973 traverse made by theodolite.

Origin of the Cave System

The Lemon Glacier cave system appears to be related to periods of climatic
amelioration in historic time...I.e., presumably to the period of worming in
the 1930's and 1940's ( see previous discussions on climatic periodicities,
Including Figs. 16 and 19). It cold relate, however, to that In the 1860's (Miller,
1963, 1972b; McKenzie, 1971). The cave location may even ally to an open dralnage
channel over a warm lntervml In the 9th to 10th centuries or a lesser one in
the 12th to 13th centuries (Miller, Egen and Beschel, 1968; Miller, 1967,
page 213; 1975b). It may be assumed that during thes. periodic shrinkages of
ice from the Lemon Glacier headwall a contemporaneous moat developed between
present-day Lake Linda and Lynn Fells. ToJay this provides a significant[I marginal drainage way and at times of greatest deglaclatlon it has held a much
enlarged moat-dammed lake.

In subsequent colder Intervals, snow dirfted across this contact zone, keeping
the channel open at least at depth. The situation is similar to whet+ is often
seen today whenqen fissures, such as crevasses, bridge over with drift snow,
with the fracture remaining open but buried for years. There also may be sub-
glacial ablation caused by water and air circulation along the ice/snowdrift
contact.

The unusual character of this cave system suggests that it may represent a
new category of glacier cave. We refer to such a cave as a composite glacier
cave to distinguish It from those strictly prodaced by sub-g acial drainage
or--ound in the lee of overriding ice masses...such as the ablation and ob-
struction types of Peterson and McKenzie (1968; McKenzle, 1971). The parallel
moraines along the crest of the Lomn Glacier headwall are further evidence
d the formerly expanded nature of Ice In this headwall sector. I'
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Of further interest is the fact that along the main cave at station 8 (91 meters
in), the rock floor abruptly levelled off Into a 5-meter high ice-floored room,
littered with gravel. In effect this was an englacial alluvial outwash beyond
which the passage floor was composed entirely of ice. Our mapping crew of
Lamorey and Willis followed this sectlon for a distance of 65 feet (20 m) farther
on, at which point they found it Inundated ',y a stream from beneath the east
wall. In exploring the next 100 feet (30 m), two more gushing streams were
found to enter the cave from beneath the west wall. At this farthest point of
penetration, the cave rested some 80 meters beneath the n6v&. This englacial
drainage channel probably extends all the way to the glacier terminus, some
6.5 km down-valley and every year presumably remains charged with turbulent melt-
water.

As additional work is needed to delineate this unique englacial and sub-glacial
drainaye system, we plan to continue this research. Because of the environmental
hazards involved i glacier bursts, the study has much practical value.
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B. TYPICAL HYDROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON THE PTAIRMIGAN GLACIER, 1972

Meteorologica.I Variabl~es and Iydrofltrlcs

The stream gaging method used on the Ptarmigan Creek Is described In Appendix
D, and includes a graph of the water levels recorded. The parameters of dis-
charge (D) of a Temperate glacier are equated as follows: D z P + A -E. In
this, P is precipitation, A Is ablation and E Is evaporation.

Because of the extensive maritimity of the Lemnon/Ptarmigan Glacier system, the
effects of evaporation ara negligible. Thus In a typical week of recorded data
at the Ptarmigan Glacier stream gaging site In 1972, rainfall and ablation
were the only significant factors In the liquid balance development of total
propagated water. (On the Cathedral Glacier, in the continental sector of
the Iceileld (Fig. 2),evaporation Is found to be a significant element in
the liquid and mass balance...as considered later.)

When measurements of ablation on the Lemon and Ptarmigan Glacier were Incomplete,
we extrapolated assumed ablation from the parameters of temperature and radia-
tion. Windspeed was taken Into account, but for the 1972 summer observation period
weis found to be minimal. Ablation did not vary appreciably on cloudy days (v.
Camp 17 cor.-olated cloud cover, advection, temperature and ablation records over
a few days In mid-July 1972, Fig. 27). Peak ablation occurred at times of high
solar radiation. Peak periods of rainfall on the 4000-foot upper part of the
Lemon and Ptarmigan Glaciers (Camp 17) experienced a time delay, or lag, of
ne•i.-ly one half day In the discharge of Ptarmigan Creek, as recorded at the
gaging site at 2500-feet elevation and one mile below the Ptarmigan Glacier
terminus (Fig. 8a). In contrast, peak periods of rainfall occurring directly
at Camp 17A within 100 meters of the Ptarmigan Creek gaging station were fol-
lowed by in-tantaneous rise in the stage.

The foregoing observations are substantiated by detailing some pertinent 1972
data (Fig. 28). Automatic weather station (MRI) data from Camp 17 reveal peak
periods of rainfall &T the top of the glacier occurred at 0700 on 14 July and
at 2130 on 16 July, 1972. Following these highs were stream level peaks at
1800 on 14 July and 0930 on 17 July. These times are each to within a half

hour of actual times and therefore precipitation on the upper n6v# Is Indeed
followed by stage-discharge at the terminus in about 11 hours.

In contrast, by using the three-hourly synoptic meteorological records from
the lower valley station (Camp 17A), it is seen that peak rainfall periods
Included the times on July 15, 1972 from 0300 to 0700 and from 1000 to 1300
(Fig. 29). Peaks In the water stage recorder at the 17A stream gage site
(Fig. 28) were recorded on 15 July at 0400 and again at 1030, Indicating that
for Ptarmigan Creek almost no time Is required for an Increase In discharge
following the onset of significant precipitation In the Immediately adjacentval ley. •

On 18 July, 1972, no precipitation was recorded at any station. Therefore, the
only new source of discharge at the end of this day had to be by ablation. The
ablation peak occurred at the time of peak temperature and peak radiation...
a condition which took place ttween 1300 and 1430 (compare Figs. 27 and 28).
It is of Interest, then, that the peak in the Ptarmigan Creek stage recorder
site occurred on July 18 at 2000, Indicating a time lag between peak ablation
and discharge of 4-1/2 to 7 hours. If a 5-1/2 hour lag Is Involved, this
agrees closely with the expected value of discharge from mid-glacier.
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The discharge records from the Ptarmigan Glacier during the cited observation In-

terval (July 12 to 19, 1972) are given in Figure 28, followed by Figure 30 which

extends the dally discharge record for Ptarmigan Creek through Sept. 16. In Fig-
ure 27, the precipitation recorded by the MRI unit at Camp 17 over these same days
is noted, with the data rendered in hundredths of Inches per hour. Note again
that precipitation at Camp 17A, taken in the 3-hourly synoptic Increments, is also
noted for comparison In Figure 29. Ablation records on the upper Lemon Glacier
(Camp 17) over this observing period are noted In Figure 27.

The first peak of the discharge curve on 12 July 1972 is related to the abla-
tion peak on that day (Figs. 27 and 28). The remaining discharge peaks (as
previously discussed) show direct correlation with r6infall. In a subsequent
report, these data will be analyzed with respect to the U.S. Geological Survey
Lemon Creek Stage records to see whether In this fieid season there were anoma-
lous peaks in the Lemon Creek outflow Introduced by the presence of Jokulhlaups.

For further evaluation, in Figure 27 (upper) data on temperature, radiation,
and cloud cover at Camp 17 are plotted for this 8-day observing period, to-
gether with records of relative humidity and dew point. Additional analyses of
these records and othersobtalned during the summers of 1971-74 are beyond the
scope of this report.

Ptarmigan Glacier N6v6 Surface Measurements

In addition to continuous recording devices employed for temperature, humidity,
precipitation, wind, and radiation, meteorological readings were taken by station
personnel every three hours. A party hiked each evening from Camp 17 to Camp 17A
and returned in the morning, permitting continuous collection of diurnal data at
each station. From these, the effects of weather parameters opera-ive at each
station were noted.

The Theissen Polygon Method was employed in the analysis. The nbvb basin was
divided Into five areas and nine appropriate abl*ion observing sites were posi-
tioned, one or two to represent each area. The sectors and key observation site
are noted In Figures 31 and 32 as Camp 17 (4200'), site Betty (3700'), site Chris
(3200), site Joan (2700') and Camp 17A. On the schematic the approximate "basin"
drainage areas in square meters are Indicated to permit unit area calculations.

From the recordings of rainfall at Camps 17 and 17A and from the radiation re-
cords at Camp 17, It was possible graphically to represent where and when abla-
tion and rainfall occurred. With such factors known, it was anticipated that
we could determine the effects of these controls on the ablation and discharge
from Ptarmigan Creek at the glacier's outlet.

Surprisirglythe weather on the Ptarmigan Glacier was found to differ over Its
entire length, largely due to strong orographic influences...i.e., slope and
confining side-walls. In the five polygonal sectors, rainfall was observed to
fall at different times and in unequal amounts. Because of this and the long
time between data collection at the three on-ice stations, only the precipi-
tation and abLation data at these points were obtained. A week of these data,
covering the same time span as the other cited records, is presented in Figure
33. The histograms show the considerable differences in precipitation and
ablation pertaining at the three mid-glacier sites. Fuller details of the
hydrological parameters involved In this research are given in the following
section.
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C. HYDRO)LOGICAL COMPLICATIONS AND MEASUREMEENTS IN THE PTARlGAN DRAINAGE
BAS I N

A detailed report of the 1972 Investigations of the hydrological characteristics
of the Ptarmigan Glacier and Its highly maritime drainage basin Is presented here.
The outflow stream, Ptarmigan Creek, Is tributary to Lemon Creek, In the valley
below and to the north of the Ptarmigan Glacier drainage basin. The ongoing study
of hydrological aspects of the watersheds of the Lemon, Ptarmigan and Thomas
Glaciers, being conduted by Maynard Miller and Austin Heimers, has previously
been reported on (Miller, 197 2b).

Purposes of the Study

The objective of this continuing study Is to observe the relationships between
various causal factors and the discharge of the glacier via Ptarmigan Creek. The
approach Is to consider the environment, Including terrain relationships, and to
spell out the most Important causal factors and to experiment with methods of
describing them. Some of the observations and the calculations based upon them

* are, of course, approximations, but In the analysis the relative Importance of
various factors r'an be recognized. The experience gained In the field served to
Inspire new channels of inquiry and to provide further Insights to help plan and
execute further field studies In this glacier system and In the comparison study

* of the Cathedral Glacier on the continental fiank of the icefield.

During the 1972 summer season, the Stevens Hydrological Stage Recorder (previously
noted as set at Camp 17A) was used to provide continuous records of water levels

* ~In Ptarmigan Creek. Numerous stream gagings during the summer served as the baisis
for trans~ating the data on stream stage Into discharge data (Appendix D). De-
tailed meteorological records were kept at locations within the Ptarmigan drainage
basin. In fact, seven temporary observation sites were set up In addition to the
two permanent Camps 17 and 17A to determine how various parameters varied through-I out the drainage basin. Their relative positions on a longitudinal profile of
Ptarmigan Glacier are noted In Figure 32. Thus It Is possible to consider In more
detail what effects solar radiation, air temperature and precipitation have upon

stream discharge.

Data Acquisition Relating to Stream Flow

The Stevens Recorder at Camp 17A maintained continuous records of the level of
Ptarmiigan Creek from late June Into Septembter, 1972. The stage records used In
"tis study are synthesized In Figures 28 and 30# each segment of which represents
one day of record. Because discharge tin cubic feet per second) Is more use-
ful than stream stage for many calculations, It was essential to correlate stream
stage and discharge In accordance with the method noted In Appendix D. A reference
wire was stretched across the creek slightly upstream of the Stevens Recorder.
During each run, the stream was divided essentially Into fifteen trapezoids of
two-foot base and height equal to the water depth. This was facilitated by the
markings on the wire. The velocity of the water at the center of each trapezoid was

*Prepared by Lawrence Brush, formerly of the Geology Department, Temple University
and currently of the Geology Department, Harvard University, and Maynard M. Miller,
Geology Departrmet, Michigan State University and the Foundation for Glacier and
Envi ro.omental Research.
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1 then measured with a rotating water-cup gage and multiplied by the area of each

trapezoid to give the discharge through each element of area. These were summed
over all areas to give the total stream discharge. This figure was then plotted
against the mean stage recorded on the Stevens Gage during the time Interval (about
one-half hour) in which the gaging was done. Each run required about three man-
hours for gaging and calculations. This fact, along with the necessity to make
runs over as wide a range of stream stages as possible,dictated t t the stream
gagings be performed over a number of weeks. Two groups performe,. the gagings.
The first group performed 12 gagirgsand the second 20, for a total of 32 gagings.
These groups of data are considered separately and together in Figures 34 and 35.
It is Interesting to note the good fit of these data (even when considered separately)
to the same straight line. Thus conditions which determine the slope of these
plots evidently did not change over the data collection period. It is assumed that
these conditions did not change over the entire summer season when the plots obtained
are used to Interpret stream stage data from times other than during this particular
data collection period (which covered the month of July). Deviation from the
straight line is greatest for the lowest values of stage and discharge. This is
because the gage used to measure velocities approached the lower limit of Its
accuracy in the shallow water associated with discharges of less than 25 cubic feet
per second. Limits of this type do not apply to the Stevens Stage Recorder in this
study. Inspection of Figures 34 or 35 allows one to determine the discharge in
cubic feet per second represented by any point on the plots in Figures 28 and 30.

An independent experiment was carried out by L. Brush to determine the temperature of
stream waters at the point at which they flowed out from the fields of old snow still
retained below the terminus of the glacier and to see how quickly the temperature
of the waters rose as they flowed away from the glacier. The temperature was
measured in the fastest flowing,deepest waters every 100 meters along the main
creek bed. During each run, several readings were made at each point and the average
taken. It was assumed thut water flowed off the snowfields below the terminus at
32 0 F. The average temperature recorded there was slightly different from 32*F,
probably due to the calibration of the thermometer, and was thus set equal to 32*F.
Other readings were adjusted accordingly. Despite the fact that the equipment
available was imprecise for this task, a temperature gradient along the Ptarmigan
Creek was detected (Brush,'74, with upwards of a 3.3*F rise In water temperature
within a halt m.le of the snowfields through which the water flowed. The measurements
were made at times of maximum discharge (late evening).

Configuration of Basin

The Ptarmigan drainage basin Is located near the southeastern end of the Juneau Ice-
field, on Its southwestern (maritime) margin. The axis of the drainage basin
runs north-south. The southern (upper) end of the drainage basin is located about
five miles from the city of Juneau. The drainage basin lies in the map area of the
U.S. Geological Survey Juneau B-I Quadrangle (Fig. 23).

The longitudinal profile of the Ptarmigan drainage basin (Fig. 32) was constructed
using an enlargement of the quadrangle cited above. Locations of the two permanent
research stations used in this study, Camps 17 and 17A as well as the locations of
the seven temporary field sites, are noted in Figure 32 . The curve ABC In the pro-
fWe represents the central axis of the drainage basin. The curve BD is that part
of the trail between Camps 17 and 17A which departs significantly from the axis
of the drainage basin. Thus, Camp 17 and two temporary sites (Kathy and Betty) were
located off the center line axis of the drainage basin.
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The drainage area was calculated using an enlargement of the aforementioned quad-
rangle. It was obtained by summning the areas of simple geometric figures con-
structed within the boundaries of the basin (Fig. 31). This sum represents the area
of the horizontal surface enclosed by a line formed by the Intersection of a hori-
zontal plane and the right cylinder generated by the projection of the boundaries of
the basin parallel to a vertical axis. The area was deemed appropriate for calcu-f lations of volumes of precipitation* and was calculated to be about 1.66 square
miles (or the equivalent In square meters as noted In Figure 31).

The areas of the drainage basin which are and are not covered by glacial Ice are
hereafter referred to as presently glaciated (glacierized) and deglaclated areas

theaveageelevations of the glaciated and degiaciated areas of the drainage basin
respctiely erecalculated as follows. A square grid was superlimposed on the
enlrgeentof hetopographic map. The elevations of the points within the drainage
basn tat erelocated by the points of the grid were noted and averaged. It
wasals noedwhether or not these points were located on the Ptarmigan Glacier.

Because the accuracy of such a determination is directly proportional to the
number of points that are counted, a square grid was constructed with spacings
small enough to locate 289 points within the drainage basin. On this basis it was
calculated that 46.7% (0.76 aquare miles) of the Ptarmigan drainage basin was
covered by the glacier at the time that the surveys for the map were made (1948);
53.3% (0.88 square miles) were deglaciated at that time. The average elevation
above sea level of the drainage basin as a whole was calculated to be 3450 feet.
The average elevati!ons of the presently glaciated and deglaciated areas were calcu-
lated as 3600 feet and 3300 feet respectively. All determinations of elevation In
these calculations were made to the nearest fifty feet.

The fact that the survey for the topographic map was conducted In the late 1940's
means that the drainage basin profile (Fig. 32 ) and the figures for areas and ele-
vations cited above are off somewhat, but at least this limitation Is known. Down-
wasting of the Ptarmigan Glacier during the last twenty years or so Is responsible
(Fig. 8a). Thus the area of the drainage basin covered by the glacier and the average
elevation of the glaciated areas are slightly overstated. Similarly the average
elevation of deglaciated terrain (3300 feet) Is probably understated. But variations
In the amount of terrain covered by Ice and snow that occur as melting proceeds
during the summier season are probably more significant than the former variations.
Thus behavior of the drainage basin with respect to runoff caused by melting of Ice
and snow varies as well during the course of the season. The figures cited above,
although approximations, show that the hydrological characteristics of the drainage

*Another area could be calculated. It would represent the area of the atmosphere-
drainage basin surface Interface. If dA Is an element of area as calculated above
(the area of a horizontal plane) and G Is the angle of dip of the terrain beneath
the element of area, then this other area, A', can be defined by setting
dA' dA .Because of the steepness of the terrain under consideration,

Cose
A' = dA would be larger than A = dA = 1.66 square miles. A' might prove

useful In calculations Involving evaporation, sublimation., or solar radiation.
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basin cannot be comple 4cly due~ to effocts of +he glacier. Relat:vely large areas
(in ternis of percentage of toiai aren) whrich are deglaciated also contribute to the
runoff. These deglaclated areas are mainly -to -the -north of the terminus.

Because of Inaccuracies caused by glacial ratrea-',, the average elevat~onsc of the
glaciatae and deglaciated areas of the drainage 'basin wilI not be considered
furTher at this time. Only the averaye elevation of the drainage basin as a wholk
is clied in *-orrectirg precip~tation and te iieratur,. observations mad!e at a 5ýngle
research station to a normative value for the drainage basin as a whole.

Effects of Air Temperature andu Solar Radiation on Stream Discharge,

The synoptik meteorological records mainta'ined at Camps 17 and 17A di~ring the summer
make It possible to relate air temperature and solar radiation to the hydrological
ch-3r.,icterlstics, of the Ptarmigan drainage basin. Based on micro-meteorological
studies on the Lemcn Glacier (%,, Wendier qd Streten,1969 ),radiation and temperature
i nf Iuetice stream aischar~g byi controlling rhe rato at which snow, firr, and perimenent
Ice melt. The relationship between radiation and temperature and str13am discharge,
hoviever, is comrplicated by several other factors inclueding That proportion of runoff
caused by prect ' itation wh*,ch mnust t- recognized and s~eparated fromn the effects
caused by r-adiation and temperature. Ancther complication ar~ses because radiation
and temperature may Influence stream discharge Ill. ways other then by direct control
of the rbte at which frozen writer me;+s. It is assumad, however, that with the in-
tense riaril-imity of this locale, tovaporatlon Is slight and hence radiation and
temp-.,rature influence stream discharge essteiitiafly by controlling rates of melting.

Solar raM.-tion may a'so be the movst important causal factor at times when there
Is no precip~taTion... i.e., via ablation. Jnfor-tunateiy, the relationship bet-ween
f-adlaticon and discharge cannot be descr!bea quantitatIvely here. Thus the effectsI
of temperature, which are amenable tc :;UCh' treatment at this time, arc, considered
i n deTaIlI (v. F igs. 27, 36 3fld 37).

The -air teriperat..rr -!t a given point also varies with time. The temperature akso
va-ieG sl~niticantly fr-,.i piace to place within the drainage baisin. The latter

* tyce of vahriation p-seE the problei;i of choosing whicri temperature to rela~e to
stream discharge. The solution is approeched here by +hinkli~g In lerms of a mean

* ~Tempera-rure of rine drairnage basin.

Ei"-v1-lon Effects or, Ambient Temperature

Because of io topographic rel let, elkvation is assumed tu be the major cause of
ter.,pgrature ,ariations f roin place to 'lace at a given time. The change of tempera-
ture with respect 'to e~cwvat lon (i.e., the local lapse rele) Is considered here as
the vertical iempe.rature gradient nf the drainage basin. The terinarature gradient
IS 4defined as the par'llal derivative of temperature with. r_ýspect to vertical dis-
rý.c e (elevation). It is a Dartial derivative because the temperature of a point
varies al~o with time. Filed data can be used to de-e- me the vertical temperature
grad~ent of the drainage basin and to develop a mreans of determining the mean tempera-
ture of the drainage basiln, given the teiwperatura at a single research !,tation.

Simnultaneous meteorological ooservations w#.1re made at Canpý 17 and 17A from 0400
July 13 to 2200 July 18 and from 0100 July 25 to 1900 August 6, 1972. During these
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periods, observations were made every three hours for a total of 286 simultaneous
temperature observations. During these 19 days of slmultaneou; observations
(Figs. 27, 36 and 37 ), temperatures at Camp 17 (elev. 4185') averaged 3.1*F. below
those at Camp 17A (elev. c. 2400). Two temperature Inversions In the records
which occu;'red within these temperature periods were averaged Into the above figure.*
The average temperature difference cited above is simply a mean. 't averages tempera-
ture differences which vary in accordance with changing weather conditions. The
ualidity of applying a single-value representation of the temperature differeneto
all meteorological situations (in summer) is probably cotwensur-fe Mwith the approxi-
mation that elevation alone Is the cause of temperature variations within the
dr1nagbas n at a given time.

Other Temperature Controlling Factors

Some factors besides elevation which influence temperature differences within the
drainage basin can be mentioned. There is an interesting relationship between the
+tmoeature difference between Camps 17 and 17A and the time of day. For example,
the temperature differences were greater in the afternoons than at other times
(F!g.37 ), at least during the p.erlod of simultaneous observations. Wind speed and
direction, cloud cover (especially at night), and the intensity of solar radiation
probably influence the tee'erature difference between places with different eleva-
tions. The period of slmultanaous observations at Camps 17 and 17A was too short to
ailow consideration of the relationships between these factors and the temperature
differences within the drainage basin, with the exception of the relat!onship be-
t'veen temperature difference and time of day.

The mean temperatire difference of 3.1 0 F. between Camps 17 and 17A (based on the
noted 286 sTinltaneous observations over 19 days) can be used to calculate a
tej.7erature gradient for the drainage basin and to derive an expression for the
temOerature at any point as a function of the temperature at a single research sta-
-tLn. To do this, one must use the elevations of Camps 17 and 17A and make the
assumption that temperature is a linear function of elevation. Because meteorological
records are much more extens~ve for Camp 17 than they are for, Camp 17A,it Is more
convenient to consider an expression which gives the temperature at any point in
terms of the temperature at Camp 17. This expression can be written as

S= 17 + 3.M Y , or T = T + 0.00174Y, where T is the temperature at the point17 1785 1

- A 'Q3sible cause of the first inversion illustrates the variability in solar

radiation from place tc, ilace within the drainage basin, which is one reason that
radiation connot be related quantitatively to stream discharge. A thick cloud
cover blanketing the area for the whole day of July 17th broke up about ;600 (Fig.27).
The consequent Increase in solar radiation that presumably caused Camp 17's
temperatures to rise did not take place at :mp 17A because mountains just to
the wý,st of the lower part of the valley efrectively shaded this camp from the
sun at that time of day. No explanation is offered for the sec',n.i i•.ci•elon.
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In question; T is the observed temperature at Camp 17; 3.1 is the mean observed
temperature dillerence between Camps17 and 17A; 1785 is the elevatlonn3ife-rence Tn
feet between Camps 17 and 17A; and Y is the difference in elevation beween Camp
17 and the point In question. This expression ?or the temperature of a point as
a function of the Camp 17 temperature can be modified to give the average temperature
of the drainage basin as a function of the Camp 17 temperature. The average ele-
vation of the drainage basin was shown previously to be about 3450 feet. Thus
the average vmlue of Y becomes equal to 4185 - 3450, or 735, and the expression
for the average temperature of the drainage basin becomes T = T + 1.28. This
expression is used hereafter to determine the mean temperature o the drainage basin
for periods during which observations were ma only at Camp 17.

During periods of simultaneous observations the mean temperaturo Is determined by
interpolation to the value of 3450 feet. It is the mean temperature of the whole
drainage basin that is used to correlate temperature and stream discharge. The
temperature gradient of the drainage basin is the slopeof the family of straight
lines generated by inserting different values of Camp 17 temperatures into any
of the above expressions and graphing the results. Here aT/ax is equal to 0.001740 F.
per foot. Other expressions for the temperature at a given point as a function
of the Camp 17 temperature and for the temperature gradient of the drainage basin
could be derived by using the relationship between temperature difference and time
of day (Fig. 37 ). But these variations in temperature difference between Camps
17 and 17A were neglected to simplify consideration of the relationship between
temperature and stream discharge.

Examination of Stream Stage Records Re Flow Maxima and Lag Eftects

Stream flow which is influenced mainly by daily variations in solar radiation and
air temperature can be distinguished easily from that which is influenced by pre-
cipitation. Examination of the Stevens Stage Recorder data (both for Ptarmigan and
Lemon Crkýs)ls all that is needed. Stream stage versus time curves which show the
aomlnant influence cf radiation and temperature are characteristically smooth with

rounded extrema. Typical examples are shown In Miller, 1972b; in Jones, 1975, and
Bugh, 1973 as well as in Figure 30 of this report.

All daily stream stage plots versus time that did not appear to represent the effects
of precipitation to the exclusion of radiation and temperature effects are also
shown in Table VIII It can be seen that stream discharge was maximum In the late
afternoon and evening between 0850 and 1600. The mean time of the stream discharge
poaks was 2212 hours. The mean time of the stream discharge minima was 1148 hours.
The highest temperatures on the days in question were recorded at the 1000, 13006
1600, and 1900 observation times while the lowest temperatures were recorded at
the 0100 and 0400 observation times. The lags between the observation times at
which tbe highest temperatures were recorded and the timv of the maximum peaks In
syream discharge ranged from I to 13-1/2 hours. The lags between the observations
which recorded the lowest temperatures and the times of the minima in stream
discharge ranged from 9 to 13 hours. Less variability is shown by the latter lag
times because the low number of 0100 and 0400 meteorological observations precluded
calculation of more than five such lags. These figures are not based on thermo-
graph records but are valid enough to show that daily extreme in air temperature
have little effect on daily extrema In stream discharge. This view Is reinforced
by the wide scattering of points that obtains when the minimum temperatures are
plotted against the minima in discharge.
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Sunshine, Radiation and Runoff

A general lack of correlation between temperature parameters and the Indices of
stream discharge is noted in TableVIII.Some days noted In this table display anoma-
lous results because precipitation occurred during these days or on prior days.
(For example, on July 25, 26, and 30, and August 10, 17, and 18.) RWmoval of these
days from consideration, however, does not Improve the correlation significantly.
It is doubtful whether the use of thermograph records would clarify these dis-
crepancies. It is believed that they arise because air temperature Is a factor of
much less Importance than solar radiation In controlling melting and runoff. Further,
the effects of precipitation may extend several days beyond the actual period of
rainfall. Changes In the rate of percolation of water through the firn-pack and
Ice and in the glacial drift of the lower valley also Influence the processes and
lag effects In runoff due to melting of frozen water (Leighton, 1952).

It is unfortunate that the effects of radiation could not be more quantitatively
related to runoff, although Wendler has given some ratios with respect to firn
melt (op. cit.). The radiation Index data In TableVilllare merely a sum of the ra-
diation Intensity readings taken at each meteorological observation at Camp 17.
The duration of sunshine figures are averages (when possible) of data from Camps
17 and 17A and are more often the results of observations made at Camp 17. The
effects of shading by mountains, thestrike of the terrain, and weather patterns
make It necessary to adjust results such as thOle which are taken at one or two
stations before they can be used to Interpret the behavior of these variables
throughout the basin as a whole (v. Andrews previous discussion). Such a Trebt-
ment focused at this researrh locale will permit better correlation to be made
between radiation, temperature and discharge. Such Is also essential to any
further heat budget studies of the drainage basin. The fact that such a treatment
of air temperature (i.e., via establishment of the concept of a mean temerature
of the drainage basin based upon observed differences In temperature data from
Camps 17 and 17A) did not yield a good correlation of air temperature and stream
discharge leads to the conclusion that other factors. notably radiation. exert
the major effect on runoff fro this alecler.

Sample utations

Two calculations Illustrate some aspects of the problom of determining the effect
of radiation and temperature on the melting of snow and ice. August 12, 1972
was a completely overcast day, with temperatvre.s averaging in the mid 40's. ýt
can be seen with the old mf Figure 2 7 and Figures 3&,b,c that about 2.47 x 10
cubic feet of water flowed out of the drainage basi.i via the Ptarmigan Creek In
a 24-hour interval from 1100 August 12 to 1100 August 13. This roughly corres-
ponds to the time Interval between two discharge minim. If one makes the
assumption that all this runoff was derived by direct tiwlting of ice and snow,
one can Immediately calculate the energy required to cause the melting which re-
suited in this runoff. Taking a value of 80 calories for the energy required to
melt a gram of solid water (which is in turn responsible for one cubic centimeter
of runoff), we can calculate a requirement of (2.47 x iO6 ft 3 ) x 2.8 x 104

x I gram x 80 cal = 5.52 x 1012 calories. Assuming :-hat by August 12th,

one Fuare mile o~rWe drainage basin was covered by ice and snow, we can speculate
as to how much area of Ice and snow cover was needed to provide a unit volume of

_______
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10 2
stream discharge. In this one square mile is equal to about 2.4@ x 10 cm The
amount of heat absorbed per unit area that was used to melt the Ice., which appeared
as runoff was therefore 12 -2 0 Since about 80 calorie,.

5.52 x 101 cal =223 cal cm
2.48 x 1O01 cm€

are required to melt a gram of frozen water, the amount of runoff produced by d
square centimeter of ice and snow surface was -2 . This is

223 cal cm = 2.79 gm
-I 2

80 cal gm cm

equivalent to 2.79 cubic centimeters of stream discharge from each square centimeter
of ice,firn orSinw-surtace expbseo-In The Dam.

Another example: August 18th was partly cloudy with temperatures that averaged (Fig. 27)
around 50*F. On this day, about 3.38 x 106 cubic feet of water flowed out of the
drainage basin via the Ptarmigan Creek between 1100 August 18 and 1100 August 19.
Assuming again that all this discharge was the result of the melting of frozen
water that day (after correction for the lags between extrema In radiation, tempera-
t ure and stream discharge is made? and if one notes that 3.38 x 06 cubic feet of
water are equivalent to 9.49 x 10 grams of water, then the amount of energy re-
quired to cause this melting was 9.49 x 1010 gm x 80 cal gm-I = 7.58 x 1012 calories.
The number of calories per unit area of snow and Ice surface that caused melting is

12-27.58 x 10 2 cal = 306 cal cm-

2.48 x 100 cm2

Thus each square centimeter of snow and ice surface supplied about 3.82 cubic cen-
tIrersT1 ot stream's di scharge.

The difference between these two sets of figures may Illustrate the difference between
a day with total cloud cover and temperatures in the mid-forties (August 12T and a
day with partly cloudy skies and temperatures around 50°F. The only assumption in the
above calculations 'hat was checked was the unstated assumption that the creek water
justf below the terminuý, of the glacier was at a temperature of 32*E, A more rigorous
• s ... of +he effects of radiation (and the resulting complication of temperature
effects) on runoff would make possible a detal led study of the heat interactions
between radiation, ice and snow, and runoff(v. Pinchak, Part l l-J of this .eport).

"Effects of Precipltatibn on Stream Discharge

Detailed records were also kept at several research sites in the Ptarmigan drainage
basin to examine the relationships between precipitation and stream discharge.
During the study it was determined that the amount of precipitation varies from
place to place within the drainage basin. Two objectives motivated investigation
of this phenomenon. The first was to describe this varlation,while the second was
to devise a basis for formulating estimates of the volume of precipitation that fails
within the area of the drainage basin based on field data.

To describe the variations In precipitation, meteorological records from research
sites within the drainage basin were compared. The two permanent stations, Camps
17 and 17A, provided the most reliable records. Early In the summer, two temporary
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stations, designated Betty and Chris, were established on the Ptarmigan Glacier.
At the same time, a third station, Joan, was set up Just north of the terminus.
Later In the season four more ;'emporary sites were established (Barb, irene,
Jennie and Kathy). The locations of these stntions are shown In Figure 32.

During the month of July, it was found that precipitation varied regularly along
the north-south axis of the drainage basin and that the higher (southern) stations
generally recorded more rainfall than the lower (northern) stations. It Is con- \
sidered that W•rjcLlitatilon variations along this axis are either (I) a function of
elevation; (2) a function of hnriznntal diltanW along this or some other axis;
MT a Tunctlon of h uipyntin A itt~ncn or (4) a function of faiaf variations

In the terrain. To describe precipitat;on variations with accuracy , It was essen-
tial to maintain simultaneous records for as long as possible. Several problems
arose. For example, only four standard rain gauges were avallabe. These were de-
ployed at Camps 17 and 17A, and at sites Chris and Joan. At the other four stations
measurements were made with Improvised rain gauge equipment. The improvisations
worked well but in a few cases there were interruptions in the simultaneous data
collection. Thus the comparison periods appear staggered. Human error ruled out
the use of some of the data collected at Camp 17.

The periods of data collection at Camps 17 and 17A constitute the longest Interval
of simultaneous observation. Records were made from 2200 July 12 to 2200 July 18,
and from 2200 July 24 to 2200 August 4, 1972. During these periods, the total pre-
cipitation at Camp i7 was 8.24 inches and that at Camp 17A was 6.15 Inches. The
precipitation at Camp 17 exceeded that at Camp 17A by a factor of 1.34. These
resulTs are g§rapnea irig. .(1 ) WITh precipi raTion PIOTTed O•9flnT elevation. Pre-
cipitation is again assumeo to be a linear function of elevation. Taking into
account the average elqvation of the drainaqe basin (calculated as 3450 ft.), one
can use this plot to estimate the mean amount of precipitation which fell within the
drainage basin during these periods. Multiplication of this figure by the total
area of the drainage basin gives a value for the volume of precipitation during these
periods. The period of data collection was too short to allow this treatment to be
extended to periods for which the records of only one station are available. In
comparing precipitation and runoff, records of Camps 17 and 17A were used. Again,
precipitation Is assumed to be a linear function of elevation. This allow, Inter-
polation to a figure for the precipitation which fell at 3450 feet. This norma-
tive value then allows calculation of the volume of rain that fell within the
entire drainage basin during any Interval of simultaneous observations at Camps 17
and 17A.

Alfough calculations of precipitation volumes are based only on the records from
Camps 17 and 17A, it Is Interestirv- to note the results of observations made at the
seven temporary glacier sites. Figures 4%b and 41b show the results of the precipl-
talion profile from data collected at five of these temporary sites from 1600
July 27 to 1300 August 8, 1972. This 12-day period covered 50 per cent of a storm
which lasted from 1600 July 25 to 1600 July 29 and 100 per cent of a storm which
lasted from 1600 August 2 to 1300 August 9. Figure 4(h shows the precipitation at
each station plotted against the elevation of each station. Figure 40bshows pre-
cipitaticn plotted against distance along the axis of the drainage basin. Although
stations Betty and Kathy were not located directly on this axis their precipitation
totals may also be plotted after allowances are made for this deviation. The
dashed lines on both graphs represent extrapolations of precipitation quantity to
the elevation and positions of Camps 17 and 17A. Precipitation values for these
two permanent stations could not be plotted on this graph for the Interval 1600 July
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27 to 1300 August 8 because of some Interruptions and also the existance of some
questionable data. The extrapolation for Figure Mapredicts that Camp 17 pre-
cipitation would have exceeded Camp 17A's precipitation by a factor of 2.37. The
extrapolation for Figure 4Db predicts that Camp 17's precipitation would have
exceeded Camp 17A's precipitation by a factor of 2.86 during the same period.
The difference between 2.37 and 2.86 and the observed factor of 1.34 for the periods
2200 July 12 to 2200 July 18 and 2200 July 24 to 2200 August 4 is noted. This dif-
ference may in part be a function of the brevity of the periods of simultaneous col-
lection of data.

Simultaneous observations of precipitatioi at Camp 17A arnd five of the temporary
sites over the period 1600 July 27 to 1500 August 6 covered 50 per cent of the storm
which lasted from 1600 July 25 to 1600 July 29 and 58 per cent of the storm that
lasted from 1600 August 2 to 1300 August 9. Camp 17 data for this particular period
could not be used because of inconsistencies. The results of these observations
are shown in Figures 41a and41bwhich respectively plot precipitation against eleva-
tion of the stations and distance along the drainage basin axis. An extrapolation
to the elevation of Camp 17 in Figure 4 la predicts that precipitation there would
have exceeded thdt at Camp 17A by a factor of 2.97, An extr3polatlun to the dis-
tarce between Camps 17 and 17A In Figure4lb predicts that Camp 17 precipitation
wlld have exceeded that at Camp 17A by a factor of 2.59.

Camp 17 precipitation records coexist with those of five of the temporary glacier
sites for the period 1600 July 27 to 1500 August 4 and from 1500 August 6 to 1300
August 10. These periods cover 50 per cent of the storm from 1600 July 25 to 1600
July 29 and 43 per cent of the storm from 1600 August 2 to 1300 August 9. Thf.
amounts of precipitation are plotted against elevation in Figure 41a and against geo-
graphical position in Figure 41b. Extrapolations to the elevation and geographical
position of Camp 17A yield factors for the amount of rainfall at Camp 17 relative
to that at Camp 17A of 1.06 and 1.08 respectively.

Comparative Muit-Water and Rainfall Precipitation Analysis

Results of the comparison of Camps 17 and 17A over the period 2200 July 12
to 2200 July 18 and 2200 July 24 to 2200 August 4 (Fig. 39) are thought to give the
nPst realistic representation of variations In precipitation. Firstly, the time
Interval covered Is the longest. Also the two stations are the nearest lo the
upper and lower extremes of the basin. Furthermore, the equipment used at these
two stations was the most reliable. A factor of 1.34 for the relative amounts
of rainfall at Camps 17 and 17A is thus held to be the most r3alistic. It is
recognized, however, that 17 days is too short a period of data co!lectlon to per-
mit generalization of the results to the whole summer season.

Stream flow that is influenced by the runoff caused by rainfall preciDitation Is
easily distinguished from that caused by the runoff of melting Ice and siinw. This
has been well reported in previous JIRP reports (Milier, 1954). Flow which Is strongly
influenced by rainfall precipitation shows sharper extreme than that caused by
melting ice and snow. Precipitation extrema in stream flow do not generally or
necessarily occur at the late evening and mid-morning times characteristic of flow
which is not under the influence of rainfall precipitation. Changes In flow
caused by variations in solar radiation and air temperature can sometimes be dis-
cerned during periods of rain precipitation. Also If ambient temperaTures are at
or about 40* F., precipitation must itself cause some melting of Ice and snow (Miller
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1972b). If iO0,000 cubic feet, or 2.83 x 109 cubic centimeters, of rain at 400F
(4.5°C) were to fall and interact with snow and Ice so as to cause the mgxlmum
amount of melting possible, there would be enough heat to melt 1.57 x 10 , or
5570 cubic feet of water, from the snow and Ice mass. This figure is equal to
about 5.5 per cent of the rainfall. This assumes, again, that water flows off the
glacier at eibout 320 F.

Twc storm periods were studied In some detail. These periods were from 1600 July 25
to 1300 July 29 and from 1600 August 2 to 1000 August 9, 1972. These were the only
precipitation periods throughout the summer when simultaneous meteorological obser-
vations were made at Camps 17 and 17A every three hours around the clock. For
these intervals, rates of rainfall and stream discharge and temperature were com-
pared. Over these periods, there were no hydrological surges recorded on the
Stevens Recorder graphs. Discharge rates in cubic feet per hour were thus com-
puted only for the times which coincided with meteorological obs,•"vations (0100,
0400, erc.).

Discharge rates for a given time were computed as follows. Stream stage for a given
time was read off the Stevens Recorder graphs (Figs. 28,30:Ptan-m. Cr.). By means of
the results of stream gagings shown in Figures 34 anc6 35, These water depths were
converted to discharge rates in cubic feet per seconJ. The figures were then mul-
tiplied by 3600 to give discharge rates in cubic feet per hour. Rainfall rates
were computed in terms of the number of cubic feet per hour which fell on the
drainage basin. Precipitation measurements, made at Camps 17 and 17A, which oovered
three-hour data periods were noted. Based on these figures the average rainfall
for, the drainage basin as a whole for the three-hour interval was determined by
Interpolation. The elevations of Camps 17 and 17A and the average elevation of the
drainage basin are 4200 feet, 2500 feet and 3450 feet respectively. To Interpolate,
again, one makes the assumption that precipitation is a linear function of eleva-
tion and that It determines the amount of rain that would have been recorded at
3450 feet during the three-hour Interval. To get an hourly rate In terms of cubic
feet, we multiply tt.e above figure by one-third and then by the area of the drainage
basin. If we designate the volume of rain that falls within the drainage basin (in
cubic feet) as Y and the average (34509) value (in Inches) of rain as X, then Y =
I x I foot x X inches x 4.57 x 107 feet 2 or Y = 1.27 x 106 cubic feet per hour.
3 12 in.

By graphing this function (Fig.42 ) rapid determinations are possible. The temp-
eratures used in the following comparisons are average temperatures of the drainage
basin as a whole. They are calculated by the same sort of Interpolation to the 3450
foot level as used above for precipitation data, using Camps 17 and 17A meteorological
records.

These parameters are plotted for the two above mentioned precipitation periods In
Figure 38 a, b and c.

The precipitation period 1600 July 25 to 1300 July 29, 1972 ( Fig.38a) appears to
show the effects of both daily solar radiation and precipitation in the stream dis-

.! charge rates. Increases In hourly rates of stream discharge show smooth Increases
through the afternoons and evenings of July 25, 26, and 27. These Increases resemble
the reactions of the Ptarmigan Creek to daily solar radiation. But on August 12,
a cloudy day with average temperatures In the mid-fortles, the highest runoff rat'a
(at 1800) was only 119,000 cubic feet per hour. The peaks of July 26 and 27 far
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exceed that, although on these days temperatures averaged In the low to mid-forties.
Further, the Increases In the hourly rate of stream discharge on July 25, 26 and
27 follow closely peaks In rainfall centered about 2030 July 25, 1430 July 26 and
0830 July 27. For these reasons It Is concluded that the Increases In stream dis-
charge are due to the combined effects of radiation and precipitation.

July 28, 29 and 30 show decreasing rates of stream discharge as average temperatures
rose (solar radiation was approximately constant). This effect marks the lower
amounts of precipitation that fell on these days. It is interesting to note that
on July 28, 29 and 30, the rate of stream discharge fell during the early morning
hours. On days when there was no precipitation, discharge also fell during the
early morning hours In delayed response to the cessation of solar radiation at sun-
set and falling air temperatures. It can be concluded from this period of preci-
pitation that as Iona as the rate of rainfall does not exceed the maximum rate of
stream discharge caused only by melting Ice and snow (due mainly to solar radlation)
the record of stream discharge will reflect to an equal degree peaks in solar
radiation and precipi'tation.

Figures 38band 38cshow the same parameters for the precipitation period 16CO
August 3 to 1300 August 10, 1972. During this period, rates of rainfall exceeded
those shown in Figure 3fbby factors of as much as 4.0. Stream discharge rates ex-
ceeded those shown In Figure 3&by as much as a factor of 4.65. On at least five
occasions the rate of rainfall exceeded the rate of stream discharge. Periods for
which data are missing are Indicated with dashed lines In Figures 38b and 38c. (These
dashed lines do not infer any type of behavior and are Inserted for convenience only.)
Peaks in rainfall rates, centered about 2030 August 2, 1730 August 3, 0530 August 4,
1130 August 4, 2030 August 4 and 0830 August 8, correlate with responses In stream
discharge. Peaks in stream discharge, centered about 2200 August 5, 0400 August 6,
and 1000 August 8, presumably indicate that concommitant gaps In precipitation data
were times of peaks In rainfall rates.

After the rainfall ended, stream discharge declined (on t td iverage) for a few days
even with higher averaqe temperatures on August 10, II ana 12. This lag, also
seen after the precipitation perloi shown in Figure 38a,indicates the existence of
a delay mechanism of some sort. Further evidence for such a mechanism Is seen ori
August 3 and 4, 1972, when rainfall rates far exceeded runoff rates. The areas
under these curves represent volumes of water. It can be seen that the +hree areas
above the discharge curve and below the rainfali curve can be fitted into the areas
over which discharge exceeds rainfall. Delays on the order of several hours are the
only way to explain the excess of rainfalT over discharge. Possible examples of such
mechanisms might be the seepage of water through glacial drift and the Impounding of
water for periods of time in crevasses and ice dammed (englacial) pools. If the
effects of solar radiation were amenable to more quantitative description than has
been accomplished on this glacier system to date, it might be possible to describe
the behavior of these delay mechanisms In more detail.

Concluding Comment

Several of the relationships between meteorological causal factors and stream discharge
have been examined. The runoff from melting snow, firn and Ice caused by solar radia-
tion and air temperatures above freezing and by the Influence of rainfall precipita-
tion has been discussed. It Is hoped that this evaluation adds to the conclusions
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developed in reports on previous field seasons of research on the Lemon and
Ptarmigan Glaciers (e.g., Andress, 1962; Bugh, 1966; Zenone, Helmers and
Miller, 1967; Miller, 1969, 1972b; Zenone, 1972). Further steps towards
understanding the nature of the complications in the glacier's liquid balance
resulting from these observed effects of terrain configuration await a
more rigorous examination of the role of solar radiation (Wendler and Streten,
1969) In Inducing thie melt process in glacier firn and Ice and, from this, in
causing runoff.

I. I
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D. GLACIO-iRvODLOGY OF THE LEMON-PTAIt4 GAN GLACIER SYSTEM DURING THE
1973 ABLATION SEASON- A YEAR OF DELAYED FIRN MELT*

The water-ice balance of the Lemon-Ptalmigan glacier system In the heart of the
area between the main cellular circulation of the continental anticyclone and the
cyclonic North Pacific Low Is representative of the glaciers in the Alaskan Panhandle
and has been under hydrologic surveillance since 1965. These studies are of added
Interest because of emphasis on global glaclo-hydrological research during the Inter-
national Hydrological Decade (1966-74).

The Lemon Glacier and Its adjoining Ptarmigan Glacier have also been the focus of
general glaciological research by the Juneau Icefleld Research Program since 1949.
Currently, a continuing hydrological and related mass balance study Is underway
on these glaciers. They have been chosen because of their accessibility (6.5 km
northeast of Juneau), their simple configuration and unity, and their advantageous
position with respect to a U.S. Geological Survey gaging station on the Lemon Creek,
where runoff records have been maintained consecutively since 1951. Additional
advantages are the proximity of the U.S. Weather Bureau (ESSA) stations at the
Juneau Airport, Juneau City and Annex Creek, and the summer research program
weather stations on the adjacent Juneau Icefleld, as discussed In previous sections
of this report. Some of the 1973 glacio-hydrological Investigations on this proto-
type glacier system are noted In the following section.

Glaclo-Meteorology, 1973

For the summer field season of 1973, synoptic records were begun on June 16 at
Camp 17 on the Lemon-Ptarmigan Glaciers, both thermo-physically Temperate Ice
masses on the southern flank of the Juneau Icefleld. Jones in a previous chapter
has shown that under average weather conditions consistent differences were not
observed between Camps 17 and 10, the latter essentially at the same elevation but
In the southern Interior of the icefleld. This Indicates that the icefleld's south
central sector Is also significantly influenced by maritime conditions and, con-
versely, that Camp 17, nearest the ocean, Is Influenced by continentallty to about
the same measure at least as the nearer inland stations within 25 miles. Thompson
in his previous chapter, however, has shown that at least for stormy periods Camp
17 Is the most maritime in character. it has also been shown by Miller (1972) that
the maximum precipitation occurs In the southern sector of the icefield (even more
so than at Juneau) but despite onshore flow throughout stormy periods the preci-
pitation amounts are quite uniform across the icefield. Past experience has shown
that dally temperature variations are for the most part clearly parallel, although
of course not equal, at all stations, suggesting that competent records obtained
even over short periods at a single field station can have regional significance.

Weather conditions observed during a period from June 16 to July 23, 1973 are
tabulated InArpendx D. Notable is the cloudiness and precipitation which must be
considered atypical for this part of Alaska in summer (Little, 1972a?. The low
interdiurnal variation In temperature and the high relative humidity are in-
dicative of the maritime nature of the region, but are not what would be expected

* Prepared by James E. Bugh, Dept. of Geology, State University College, CortlandN.Y.

In addition to ARD-D support, this investigation was supported by grant No. 023-
7167A, Research Foundation of State University of New York.
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in the mean at this location when compared with the long-term mean data for sunmmer
at Juneau (Little, op. cit). The association of the mean daily ablation with the
daily mean values of cloudiness, temperature and relative humidity are evident in
Figure 27, as .considered in preceding section.

The low diurnal range of temperature and humidity further indicate the maritime
nature of the location. Over this observation period, cloudiness !.howed no marked
diurnal variation, but was possibly slightly higher in the late afternoon. Diurnal
variations h ablation were not determined in 1973.

The period of analyzed observations is relatively short, but it appears that the
climatic pattern cannot be considered typical of the long-term mean conditions
over the early ablation season in this region. However, if these conditions represent
a secular fluctuation of climate and mass balance trends and are considered in terms
of a shifting position of the Arctic Front, the present conditions reveal the inland
shift of storm tracks and the phasing in of more maritime conditions on the Juneau
Icefield...an affirmation of Miller's conclusions in recent years (1963, 1972b, 1973).

Weather and the General Circulation of June 1973

A well-developed Gulf of Alaska Low was a prominent feature of the 10,000-foot(700 mb)
height map for June 1973 (Fig.43 ). This Low was slightly east of its May position
(Dickson, 1973) , as were the other major components of the wave train over the
Pacific Ocean (Taubensee,1973), in response, partially, to the continued strength
of the mid-latitude westerly flow. Wind speed along the axis of maximum 700-mb
wind from south of Japan to the Washington-Oregon coast averaged at least 5 meter/
second faster than normal over the entire route. The maximum departure, in excess
of II neters/second, was reached in the strong height gradient between the Gulf
of Alaska Low and the broad subtropical ridge to the south (Taubensee,OP Cit).

',lean 700-mb height departures fell over much of western North America from May
to June as short-wdve impulses from the mean Low in the Gulf of Alaska moved east-
ward across the continent. The blocking High over vestern Canada weakened slightly
ana moved northward while the southern portion of the associated ridge was less
amplified than it had been in May (Taubensee, op cit).

Tnese circulation relationships for the months of October 1972 to October 1973

are noted in the diagrams in Figure 43.

Snow/Firn Surface Conditions and Seasonal Terrain Changes

The snow cover, or firn-cover, may be continuous, with a smooth, gently, undulating
or slightly rippled surface, or it may be broken up by active or stabilized
drifts (or by suncups in summer). On the Lemon and Ptarmigan Glaciers, the
sncw surface exhibits a patterned microrelief. The surface features may initially
be caused by accumulation of snow or by erosion. The long axis of the pattern
found in snow appers to parallel the wind, but the uniformity of the pattern is
usually quite striking. Future research will determine the relationship of the
duration and intensity of the prevailing winds to the amplitude and frequency of
snow surface features.

When the ablation season starts, the snow surface becomes pock-marked, or rIlled,
as meltwater moves through the pack, and eventually the surface exhibits ablation
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features as sun cups (ULtle,'772).Thus it is almost Impossible to apply a rational
classification scheme to the patterns end features which produce characteristic
snow and fIrn scapes. However, since snow-surface or firn-surface conditions In
different seasons may control operations In regions dominated by snow or firn
cover, it is essential that some Information about such surface features be
included in snow and firn observation reports.

In 1969, Dr. Edward Little of the Juneau Icefleld Research Program initiated a
terrain roughness project to create artificial smoothing of suncups. The 1969
ablation study was only of limited success on the Lemon Glacier. Dr. Little
continued these studies on the Cahq a0 n&vb In 1970, at Camp 25 In 1971 and at
Camp 29 in 1972 (some aspects of Ich are briefly noted ei sewh0 La Ittl , 1972a).
He concluded that the large quantities of chemical (hexadeconal) necessary to
accomplish effective smoothing over large areas render the method impractical.
For special micro-surface research and in other small area applications, however,
chemica; spreading may find a unique use. Bugh (1972) described the possibility
of forest fire control of climate, using an Illustration take, from the 1969
ablation season. In this season smoke from forest fires fille, the skies for
many days and much of the smoke settled on the Lemon Glacier, resulting in
a ;..latively smooth surface

Surface Conditions of the Early 1973 Ablation Season

Through the middle of June, 1973, the surface had few suncups or similar topo-
graphic features. Later In the month, small rills were evident with an
accumulation of dust. The rills were generally oriented northeast-southwest.
Suncups were present on June 27-28 but were less than 2 cm deep. Rain through
June 29-30 almost completely destroyed the suncups but the rills persisted. The
rills can be traced to cols suggesting wind origin.

Suncups were again present on the upper n6v6 on July 3 and aligned with the wind
similar to transve-se dunes. The surface was pocked by July 10, but rain began
on the 10th, washing out most of the suncups by July 13. The rills were still
very prominent nonetheless.

Ptarmigan Glacier Surface Characteristics

Rills were accentuated by dust and red algae by June 26 but no suncups were
present on the upper n6vb. Rill orientation was northwest-southeast. By July
I, the rills attained a depth of 5 cm. Suncups were present on July 4 on the
upper nbvA. The lower n6vA was deeply pocked (15-25 cm) with suncups accentuated
by red algae and dustaccumuMton. Rills of 30 cm depth were very common on the
lower n6v6 on July 4.

Firn-Pack Hydrology

In 1965 (Bugh, 1966), a new research station was constructed on the ridge between
the Ptarmigan Glacier and the Lemon Glacier to serve as a base for continuing
study during the upcoming International Hydrological Decade (IHD). The Lemon
Glacier constitutes what may be called a representative basin for research on
hydrological systems as a basic component of the IHO program. The hydrological
records and previous glaciological work show that the Lemon Glacier has been
gradually diminishing in size over the past four decades. Bugh (1966, 1972)
and others (Miller, 1972b~have shown that this trend is reversing Itself.
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C~onfinued research is up-dating, amplifying and analyzing giaclo-hydrological
observations fr--i 1948 to 1975. The water/ice balanco is being Investigated
with respec lo runoff and retained volumes of ice in each glacier, adjusted
for effects i inpounding, capillary retention and precipitation trends ...
esoects of wihich have been dealt with in a number of the studies reported on

i, -his present report.

Pocords of engiacial temperalures have been made during each abi3tUOn season,
and liquid -ater movement in the furn-pack measured with collecting funnels

:nstlledat sel(cted pit levels. Ce:Ioymepnt of these funnels reveals that
usually after thie end of August dooinw"-4d percolation of propagated surface wiaterr: confinrd almost er~clusý*vely to the upper 125 centimeters.

eltoaler movement '-as been studied by means of specially designed galvanized iron
fjnnels whic' were connected by a rubber tube to a-collecting bottle. TheseI funnels were placed in nichei excavated in the) north- and west-facing wallIs of the
pits to a hor~zontal depth of approximately one meter and then walled-in with firn
so tniat they could not be influenced by radiation. Such maltwatev movement studies
nave been conducted on the Taku NIvA by Leighton (1952) aOr Miller (1954). Add!-~

Honal studies were conducted (- the Lemon Glacier in the latter part of the 1965
ablati,,n season. Ttie results sncw large amounts of water are continually per-

tnr:,ý,,tfle f i r. and that the actual magnitude of f low is depondent on

mel eoro Ioyi -a I cor2; t ions (EBugh, 1966).

The fun~nels *c-re placed in t-Pe firn-pac:k to deter 1;ne what inlluence was exerted
ort oater rr~e+by bar-is :of ice. The results 5how that mellwater percolates to

ýidept! sli iht ly -r~ater than cre meter (Aligust 18-?', 1965). Th~e zero degree

,enti,';radt i-c-tner'- was -her at tý depth -.f 90 cn. where ati ice hand was for-ning.
c- z'!-tromne~er -rof ile:i :ýIow trnat the ice, band was continuous throughout the

ýctcr lacer n,_ ;,revented percolation below Its depth. herefore, within the
rAi f the Lern, -.13'g:ier rrajch of ttc.- surface propagated neltwater was recap-
lirr" !,a djezt, ''o5 than one *'reter.

.. 'I Iia-or r'cve-ent Aa- - Iso ;t-.,died ir the Lemon ';lacier firni-pack during the
.irl/ 1.1C. atLKatic-r s.--3i.-n. Meltwatrvr refroze only a few centimeters telow the
-jrfac~. n'ere ani ice r-nd was ojtserved increasing in thickness unti I July 8

onan ir-e-c~ep~ed ý,, the ablation surface.

'--:;aclal Tet-iper.3ture %Aasurerents and their Regime Imrplicetions

-dr~irvy acla~ior, season of 19-73 was cnaracterized by a normal pattern of surfece
"'v_ýever, collecting funnels deployed ir the t;,7 p.ack received almost

;,-Ua'jateci water. TO-is can be explainco, in ý,art, by th'e fa.:'s -~hat (1) the
..3ti,:rdjl t-eather ',c vice at Juneau recorded a departure of -6.38*C for the
-j~tpr talance Yedr to t~e end of June and (2)~ by the firn-pack's low temperature
-,f -'3.C'C on June 'ý2, 1973. As late as July 17, 1973, the temperature of the
c;r,i..pacýK was -l.O~'C, which was most unusual for this Temperate maritime glacier.
rnese low terroerr.tures i-iea,,ured irn 1973 may have hindered the movement of melt-
,ater c~n the Lemon and P-~armigan r-~aciers but few extensi a ice layers resulted
4-uni tne accotipanying ref reezing uf meltwater.

Kmpenetromo~or profiles (Bugh,'A) do not indicate that any significant ice bands
formed In the fl'n~-pack during the interval June 19 through July 17, 1973. The
lack of Ice band formation accompanied by trie low firn-pack temperatures could
indIcate +hat in th~s abnormally cool summer thfe n~v6 surface lowp-ing was
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acc(xplished in part by evaporation and compaction rather than melting and Infiltra-
tion, although evaporation is not normally found In this strongly maritime locale.

Collecting funnels were placed in the firn-pack under rills (Fig. 44a) on July 21, 1973.
On July 22, one funnel had collected 3510 ml of water (over a 20 hour,45 minute-
period).On July 23, an additional 3850 ml occumulated (over an 18 hour, 45 minute-
period). Surface Iowerinq would appear to be accomplished through meltwater move-
ment along rill zones. The rills appear similar to stream channels (Fig. 44a, b).
Further investigation could parallel the methods employed by fluvial geomorphologists.

Surface "Drainage" Patterns, Their Geometry and Possible Explanation

Stream channels draining the land are Itegrated Into varied drainage patterns.
Drainage networks have highly probable patterns when analyzed statistically. On a
gently sloping surface of homogeneous rocks, a random pattern forms, with the possi-
bility of stream flow In all directions being equal. A steeply sloping surface will
cause a deviat!on from the Ideal distribution of stream-flow direction.

14orisawa (1968) discusses the "laws" of drainage composition and shows deviations
suggesting that the "laws" simply represent statistical relationships. The toy
draulic geometry of the rills on the Lemon and Ptarmigan Glaciers deviate from
the "laws" of drainage composition to such an extent that the basic nature of
thE rills mus. be different #rom that of streams (except for the larger runnels).

Orientation of rills and runnels (Fig. 44) suggests that they are of wind origin
(or sub-surface water flow on buried ice strata...Miller) rather than surface water
ira•hage channels. The fa)ct that some rills rise over topographic surfaces (Bugh,
1974) suggsts that they are not of running water origin. Following their inception,
,-any rills serve as traps of algae cnd dust. The dark color of these substances
re:jces tne local albedo and accentuates melting, hence deepening the rills.

Lurface lowerinj on +he upper n4v4 of the early ablation season (June 20 to
July Z2, 1973) av' ,ieJ approximately 4 cm per day. Meltwater movement through
the firn-pack was t.s 4 ;ally non-existent during this time. Again, evaporation
and compaction in thi, zu-,ually cool summer would seem to be a better explana-
tion then meiring and infiltration (usually associated with warm summers) as the
cause of surface lbweriq.

"ilercolation funnels collected considerable quantities of water after July 21, when
se - in -face under rills cf the upper it i -n the Lemon Glacier, although no melt-
*-;er ,c.ement was cbserved in the :ills. This suggests that the riils are not
cr,ýnnels Dy which meltwater moves F'` that the July 21 date Is more significant in
th ablation history. The firn-paa• was below OC through July 17 and little water
w;i. noted in anV percolation funnel to that date. On July 21, however, the firn-
pack oecame essentially isothermal,l.e. at OC (see below) and significant quan-
ei-ies :" water were collected immediately following this date.

Firn-Pack Temperatures at Given Depths- Lemon Glacier N~vb (4100')

22 June '73 30 cm 50 cm 100 cm 150 cm 200 cm 300 cm

OOC 00C -I.00C OOC -I.00C -I 00 C

21 July '73 00C OC 00C OC OOC OC
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E. DETECTION OF THAWING FIRN IN HYDROLOGICAL BALANCE DETERMINATIONS
THROUGH NEAR-INFRARED IMAGERY FROM ERTS-I SATELLITE *

In the summer of 1972, NASA launched its Earth Resources Technology Satellite
(ERTS) which has a sun synchronous, near-polar, near-circular orbit. Looking down
from 567 miles, It views areas every 18 days. The size of the synoptic view and
the grourd resolution of ERTS instruments dictate that experiments in hydrology
cover regional targets, such as large lakes, soil-moisture distribution, snowflelds
and icefields.

Earlier work has shown that hydrological balance studies can be aided by determina-
tion of the seasonal nbvb-line position (data since 1945 given in Tables IX and X).
Remote senslng by ERTS of allied shifts In transient snow-lines and seasonal n~vb-
lines could enable the plotting of short-time Interval changes In dimension and
position. With the addition of such continually monitored Information, greater
precision can be added to the determination of annual mass and liquid balances
of glaciers.

Table IX Late Summer N6v4-Lines and Hydrologic Balance of the Juneau Icefleld
(Data from Miller, 1963, 1972b, 1975d; Egan, 1965)

Re `e Seasenal N6vb-Iine Elevation (feet) General Hydrologic Balance
Yfj_" in the Taku Glacier Sector of Coastal Icefield Sector

1974-75 2600 Strongly Positive
1973-74 2800 Positive
19 72-73 2850 Positive
1971-72 290C Equl I ibri um
S 19 70- 71 2800 Positive
I r)".9-70 2700 + Equl I ibri um
I -ý3-69 240C + Strongly Positive
1967-68 2900 + Equi I ibri um
1/0•.6-67 3050 Near Equilibrium
1;6--66 3:00 Near Equilibrium
')(64-65 2650 Strongly Positive

1963-64 2450 Strongly Positive
1'62-33 2950 Positive
961-62 2950 Lqui I ibri um

lj60-61 2900 Equi l ibri um
1?59-60 3100 Equi I ibri um
1458-59 3000 Equi l ibri um
1,)i'-58 3050 Negative
V'56-57 3200 Negati ve
I T5-53 3200 Negative
1964-55 2550 Surplus
1953-54 3200 Negat ive
1952-53 3300 Negative
1951-52 3100 Equi ibriuum
1950-51 3430 Strongly Negative
1949-50 3300 Negative
1948-49 2600 Stron9ly Pos3tive
1947-48 2850 Pos iive
1946-47 2950 r qu I Ibr~im
1945-46 3200 + Negative

' From Dr. James E. Bugh, Dept. of Geology, State University, Cortland, N.Y.
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Table X Hydrological Balances, Lemon Glacier, 1945-75 u

Budget Year Seasonal NIvb-Llne (Elev. it; ft.) Hydrological Balance

1974-75 3300 Slightly Positive
1973-74 3550 Negative
1972-73 3650 Negative
1971-72 3700 Negative
1970-71 3650 Negative
1969-70 3500 Negative

1968-69 3250 Positive
1967-68 3500 Negative
1966-67 3700 Negative
1965-66 3600 Negative
1964-65 3200 PosNtive
1963-64 2900 Strongly positive
1962-63 3150 Strongly positive
1961-62 3650 Slightly negative
1960-61 3550 Slightly negative
1959-60 3700 Ngtegative
1958-59 3750 Negative
1957-59 3750 Negative
1956-57 3225 Negative
1955-56 3600 Negative
1954-55 2625 Positive
1953-54 3500 Negative
1952-53 3375 Negative
1951-53 3225 Negative
19501-51 3259 Negative

i949-5" 3375 Negative
948-49 3150 Positive
947-46 3300 Negative
9ý46-4- 3350 ?)Negative

145-4o 3150 Positive

"v!9z-58 data from ?~arcu., 1964; other data from Miller, 1963, 1972b,personal rom.

The 'Aul+i-Spectral Scanner (WSS) of the satellite Is a line-scanning device using
ar -)scllation nirror to scan terrain. Four synchronous images are produced, each at
a different wave band. The wave-lengths for the bands used in this study are:
ar en 5 (lower red)...0.6 to 0.7 nicroeters and tBand s (near It)i...0.8 s c 1. micro-

ne-'3rs. 5 and 7 is best for land-wdter discrimination while Band 5 is best for

*'•,Jracpic and cu'rural features, such as drainage pattern5, roads and towns.

The Juneauj Icefield appears very black in the Multi-Spectral Scanner Band 5 imagery
(Fiq. 45,) of II August 1972. Its appearance is distinctly different in Pand 7
i-ager/ (Fig. 45b) of the same date. In F~gure 45b, the terminal areas of the Taku,
'Jorrisi Lemon, Mendenhall, Herbert and Eagre Glaciers show a brightness reversal

(light in tone).

fresh snow appears light in tone on both Bands 5 and 7 (dark in rig. 45), because
the prints were made from 70 mm black and white transparencies. The near-IR bright-
ness reversal of the glacier termini is due to melting of the firn-pack and absorp-
tion in the infrared while still reflecting in the visible. Strong et al (I971) in
a review of the literature on spectral albedo show fresh snow under clear skies to
display almost constant reflectivity over the range of the visible spectrum. Reflec-
Tance of wet snow In th' visible Is invariant with wave lengTn but slightly less than
that for dry snow. ioeever, a 16 % drop in reflectance for wet snow has been ob-
served in the near-H- compared with an 8 % drop for dry snow.
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The extinction coefficient of pure water for wave lengths of band 7 (0.8 to I.I
micrometers) is approximately I (Strong, et al, op. cit.). For a beam of In-
coming radiation to penetrate a surface water film, reflect fromo an underlying
ice or snow surface, and pass again through the water film, the water film must
be considerably less than I cm thick. Considerable absorption would be expected
for even a I mm layer of water. Thus the appreciable reflectance drop in the
near-IR would not require a visible layer of wril.. -

Meteorological data for Juneau on August Ii, ,7.- -,ý::ca. :3 -roan temperature of 590F
(15*C). This substantiates melting conditions on t,..- ivo ' ... ts of the icefleld.
The following listing shows the elevations of the neai .i- r'ihtness reversal
for this II August 1972 imagery on six key glaciers.

Icefleld Elevations of Nearinfrared Br .'.- ... Reversal tll Aug. 72

Glacier Elevation (ft.)

Taku 2600

Norris 2200-2600

Lemon 3000

MendenhalI 2500

Herbert 3100

Eagle 2700

Cn the lower tim-pack, the ablating firn absorbed a sufficient amount of In-
cident radiation to cause it to appear light In Figure 45b. At higher elevations,
the firn-field remained frozen and highly reflective In the near-infrared.

The extent of ablation on the Juneau Icefield, as suggested by Figure 45
implies a trjnsiet n6vb-line position for each of the six glaciers listed above.

Although August II was nct significantly late In the ablation season, the possible
n4v4-1ine positions do suggest a probable mass and liquid balance for the 1971-
72 hydrological year. N&vA-Ilnes of 2600 feet and 3000 feet for the Taku and
Lemon Glaciers respectively indicate equilibrium balances for both glaciers
(see previous tabulations of hydrological balance, Table IX, re mid-September positions).

whereas the results of this study are preliminary and the explanation only tenta-
tive, a case Is made for the detection of n4v&-lines on the glaciers of the
Juneau Icefield and on ot'... iceflelds around the globe by remote sensing from
earth satellites. This detection method takes advantage of the strong absorption
of incident radiation in the near-infrared (Band 7) by a covering film of water.
.-e two-band moasurement, of course, provides further information on firn and
ice conditions beyond that of merely delineating the boundary of ice and snow-
covered areas.
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F. COMPARATIVE LIQUID WATER CONTENT OF THE TAKU, LLEWELLYN AND CATHEDRAL
GLACIER FIRN-PACK*

Firn Stratigraghy, Upper Taku Glacier Nay6, August, _1972

For comparison with similar profiles in previous and subsequent years of the
June3u Icefleld Research Program, test-pit measurements were made on the upper
Taku N6vb at elevations of 5,850 feet (1725 m) near the Camp 8/18 Junction and
at 6,1)0 feet (1850 m) near the Camp 25/26 Junction on the crestal n6v& of the
Taku-Llewellyn transection glacier system. Only representative data are here
jiscussed. These were obtained between late afternoon of August 19th and early
--orning of August 20th, 1972. Stratigraphy, density, grain size and free-water
content determinations were made. The resulting data are shown In Figure 46.

(I) Stratigraphy and Grain Form

As shown in Figure 46, the late-sumnmer stratigraphlc thickness of the 1971-72
firn-pack on the main high-level Taku N6v4 was 15'1" (4.51 m). It was 13'7"
(4.1 m) in the pit at the crestal n6v&, at an elevation 250 feet (76 m) highe6r.
This latter value represents total retained firn above the 197; annual summer
ablation surface just south of the "sun-line" on the upper Llewellyn Glacier.

In the firn of each profile there were many bubbly Ice plates (strbta) and Ice
lerseb into wrich -elt-wa+er from solar radiation and rEin had been refrozen.
he firn grain sizes averaged 1-4 mm In diameter and were rounded in form,
.avinr experienced the first stage of constructive metamorphism. The large-
-=rystaK were fount' imeedatel/ above a thick ice stratum delineating the 1971
r I:te-sJmer :jr'-ice. This zone was compriseo of depth-hoar crystals, as manifest
. , their quite coarse texture. Some of the crystal shapes were prisms and pyra-
mids and some wOI- rup-Shap3d...i.e., hollow forms, In spite of tree-water contents
of 3.8 to 7.) per , This means that the depth-hoar was initiated after the
e.nd of the 1970-71 summer ablation season, probably well into late September.
-he base of the annual a:cumulation increment was quite easily Identified
:.y this distin.7tive zone and the annua; ablation iurface (A.S.,Fig. 46) it represents.

;ummation: The annuai accumulation for 1970-71 on the 5850-foot (1725 m)
nIvS near the Camp 8/18 Junction of the upper most Taku Glacier was 8,27 feet
12.506 m or 2506.9, r.-/cr,2) in weter equivalent. At the crestal site on the upper-
most Llewel!rn Glacier NevA It was slightly less_.I.e., 7.97 feet (2.415 m or
2415.0 inr/cm ) water eluivalent. Respectively, this represented a mean of approxi-
mately 15 feet (4.6 m.) of late sume'r firn,

(2) Dens ty Profile

As shown In Figure 46, the densitv proflie at the Camp 8/1 Junction was fairly
unifc~rm at every level, except above the 0.6 m depth. In the crestal nbvb
profile, the densily g-adual y increased from the flrn surface to about one meter

SFrom field meas.jrements by C.W. Kreltier, Dept. of Geology, University of Texas
and F. Nishlo, University of Hokkaido, Japan, with the assistance of the 1972
,;laciologlcal Institute particIparti.
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depth. Below this depth, It remained uniform at about 0.58 g/cm3 to 3 meters
and was variable down to the 1971 ablation surface. ThlI suggests that the bulk
density of flrn at the Camp 8/18 Junction was 0.557 g/cm and at the test pit
near the Camp 25/26 crestal n#vh Junction was 0.575 g/cf43 .

Free Water Content

For liquid water content measurements the calorimetric method was 3mployed using
the equipment and procedures noted in Appendix F. The free water content at the
U'amp 8/18 Junction pit gradually decreased from 21.1 per cent on the snow surface
to 3.8 per cent at a depth of 14 feet (4.24 m), as noted In Figure 46. The
free water content in the crestal n~v& was stable at about 6.6 per cent to 10.6
per cent, except it was 0 per cent at a depth of 0,6 m, probably reflecting a
refreezing in the cold air of the middle of the night when these data were obtained.

An acceptable mean for the free water content va!ues is approxinmately 3 per cent
of the amount of annual accumulation which comports with the mid-summer averages
of 12 to 30 per cent in the firn-pack at the elevation of Camp 10 (i.e., near
3600 feet (1090 m) as determined in previous JIRP seasons, Miller, 1954, 1972b).

In Section S additional firn stratigraphy and free water content measurements are
reported in the 1972 firn-pack...one at a :=nparable elevation and three at lower
elevations on the Taku Glacler. It Is noted that additional firn profiles were
obtained at these sites in 1971, 1973 and 1974, but tlq presntatlcr of all these
comprehensive records is beyond the limits of this report.

Free Water Content M4easurements on the Cathedral Glacier N•4v

")n the upoer n6vA of the Cathedral Glacier, hourly water content was measured
with the calorimeter during daylight hours of September 7, 1972. The test-
pit location was above the n~v&-1irne at an elevation of 5850 feet (1770 M.). (rig. 47)
This equates to t.ie mean elevation of this highest n6v4. At the same time,
meteorological data were obtained at Cam'p 29 (Flo. 48), as well as surface stage
records from the glacier's pro-glacial lake at 5600 feet (1700 m) elevation.
3tream level record,, in the outlet stream doiin-v~lley from the t6rmlnal moraine
complex were obtained during the summers of 1972 through 1914. Reprosentative
data from these records are discussed in the following section.

!n 1972, the Cathedral (Glacier had a very small accumulatlon zone (niv*), irn-
dicating a quite negative mass balance for that year. In I073 and 0974 the

annual mass balance regimes were also negatives but less so (contrastinn TnktJ , I,Tble IX,

Test pit measurements at the same place as the free witir content measurements
ie graphed in Figure 49. Onesignl{Icant observation from these data is that
tne f;rn (danslty about 0.560 g/c'"3 ) quite suddenly changed to bubbly ice at a
depth of 130 cmn. This suggests thit firm becomes glacial ice at shallow depths
on this glecier and that snow and firn are transformed +u Ice In as short a
period as two to three years, probably via the process of refreezing of melt-
water into s• .. •Li&•.

rhe same kind of sirallgraptly has been recognized in the accumulation area on
'4cCall Glacier, located north of the Arctic Circle in the Brooks Range, Alaska...
r glacier which is classified as sub-Polar. Englacial temperature neesurements
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on the Cathedral Glacier In 1972 also suggest that this glacier Is therwophysically
sub-Polar.

Free water content was measured at di fferent depths below the snow and firn surface,
I.e., at 20 cm, 50 cm and 100 cm (Fig. 47). On the firn surface, the FWC seemed
to have increased with solar radiation shortly after noon and to reach a maximum
,alue of about 13 per cent whether the firn surface was in the shade of the cirque

hieadwall or not. (When the surface wa5 in the shade, a frozen surface extended
rO a depth of about 7 cm). At depths of 20 and 50 cm, the FWC was uniform at
about 5 Der cent, but at a depth of 100 cm it showed fluctuations Influenced
apparently by percolating water.

As Shown In Figure 48, the relation between ambient air temperature and FWC
on the firn surface was striking. Strong reductions in FWC were established
withir c,ne hour after the nbvb became shadowed. Good correlation was also found
between FWC reJuction on the firn surface and variations in lake level. This
showed up within 2 to 3 hours. For example, it took this amount of time for run-
off water melted by solar radiation from the firn surface to flow down and reach
the proglacial lake.

Also, is expected, run-off water levels in the outflow stream located below this
lake might be correlated directly with lake level stages, but the stream stage
appeared to experience peaks of flow one to two hours earlier than the water
level peaks on the lake stage recorder (Fig. 48). This is a seeming paradox which
relates to other factors considered in Section I below.

Ii

I

U
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G. FIRN DENSIFICATION AT DIFFERENT ELEVATIONS AND CLIMTES ON THE
JUNEAU ICEFIELD*

During the summer of 1972, observations and measuremonts were mAde on snow and
firn conditions at four selected locations at four differentdevotlons on the
Juneau Iceflald representing different climatic situations. Our purpose was to
consider formation of now and old snow Into firn and firn Into glacier Ice In
the temperate conditions which affect the maritime n~v&s of the Icefleid.

Observation sites were chosen on the climatological transect from Camp 10 to
the Camp 8/18 sector of the Taku Glacier's highest o~v6 (or from 3500 feet
(1060 m) to above 6000 feet (1820 m) elevation, v. Fig. I). The locations were
adjacent to key comps. Near Camp 10, the site was 1OB at 3500 feet elevation
(1060 m) at a point one-half mile south of the fiel sration. The Camp 9 site
was at the Ca m2 unctioti at 4900 feet (1500 m) and WIe 00t below Camp 86
was at 5850 feet(172i5 m). On this transect, the climatic conaltions gradually
change from a typically maritime and geophysically temperate situation at
Camp 10 to sub-temperate thrmohysical conditions In a sub-continental environ-
ment In the Camp 8/18 sector, and a sub-Polar condition on the highest navbs up
to 7100-8000 feet (2150-2425 m) near Camp 25 on the Mt. Nesselrodeo/t. Bressler
Plateau (Fig. 2). The M4t. Nesselrode section of this Transect Is to be discussed
In a later report.

Borings were made in each location and core samples obtained from tne bore-hdeos.
Measurements were u'cordedon stratfgraphy, density, hardness, grain size, free
water content and temperature of the snow and firmn In sity, The results obtained
are tabulated irAppendix G and graphed In Figures T -aind b.

The results strongly suggest that melt-water percolating Into the snow and firn
materially weakens the mechanical strength of snow and firn and therefore plays
3 significant rWe in the densification process. Surprisingly, densirlcatlon of
snow and firn seems to proceed faster In the colder regions of the lceflilc than
In the warmer and more temperate-sectors. This is well shown In Figures 50 a and b,
ahich reveal generally higher densities and Increased zones of straticulaed Ice
and iced firn (Miller, 1955) In the more elevated test-pit %nd bore-hole sites
on the Icefleld. In turn, this suggests that percolating melt-water may play a
more Important role in the densiflcation process of snow In the higher and
colder elevations in the accumulation zones of all temperate and sub-tomperate
glaciers. This probably relates to the polythermal nature of such multiple nv•s
(i.e., where there are persistently colder englaclal conditions at higher elevation).

Related glaclo-hydrologic Investigations were also made on the lower reaches of the
M'endenhall Glacier, one of the therrtophysically temperate valley glacires •towming
from an Intermediate elevation n4v of the icefield. This related study Ii described
in the fol Ioulng section as it relates to the rola melt-water pisys :. tw# growth
of Ice crystals and in the related process of glacier flow.

SThis research was conducted under -the direction of Dr. Gorow WckQhom of the
Institute of Low Temperature Sclences University of Hokkaido, Jepen, assisted by
several graduate students in the Glecloiogical Institute.



H. MELT-WATER PERf4EATION BELOW THE NEVE-LINE

During the 1971 summer field season, some melt-water studies were conducted
below the nhv6-line on the Mendenhall Glacier by Dr. Gorow Wakahame and students.
As this study forms such a useful transition In the Interrelation between nbv&
ablation and ultirate runoff from sub-glacial channels (noted In the preceding
sections), it is Included here with Dr. Wakahama's kind permission as an im-
portant adjunct to the discussions in the preceding two sections.

klelt-water permeating through a glacier body has been widely discussed in con-
nection with recent studies of glacier surges. At the beginning of March, 1968,
Dr. Wakahama and T. Takahashi found that on the FMendenhall Glacier melt-water
permeated the glacier body even In early spring (Wakahama, 1969; Takahashi and
Wakahama, 1970). The mean air temperature during the period of observation was
a few degrees above zero Centigrade. Melt-water percolated from the wall of a
oore-hole drilled to 7 m depth at the lower part of the glacier. The ascending
speed, '_. oi the water level In the hole was measured at 50 cm/hr at a depth
of 450 cm and 40 cm/nr at a depth of 250 -centimeters. As!'uming that Kirkham's
formula for the hydraulic conductivity of soil holds In this case, the coeffi-
cient of permeability of the glacier ice mass was 6 x 10-6 cm/sec, which corres-
Donds ÷o that of compact silt.

In the summer of 1971, in further pursuit of this study on the Juneau Icefleld,
the glacler body was again studied on the Mendenhall Glacier by similar methods.
A network of water channels, through which the melt-water permeated, was ob-
served both on the Mendenhall Glacier and on the McCall Glacier In the Brooks
Range of northern Alaska.

Method tor Obtaining Water Permeability of Glacier Bodies

The method of obtaining the water permeability of the 1.endenhall Glacier was
'ne same In rir .:ii e as that for obtaining the hydraulic conductivity of soil
Jeveloped by Kirkýir. (Kirkham, 1954). Drilling was carried out to a depth of
2-3 meters to take out ice cores using a SIPRE-type hand auger. The bore-
itole was used as a well to obtain the water permeabllly of the glacier body.
The level of water in the bore-hole was first measured just after the water
stopped rising. Then, the water was bailed out of the hcle with a stainless
steeI cylinder (50 cm long and 6 cm In diameter) which had a valve at the
zottom. A small amount of salt was put Into the hole to make the water elec-
trolytic. Then a pair of vinyl wires, with an exposed junction at the tip,
*as hung down Into the hole. At the moment when the tester connected to the
mIrus indicated a closed circult, the length of the hanging wire was measured,
vielding the water level at a given time, and hence, the rate of rise.

hydrotric Results

Jn the lower Mendenhall 'Alacler, about 1.5 km from the terminus (Appevtdix H),
borings were maoe at three selected sites: (1) on a flat and wide area (site
!1); (2) near a supraglaclal pond in a concave area (site B2) and (3) on
the top of a glacier ridge (site B4). The results obtained at Sites BI and B4
are s:ijwn respectively in Figuress 5la and b, In which the water level in the

* From notes of Dr. G. Wakahami, Institute ot Low Temperature Science, University
of Holhkaido, Japan . Dr. Wakahama is a research affiliate of the Juneau Icefleld
Pesoarch Program.
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hole is plotted against time. At the beginning of the measurements, the water
level rose rapidly, but gradually slowed down and then saturated the surrounding
ice. The final water level was observed at a depth of 10 to S0 am beneath the
glacier surface.

Assuming that Kirkham's formula froM soil science can be applied to this case,
the coefficient of permeability, K, of the glacier body was calculated In each
area:

i K = 0.617 (r/sd). (6h/M)

where~h Is the Increment of the water belm withinit seconds, r Is the radius
of the hole, d Is the depth of the hole from the final water Ilvel. s Is a
ccefficlent which is determined from the value of r, h and d.

-::c calculated value of K Is I x 10"5cm/sec In the flat and wide area; 3-5 x
10-3 cm/sec In the concave area; and 2-3 x 10-4 cm/sec on the glacier ridge.
These values of water permeaLlllty correspond to those of fine send.

The water permeability, K, of the glacier body at the same spot varied with time.
For example, at site BI, K was found to be I x 10-3 cm/sec on July 31, but de-
creased to 5 x 10-4 cm/se7 on August I. The final water level was found at the
same deplh in the hole on both days. The meteorological conditions on the glacier
were not vary different on these two days. This suggests that the situation of
the water-channels In the glacier body may be changed with time. Eventually, some
4ater-channels may become narrowed and even closed.

The water level in the glacier body was also found to vary with time. For in-
stance, It gradually ascended toward evening as shown In Figure 51c. The
water level may be dependent on the melting rate at the glacier surface. Fur-
ther observations are necessary to provide more detail on the daily variation of
water levels.

rrain-Boundary Water-Channels in the Lower Mendenhall Glacier

Although the formation of water-channels in the main ice body of this Temperate
Ilacier has recently been discussed in conjunction with glacier flow and the
question of glacier surges, very few observations on the very small water-
cnannels have been made in situ.

)n the thermophysically Terperate Mendenhall Glacier , as well as on the thermo-
physically sub-Polar McCall Glacier in the Brooks Range, comparative observe-
lions are available on the network of micro grain-boundary water-channels through
which mielt-water can permeate into the glacier body.

4hen a a amount of diluted ink was sprayed on each glacier's surface, it
permeated down mostly along the planes of the grain boundaries or through the
water-channels along the triple grain boundaries In the glacier body. The flow
of the Ink was clearly observed on the wall of a pit In the Mender.hall Glacier
terminal zone.

A network of such water-channels was observed In a large ice block cut from the
glacier. Molt-water contained in the water-channels was percolating out of the
Ice block from channels averaging I to 1.5 m l•,ick. Thus in this study the role
of water channels Is clarified with respect to the deep permeation of melt-water
into Tempsrate glaciers. If such melt-water reaches the bed, It can play an im-
oortant role in glacier flow and, via basal lubrication, even relate to the
character and cause of glacier surges.



1.* STKM GAGE WCORDS FWM TIE OUFLOW OF THE CATWEML GLAIER*
1972-75

To correlate with the 1972-75 hydrametric records on Lamoi and Ptarmigan
Creeks In the coastal valley of the Leon Glacier System (Fig. 23)8 similar
hydrometric date hav been obtained In theoe same years from Cathedral
(El ixer) Creek, the outflow stream of the Cathedral Glacier In the Camp
29 secto of the AtIln region. The locations of these two key research sites
are Indicated In the Ins* bowes In Figure 2.

The records discussed In Sections So C and 0 above roelte to the sumr
fluctuations In Ptarmigan Creek (as typlf lad In Figur 30). The Ptarmigan
and Lemon Creek discharge defta may be compared with the records for the lest
halIf of sumer f ram CathedralI Creek, as noted I n F Igure 468.

Of significance Is that the Cathedral Glacier runoff hos beew abruptly ter-
minated by freezing conditions In mid-Septemer each year. For ox~ame. In 1972
thi1s was acco*lI I Md when a blI Izzard brought the f Ir9t wi ntor sn~fe Il
to the C40 29 sector on September 16. In contrast,, In thet autumn the
flow In Ptarmigan Creek continued well Into October. Such Is a reflection
of ithe inrtlmity vs continentaliy affecting the duration of annual run~-
of f from these two outflow streams on opposite sides of the range (as
noted earlier In this report).

The field records on the Cathedral Glacier only cover the June to Septeafer
Period In each of the past four years, but inasuremns will be continued
through this decade. 08t01 Is of the study to date are given In several
sections, of this~ report1 as they are so cloeeiy alliled to other basic facets
of this regional tvrrain analysis.
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J. THE EVOLUTION OF SUPRAGLACIAL LAKES AND STREAMS AND FLUTED ICESURFACES ON THE GILKEY AND VAUGHAN LEWIS GLACIERS

Uuring the summer of 1970 to 1974 a number of observations and measurements
were made on the ;ilkey and Vaughan Lewis Glaciers with respect to ice surface
changes ilated to the development of supraglaciai streams. This research is
still in progress and is allied with the survey and photogrametry work
briefly discissed in Part V. It extends studies on hydro-thermal erosion of
glacier surfaces initiated by Dr. A.C. Pinchak In 1968-71 (Pinchak, 1972).

Supraglaclal streams develop during the warm summer months as a result of
melt-water produced by ablation. The melt-water which Is not absorbed or
vaporized then runs to lower elevations and In so doing develops tributary
and trunk stream systems. In many cases, as on the Vaughan Lewis Glacier,
deep canyons are cut In the ice with nearly vertical sidewalls. These walls
have flutings or grooves running parallel to the stream bed (v. Fig.52).
An investigation of the origin of these streams and the genesis of their
fluted walls is brieiiy discussed below.

Research Locae and Investi gational Methods

A well-developed multiple moraine system occurs at the junction of the Gilkey
anl Vauqhan Lewis 'laclers noted in Figures 53 and 55a.bThe moraine is riven
.mith a siulaglacial stream system, highlighted In the figures by spicular
reflections from the setting sun. )n the left of the moraine is the Vaughan
.ewis 'lacier; to the right is the '7ilkey Glacier. The large arrow (Fig. 55) shows
:I-ec'i¢ of ;lacier flow, while the small arrow indicates the positions of
the down-gla:ier moulins into which the streams plunge and disappear beneath
the Ice. The areas closely studied are shown in the circled sectors.
ThQ crainage cmdnnels do not follow strictly the crevasse pattern. Many cre-

vasses are watr--'illec, with the water level (perched water tables ?) 20 to
30 feet belot , ., 1 .*reaed levels. The streams sometimes follow a crevasse which
is fortultousli t.at.d as along a residual depression formed by the closure of
a crevasse. Quite often the stream direction is independent of the crev3sse
pattern, be it present or relict. During the period 1968-1971, the streari
systers were quite similar each summer. In 1972, stresses In the ;ce caused
severe chanies ir the wave-bulge terrain at the base of the Vaughan Lewis
Icefall, with the result that by 1973 and 1974 a whole new drainage configuration
jeve loped.

/isual readings were taken of water levels at recording stakes In three stream
-hannels and a fresh pool. Ambient air temperatures were taken by rapil whirling
•.f a conventional mercury-In-glass thermometer at the same time as the stake
reading was recorded. In mid-summer, the water level lowered at about 4 cm
per day.

Estimates of stream velocity were obtained by measuring the time required by a
surface float to move a measured distance. Cross-sectional profiles were

SThis section is briefed from a manuscript report by Dr. A.C. Pinchak,

Associate Professor of Fluid Mechanics, Case Western University.



obtained by steel tape traverses. Iotdi led measurements of grooves were
taken with a vertical plumb bob and tape. Development of the grooves (with
time) was directly observed by periodically measuring the vertical distance
between the stream surface and reference pitons placed In the canyon wall.

Of the two main streams studied, one drained through the moraine In the zone
between the Gilkey and Vaughan Lewis Glacier; the other from a pcrtion of the
area just below the Vaughan Lewis Icefall. The latter each year has connected
several lakes impounded annually between the wave-bulges (Fig-5 3). The stream
draining from the wave-bulge or ogive sector Is referred to as the "ogive
Strea"; the other as the "moraine stream".

A levelling rod and theodolite were used to determine the longitudinal profile
of the moraine stream. Reference stakes placed in each stream allowed the
variations In water level to be observed and compared. Cross sectional profiles
of the submerged bed of the moraine stream were delineated as well.

Th~e HydrologicaI Analyses

Figure 56a aindb shoatypical variations In lake level, with air temperature
and time of day. In order to relate a variation In pool level with stream flow,
the storage effect of the pool had to be considered. The lag between pool
depth and volumetric inflow rate was on the order of 5 minutes. Thus for
our present purposes, the pool level is related to Instantaneous flow.

Air Temperature and Stream Flow Lag

Figure 56b and 56also reveal& a lag between air temperature variations and
stream flow. This effect is due to the time required for melt-water to seep
along the surface until it enters the tributary stream system. The curve in
rigure 56 results from calculation of the cross correlation function between
the two time series: air temperature and lake level. The cross correlation Is
defined by the following expression (see KIsiel, 1969):

f [LE (- '- 0 +rj'OM()
t

where L(t) Is the time dependent lake level, 0(t) is the temperature variation,
and tC Is the time shift. In order that a cross correlation calculation pro-
duce a useful result, It is necessary that the correlated functions have a mean
value of zero and that any long term trends or "drift" be removed. Data from
19 July through 21 July were utilized In the calculation of Figure 57 . For
this period, the temperature displayed a steady irend so a constant, average
value of I was calculated, I 2 40.45*F. However, the lake level (L(t))
was fluctuating about a decreasing mean value. This trend was removed by a
suitable function, L(t) having a slope of -0.057 in./hr. The cross correlation
integration was carried out numerically on a UNIVAC lin8 digital computer.

Inspection of Figure 57 sho•xs that the maxima and minima of C (T) are well
defined. The maxlmum correlation occurs with a time lag of 5 hours. For (.
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the case of two, sinusr!dal, diurnal functions, a 12-hour time difference
between the maxitma and minime In C(0) Is anticipated. The maximum occurs
when the time shitt (r)results in the two signals being "in phase", whereas. the
minimum C (V') occurs when the functions are "180" out of phase". Figure 57
Indicates a time difference of 11.5 hours between the me .Imum and mlnlmim values
of CK(). This last result provides additional support for acceptance of the
aforementioned 5-hour tine lag for the drainage basin observed here.

Helmers (1967) has recorded the stage variations In Thomas Lake, which lies
below the Thomas Glacier on the Juneau Icefleld. His data show diurnal
fluctuations which are nearly sinusoidal In shape, but with the rising stage
somewhat steeper then the falling stage. Mnaximum stage occurred at about
2100 to 2200 hours each day. As the peak air temperature usually does not
occur after 1600-1700 hours In this area, a time lag of 4 to 6 hours Is also
suggested for the Thomas Lake data. Similarly, as noted elsewhere, a several
hour time lag Is Indicated In the summer stage levels of the pro-glacial lake
of the Cathedral Glacier near Camp 29.

Adams (1961) also measured the incident shortwave radiation on White Glacier
in the Canadian Arctic and noted a correlation between this radiation com-
ponent and the stream flow. 4-s data Indicate a somewhat shorter time lag
(two to four hours) between the peaks In the shortwave radiation and peaks
in the stream flow variation. Inspection of Table X Indicates thates-
pecially on clear bright days, shortwave radiation is the dominant heaot trans-
fer mechanism to the stream. And thus it would be expected that stream flow
should correlate better with radiation than with air temperature, an ob-
servation borne out by our recent research on the glaclo-hydrology of the
Ptarmigan Glacier. * Unfortunately, a radiometer was not available durnn
the course of this particular research on the Vaughan Lewis-Gl Ikey Glacior System.

Effect of Radiation Cooling

One of the more interesting aspects of the pool level variations observed
here Is the dilterence between the decrease of stage level during warm and
cold nights (see Fig. 56 ). On warm, cloudy nights, the level would drop
steadily with time until the meltwater, formed the following morning, began
to enter the stream system. On clear nights, radiation cooling dropped the
surface water temperature below freezing, and a layer of Ice formed on the
surface of the pools and the slower moving sections of the streams. The
reference pool water level would then remaIn elevated until break-up of the
surface Ice the following morning. Coincident with the Ice break-up, the
pool level would then drop very rapidly (Fig.56b). There was no evidence of
frazil Ice formation at any time during the observations.

Channel Uowncutting

Research shows the mean drop in pool level which was caused primarily by
downcutting of the outlet streams. Spot checks indicated that the lowering
of the surface of the test stream or the main stream bore a one-to-one
correspondence with the drop In level at the measuring stake. Thus, this
shows a mean downcu-tring of about 1.5 Inches/day (3.8 on/day) for those
streams which did not change their mean depth appreciably during the obser-
vation period. A change In the rate of downcuttlnq which was observed
on 1I July Is a phenomenon still unexplained. However, this may be related
to the loss of snow cover N, this region of the glacier which Is noted
usually to occur about mid-July.

rblscussed In detail In Part III, Section B and C.
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The question now atises as to the mechanism responsible for this amount of
stream bed ablation. Some relevant, approximate calculations have been

presented in other publications (Pinchak, 1972). These estimates show that
if the slope of the stream bed along the channel is sufficiently large, as
near the lip of a moulin, then viscous dissipation may provide for a sig-
nificant portion of the latent heat of fusion required to melt the Ice on the
stream bottom.

Field observations have consistently shown that the size of the parallel
grooves in the canyon wall increase as the water flow accelerates 3s It
falls over the lip C.f the moulin. This change in groove size Indicates an
enhanced rate of downcutting which Is supported by an Increase in viscous
dissipation and an Increased heat transfer which result from acceleration of
the turbulent stream as it flows over the moulln lip. Over most of the stream
course, viscous dissipation Is not a significant factor.

Another approximate calculation (Pinchak, 1972) indicates that the aater would
have to be warmed a mere 0.005*C In the measuring pool to account for the
observed rate of stream downcutting. This very slight degree of super-heat
indicates why the water temperature of the pool was measured as 32*F (O0C)
on the mercury-in-glass thermometers.

Grooves in the Canyon Walls

In addition to downcutting their channels, the glad' streams also scoured
an interesting profile on the canyon walls. Of these so-called grooves or
flutes, a detailed measurement from the canyon wall of the combined stream
is shown in Figure 59. The opposite wall of the canyorn was essent' "ly a
,nirror irage of this wall. Because the canyon was about 2 meters deep and
covered by a snow bridge, the canoyn walls were not appreciably ablated
after the grooves were formed. At the average rate of downcutting '3.4 cm/
day), we see that Figure 59 represents almost a four-week record if downcutting

By working upwarc 'rom the stream level, it is possible to determine the former
pool depth when a particular groove or cusp was formed. For example, the pro-
nounced cusp, centered about a height of 10 cm, indicates that the lan water
level in the pool corresponded to the day of 15 July. Inspection o, Figure 56a
shows a def!nite increase in the runoff on that clear, hot day. In an
analogous fashion, the lowest groove in Figure 59 correlated with ti,, increased
runoff of 17 July. In addition, the correlation of increased runoff with
flute formation was observed directly by repeated inspection of the stream
channel on days of large runoff and the following days. In all in 3nces, a
new flute formed whenever the stream flow was appreciably Increased for
several hours and then returned to near the original flow-rate. T s process
of groove formation has been observed many times during all seven ,,ild seasons
and has been corroborated by several visiting scientists who observed the
process without previous bias. The question then arises as to the mechanism
responsible for the formation of a flute.

If a constant stream flow condition were provided, a steady downcutting of
the channel would result, but with smooth, vertical canyon walls. This
canyon wall profile will be termed the "equilbrium cross profile". It Is
assumed that the water temperature is slightly above the ice temprature and has
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also reached a steady value. Such a condition occurs when the water temperature
does not change along the stream course and the net heat transfer to the stream
surface must be utilized solely to oroduce phase changes at the air-water
and water-ice In~erfaces. In this concept, a certain unique stream width and
cross-section will be determined for each combination of total flow rate and
bed slope. (Effects of ice density and embedded foreign material will, of course,
affect the equilibrium profile.) A brief discussion of the "equilibrium cross
profile' is presented below.

If the stream flow were suddenly Increased, then the stream cross-section would
begin to change so as to provide a larger width. As this sidecutting occurs,
downcutting also helps lower the oater level. The result would be a profile
as shown In Figure 60a.Conversely, with a decrease in total channel flow, a

* narrower equilibrium profile will result (Fig. 6 0b). By combining a flow in-
crease followed by a flow decrease to the original flow rate, a flute is
formed, as shown In Figure 60c. Thus, the diurnal variations in flow rate are
directly responsible for the formation of these flutes. With larger peak
flows, deeper grooves are produced because of the more severe sidecutting.
If a very large increase in a stream flow should result on any given day, the
elevated water level modifies the shapes of previously formed grooves and may
even obliterate those grooves which are inundated.

Inspection of the ice forming the canyon walls indicated the presence of
foliation and structural patterns which were similar to those observed in
other streams and crevasses in the local area. Because of these structural
similarities which exist In the ice throughout the drainage basin, It is un-
likely that the Ice structure is a crucial factor in the determination of
the shape of the canyon walls.

For the turbulent streams observed here the cross-section does not appear to
be the optimum semi-circular channel which has the largest hydraulic radius
of any open channel cross-section. Instead the width is relatively widened.
It Is interesting i, note that the stream bed cross-profiles of these supra-
glacial streams are very similar to the profiles obtained in laboratory tests
with streams eroding through non-cohesive sands (Leopold, et al., 1964).

Time Lag Between Moraine and Ogive Stream Flows

In contrast to the 1968 observations (Pinchak, 1972) which wsre concerned with
the cross-correlation between diurnal air temperature and stream level varna-
tions, in subsequent seasons the research has concentrated on the relative
time lag ~tfween two observed streams. Figure 61 shows the surface level
variations of the two streams with an abnormally high run-off on 24 August
In both streams. A comparison of these two peaks shows a lag of approximately
5 and 1/2 hours between the moraine and ogive streams.

In the cross-correlation calculation between the two stream levels (completely
analogous to the air temperature-stream flow calculation), the data from the
unusual day of 24 August were not included. A plot of this truncated cross-
correlation which Is in reasonable agreement is shown in Figure 58. Here a
time lag of 5 hours Is obtained which Is in reasonable agreement with the
single 5 and 1/2 hour estimate given above. It should be noted In Figure 58
that the maxima and minima of the cross-correlation repeat at average time
Intervals of 22.7 and 22.3 hours respectively. This result is in accord with
the Inherent diurnal variation expected in stream fluctuations.
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It is reasonable to expoct that the ogive stream flow should lag behind the
moraine stream. This lag is produced primarily by the integrating or
"smoothing" effect of Impounded po* present In the ogive stream system. Such
ponds are noted In the low points between wave bulges seen In Figure 53.

ConclusIons

Suprao;laclal streams erode their channels hy ablating the Ice of their stream
beds. Over most of the stream length only a small portion of the energy re-
quired to melt the ice Is produced by viscou% dissipation In the flooding stream;
with the major fraction supplied by radiation and atmospheric convection. The

* degree of superheating (above 0°C) of the stream water Is extremely small even
on very hot, bright days. Howover, very small amounts of water superheat can
account for the large amounts of stream bed ablation noted here. Heat transfer
to the water Is greatly Incrorased as a stream passes over a moraine as evidenced
by the enhanced rate of downcutting In and downstream of the moraine (Fig. 55a).

Diurnal fluctuations in stream flow rate and stream temperature cause a modi-
fication of canyon shape and thus produce a longitudinal groove pattern on
the canyon walls. A new flute or groove Is formed during the peak flow periodsof hot, sunny days which have a relatively large runoff.

Variation in pool water levels was markedly different on clear nights as com-
pared to cloudy nights. On overcast nights a steady decrease In pool level
was noted. On clear nights the pool maintained a relatively high level until
it rapidly dropped as the surface ice formation on the streams and pools
we;s disrupted by the effects of the daytime warming.

A time delay between diurnal air temperature variation and stream flow rates
was found In all streams. This time lag varied with the size of the drainage
basin and the presence and size of upstream lakes or pools. Thus the flow
rates of any tw.I supraglacial streams will, In general, show a time lag of
one stream with respect to the other.

Longitudinal profiles of supraglacial streams ending in a moulin are, in
general, convex upward. However, when such a stream passes over a moraine
the increased heat transfer to the stream can produce a concave upward pro-
file for a limited region through and just downstream of the moraine.

I
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K. PERTINENT ILLUSTRATIONS

SELECTED VIEWS OF RESEARCH SITES
INVOLVED IN JIRP GLACIO-HYDROLOGY, GLACIOLOGY

AND PERIGLACIAL INVESTIGATIONS, 1971-74
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Moat-impoui.ded supra-glaciaI take in I;:, Basin. Upper Vjughin Lewis Glacier Iceraii. with sections of
Camp 10 %cctor. Juneau Icefield. iFA.E.R- Photo. G~ilkey Glacier labove) and Whatchamacallit Glacier
early July. 1972) (below) (F.G.F-.R. Photo. Sept. 24. 1972)

'4.

l~ehri%-cntrjonLJ bajI.j .:c at te~rminus~ of' Mendenhall
ilj.i~cr %.howiny ~oliation structurc% and pitted zones On traverse of Llewellyn Glacier between Camps 26
fronm which entrained boulders ahlated (early July. ad 27.

Developing palsa (frosi mound) in esker complex at
3000 feet elevation in middle valley of* [ourth of'July
Creek. Atlin region (Sept. 1973) Note toe of esker in Erratic boulder on late-Glacial moraine at 5000 feet
immediate background, near (Camp 29 and Cathedral Glacier, Atlin region.



Relict stone circles on surface just outside of
Small tor at 3500 feet elevation on Ptarmnigar, Ridge Neoglacial moraine sequence near ('amp 1 7A. Center
in Carp I w.ctor liuly 1473) areas of circles thickly vegetated with heath matte.

(July, 1973)

Ridge-top flat
above ('amp
17A. with relict

Tank topography at 3300 feet elevation on Ptarmigan stone circles a-Ridgetiuly l973p long crest.
"g I(photo early

July 1973)

Lake Linda, a moat-dammed water-body on upper
Pecent lateral moraine (1920's) on east wall of Lemon Glacier in mid-July, 1973. During spring and
Ptarmigan Glacier Valley, as viewed in early July, summer this self-dumping lake is a source of
1973. anomalous hydrological fluctuations in Lemon Creek.



Zone of flow foliation and tension cnwevams below the neve-ine on lower Lemon Glacier where some
of the research on is~mici.n~imottopisn1 was conducted in 1973. (F (G.L.R. photo)
1 1

*11

Tectonic (flow) foliation on Llewellyn Glacier Waves bulges on ice apron at base of Vaughn

with drag folding induced by cross-cutting Lewis Icefaill near Camp 18. (Sept. 24. 1972,
fault (at top of photo). F.G.E.R. photo)I

Lineated marble and time silica granulate Inactive moulin on lower Llewellyn Glacier
within migmatite zone of bedrock on Taku B near 3800 level in late August. 1973.
headwall near Camp 10.
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PART IV GLACIOI.PGY

A. MASS BALANCE STUDIES

Dzetailed mass balance reasurements have been conducted on the following glaciers
:,-ver;nq the peiod IQ71- 7 5. Their current regime status is noted as well.'

S! ml-permanent
n~vA-line(ft.) Mass Balance

*edeniall ;lacier* 340 sligntly negative, trendinq toward
equilibrium

Vtarmigan C-lacier 3700 equilibrium
Linmon Glacier 3600 slightly negative
Taku ,lacier* 2900 strongly positive
S-le-in-Wall Glacier 2900 strongly positive
.orris Jlacier 3000 negative
ýaughan Lewis 'Iacier 4200 equilibrium
Llewellyn Glacier 4900 negative
•athedral Glacier 5700 slightly negative

lest pit data for determination of yearly net accumulation segments have been
outaired on the Ptarmigan, Lemon, Taku, Llewellyn and Cathedral Glaciers over
the same period. 1`v4-1ine information has also been obtained with the mean
over this pericd as noted in the table aboae. The trend of the n~v6-line over
the last 30 years on the Taku Glacier has been presented in Table IX.

In the firn stratigraphV, free water content measurements have also been made.
As the mass balance records are so comprehensive, Involving hundreds of Cre-

vasse-wall and test pit profiles over the past decade, only six typical
Drofiles for 1972 and 1173 are given in r:igures 50,62; Appendix G. C onparisone and
3nalyses are left f'r other publication.

. GLACI1T!'L--'AL RESEARCH

During the period 1071-74 thermistor cables were installed on the high
crestal plateau of the Juneau Icefield (i.e., at 6000 to 7000 feet elevation
nejr 'It. Nesselrode) as well as at the 6500-foot level on the Cathedral Glacier.
Comparative measurements have been made to determine changes in englacial
temperature over the past 20 years (see Miller, I954o.:nd Andress 1962). This
research is continuing. Details will be published after two more years of
comparative readings. It is clear from our studies, however, that both of
these glacial areas are thermophysically sub-Polar to sub-Temperate (Miller,
1963, 1975c).

STATISTICAL STUDY OF ICE AVALANCHES

As reported In Pinchak and Lokey (1972) and Pinchak (1968), seasonal meteo-
rological factors affecting avalanche frequency on icefalls of the Juneau Ice-
field have been under study. Serac avalanches were observed for varying lengths
of time at the Vaughan Lewir Icefall. Frequent intermittent measurements of
meteorological parameters, along with 24-hour a dey observations by watch
personnel, were subjected to rigoroas statistical interpretation. The results
yield a number of Interesting conclusions with regard to the phencnenon of
ice avalanches from the zerac zones of hanging glaciers, including changes In

See photographic Illustrations on preceding pages
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their frequency and the effects of memory time in the parent ice mass. Differ-
ences in avalanche activity were noted with respect to clear and overcast skies
and between similar sky conditions during day and night hours. The relative
frequency distribution of avalanche magnitude demonstrates a smooth Inverse
relationship.

Calculated waiting times ttween successive avalanches were found to be ex-
ponentially distributed throughout each field season (1968-74). In addition,
the same Icefall memory time has been consistently observed In each summer.
The non-Po!sson distribution of avalanche frequency suggests a change in
"the Poisson frequency undor the influence of changing weather, time of day
and so forth. A particularly strong correlation is found with conditions of
overcast sky and precipitation. The general tendency to Increased avalanche
activity during intervals of changing weather patterns as contrasted with
the frequency of ice falls during periods of stable weather can be matter
of concern and safety to glacier travelers. Scientifically It is C nteres.
because ice avalanches constitute an Important element in the ablal and
transportation of steep and highly crevassed glaciers.

D. AUTOMATED MONITORING OF AVA! :JCHE INTENSITIES*

As a corrollary tc the avalanche frequency studies, In 1971 and 1972 more pre-
cise avalanche monitoring on the Vaughan Lewis Icefall (p. 91a) was carried out
using automatic equipment. For this purpose, a light-weight electrically
operated electronic device was developed for use In conjunction with a tape
recorder to monitor background glacier noise. This included both Ice flow
noise and the flow of supraglacial wa+er (Neave and Savage, 1970).

The field unit was a hydrophone of the type commonly used in sono-buoys with
a sensing element having a sensitivity of -87 db referenced to a I volt/microbar.
This hydrophone w~s lowered Into water-filled crevasses or supra-glacial pools
with care taken to avoid hydrophone-ice contact. Hydrophone depth was set In
the range from 2-10 feet (0.6-3 meters). The associated electronic amplifier
and tape recorier were located on an Insulated pad on the edge of the crevasse
or pool. The hydrophone signals were monitored on the tapa recorder Input at
the beginning and end of each tape. Due to the sensitivity of the system
it was necessary for the operator to remain very still during the recording
period or to move to a position distant from the hydrophone. Serac avalanches
were also observed visually and acousflcally by the operator and recorded In
a field notebook to facilitate review of the tape recording. Tapes were
replayed In the field and later monitored visually on a caThode-ray-oscilloscope
and a light-beam oscillograph at Case Western Reserve University.

An Integral, potted preamplifier was connected close to the sensing element
(7" or 18 cm) and had a gain of 75 db. Frequency response of the hydrophone
and preamp increased from 5 Ha at 6 db/octave up to 15 KHz (personal
communication, F. Hess, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution). From this
amplifier the signal was fed to a portable cassette tape recorder (Ampex Co.,
Model "Micro 70"). Overall response of the tape recorder varied from -db
at 50Hz, +7 db at 125 Hz to -6 Ob at 7500 Hz. The entire sustem was powered
by three 6 volt and one 9 volt batteries. Backpacking was facilitated as
the complete system weighed less than 20 lbs. (9.1 !.ilograms) with batteries
included. Total cost was less than $250. A qualitative idea of the systerrs
sensitivity Is Its ability to detect a man walking on the glacier at a dis-
taince of approximately 200 feet (60 meters).

* A paper on this research has been published In the Journal of Glaclology

(Pinchak, 1972b).
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Results and _Dlcusion

When the hydrophone was located in the lower regions of the icefall, the signal
intensities were markedly reduced as compared to signals received from crevasse
pools In the ogive region. This difference was attributed to the poor trans-
mission of waves through broken surface ice in ;he lower icefall as compared
+o the improved wave conduction through the compacted, solid ice which extenos
to t-e sur'ace In the wave ogive region (L. R. Miller, 1970).

In The oscillator signals, by comparison with the background noise, avalanches
were readily detected with a signal-to-noise raiic' of approxi.-nat(ly 20 db.
In add. -ion to the continuous background noise due to nearby supra-glac'al
strea-s, there were inter'ittent periods with repetitive pulsatile signals.
Because of the high frequency content of these signal;,, It was concluded that
they w're due TO a loca: disturbance i the ,egion of the ogives. This type
of signal was noted at several locations in the water-filled crevasses of
the icefall-ogive region but was not heard in a glacial lake on anot'er glacier
on the Juneau Icefield. The source of this peculiar signal remains unknown
but will be the object of Tuture investigation. The signal may relate to
mlcroseismlc activity es noted in Part VI.

In conclusion, thi. inexpensive, light-weight hydrophone-amplifier-tape recorder
system Is capable of detecting serac avalanches in an icefall. The system is
also capable of recording noise related to glacier flow and deformation as well
as hydrolocic phenomena in the supra-glacial melt water. It will have considerable
value in future research on icefall avalanches in glacier regions(Plnchak, 1972b).
Applications of this technique include its use in areas where personnel move-
ments may be hindered by avalanches.

MASS AND LIQUID REGIMEN OF THE CATHEDRAL GLACIER *

This section concerns an iniegrated study of the different phases of annual
snow regimen i ;- Cathedral Glacier, from accumulation through ablation and
run-off. Cormpari3o-, are drawn with snow depths at ramp 30 in Atlin and at
Log Cabin, 9.C., the nearest available locations where continuing records have
been made. Ablation measurements on the Cathedral Glacler surface are also
discussed, as are the elevations of the seasonal n~vA-lines since 1971. The
nature of the lIacier firn-pdck is described, including a presentation of test-
pit data, free water co rtent (FWC) ard diurnal patterns of drainage over the
three-year period between 1971 and 1974. Finally, the results of this ablation
and consequent drainage are considered, in terms of the intal hydrologic
run-off being confined to Cathedral Creek and to a far *"sser degree to evaporation
and Infiltration of groundwater in azonal soils, moraines and vegetation matter
near the ice.

Regional Snow-Pack Records

In Figure 63 snow depths are shown (in inches of w.e.), on April Ist at snow
courses at Atlin (since 1964) and at Log Cabin (since 1960). These are
monitored by the Water Investigations Branch of the Provincial Government of
B.C. (Hydrology Division, 1971, plus periodic reports). Log Cabin Is located
at 2880 feet (880 m) elevation on the high plateau between White Pass and
Carcross on the Yukon and White Pass Railway, at the north end of the Boundary
Range (Fig. 3) Not only is Log Cabin at almost 500 feet (150 m) higher elevation

* Prepared with the cooperation of V.K. Jones, Dept. of Geology, Mich. St. Univ.
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but It Is In the path of maritime air masses which pass north-northeastward up
Lynn Canal, over Skagway and on up the valley through White Pass.

Ablation Records and NOv6-Ilnes

Cumulative rates of ablation of the winter snow-pack on the Cathedral Glacier are
given in Jones (1975,F1.21rhe data are based on stake arrays, with measurements
taken each evening. The measurement stakes melted out at 104 cm of total abla-
tion on August I, 1973. In 1974, the final stake In the lower group melted out
at 129 cm of ablation by August 15. As expected, the rate of ablation was
slower at the higher stake in 1974. The last 40 cm of firn at the lower sites
melted at an accelerating rate, perhaps due to heavy Infiltration of melt-water
from above. The glacier surface at this point slopes steeply to the north, so
that large quantities of melt-water from above saturated the firn-pack and later
broke t& as straight supra-glacial streams. Within a few weeks these streams
had developed sine-generated forms indicating the rapidity at which the self-
regulting glaclo-fluvial processes strive for equilibrium on this smooth
glacier surface.

These ablation records typify the negative mess balance statistics obtained
on the glacier in each of the referenced years. This is further corroborated
by the following record of relative average levels of the seasonal (late-
suwmer position) and semi-permanent (mean lowest level over preceding 5 years)
n&vA-lines, based on Camp 29's elevation of 5300 feet (1610 m).

Cathedral Glacier

Seasonal N6v4-l ne Semi-permanent N6v-l ine

1971 5750 ft (1730 m) 575 ft (1730 m)
1972 5800 ft (1760 m) 5700 ft (1735 m)
1973 5600 ft (1700 m) 5600 ft (1705 m)
1974 5700 ft (1735 m) 5700 ft (1735 m)
1975 5500 ft (1665 m) 5500 ft (1665 m)

The Local Firn-Pack

Engldcial temperature measurements to a depth of 18 meters in 1972 ic0l.:'ted
that this glacier is thermophysically sub-Polar in its upper head-wall portion
(i.e. above 6000 feet, 1820 m). Below 5700 f-et (1730 m) elevation, howr-Ver,
it is essentially Temperate (OC). Thus surface melt-water freely percolates
into the firn and flows off the glacier below the equilibrium line (because
of the Temperate thermal character of the lower glacier, essentially the nbvb-
line In this case).

Test-pit measurements at the same location as the FWC measurements (5850 ft., 1455
m) showed that the firn changed quite suddenly to btbbly Ice at a depth of 130
centimeters. As the test-pit elevation was close to the meanolevation of the
1972 n~vb-Iine, the firn-pack depth is representative. This not only gives the
annual net gain of the firn-pack ( as Sept. 7 was close to the end of the abla-
tion s .ason) but suggests that In this glacier the firn changes to glaclur Ice
at a rflatively shallow depth. It further implies that this transformation
may take place through re-freezing of melt-water Into new Ice (superimposed
Ica) above the previous glacier ice. It Is significant that this glacier does
not have a great deal of melt-water oozing out from its basal Ice at the glacier
toe (nole Section ill, H). These observations seem to corroborate the
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II
sub-Polar thermophysical character of the headwall section of the glacier. It

should be noted, however, that some surface drainage still takes place from this
zone via selected channels along the glacier sur ate.

Liquid Water Content and Drainage

Free water content measurements (FWC) were made In 1972 using the calorimetric
method in the Cathedral Glacier's surface firn pack (Appendix F). The FWC
was measured at the following depths below the snow and firn surface.

Cathedral Glacier Firn-Pack at 5850 Feet (1455 P)
on September 7, 1972

0 cm Max. 13%
20 cm 5%
50 cm 5%
100 cm Fluctuational

As shown in Figure 4 8,*he RIC Increased with solar radiation shortly before
noon and reached the maximum peak noted above whether the firn was In shade
or not. Also revealed Is a strong relationship between FWC and ambient air
temperature at the 5850-foot (1770 m) level. FWC decreased within one hour
after solar Insolation ceased. A decrease In the surface level of the pro-
glacial lake occurred within 2 to 3 hours after reduction of liquid held
in the firn-pack, showing good correlation between the changes In FWC and
rise and fall of the lake. Thus changes in storage of liquid water and run-
off in the Cathearal Glacier are shown to be dominantly controlled by varia-
tions in diurnal weather. The same may be expected with respect to longer-
term climatic trends.

Hydrologic Fun-off

Two types of hydrz'c•ical measurements have been taken on the Cathedral
Glacier over each summer, one since 1972 and the other since 1973.,'ne, a water-
level recording gage with a stilling chamber was In operation during the 1973,
1974 and 1975 field seasons adjacent to a bedrock block on the northwest
margin of the pro-glacial lake. While data from this gage cannot be analyzed
In detail In this report, certain patterns emerge.

Firstly, substantial run-off does not begin on the Cathedral Glacier until
early June, at which time the terminal lake Is usually still frozen. Ice does
not go off this lake until about June 20th as its elevation is relatively high,
i.e. 5730 feet (1585 m). In fact, even at the relatively low elevation of
Atlin Lake (elev. 2200 ft., 670 m) Ice often remains in the coves and Inlets
until the first week In June.

At the terminus of Cathedral Glacier, a pro-glacial lake drains to the north.
During high water, a vigorous outlet stream rushes through the rocky channel.
When the lake is low, little surface flow occurs, but there Is some sub-surface
drainage through the moraine. Glacial Ice from the upper cirque terminates
at the up-valley edge of the lake (Flqs. 8b and 9).

Higher run-off rates relate to the incidence of rainfall, increased solar
Insolation, and high antlent temperatures. On a good melting day with a
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high p, tion of sunshine, the water ,evel has been observed to Increase
sharplh• y noon (see Fig. 48). It peaks In mid-afternoon, and decreases in
later afternoon even before the sun drops behind Splinter Peak. Such an early
decrease In daily melting provides an Interesting questlcn. Does the drop In
lake level during the night depend solely on temperature? If glacial surface
temperatures drop below freezing, melting ceases, meltwater drains out of the
firn-pack, and the lake level falls by early morning. On warmer nights,
ablation and run-off continue and the lake level shows a less pronounced
decrease during the night.

The other hydrological Instrument employed in this study was a Stevens "A" stream
level recorder Installed with Its float In a stilling chamber in the Cathedral
Creek, some 300 years below the main Neoglacial terminal moraine (Flg.8b). Here again
good correlation Is found between ambient air temperature, solar radiation,
ablation and run-off (Fig. 48), but during each of the past two summers this
stream gage appears to have experienced peaks earl ier In the day than the lake-
shore recorder.

As the stream-gaging station is located about a mile down-stream from the lake-
level recorder, this difference in time lag does not appear at first glance to
be logical. The lake receives water from much of the upper cirque, and the
stream flowing from this lake contributes a small but significant fraction of
the total Cathedral Creek flow. A large proportion of the creek flow issues from
an outlet at the glacier terminus, draining all the lower cirque and some
melt from the upper cirque. A third but rather small component this late
In the season comes irom a few remaining lower-valley snow-patches and from
slowly melting ice-cores still remaining in some of the moraines.

It is suggested that ablation near and above the seasonal n~v6-llne in early
September results in saturation of the firn-pack, producing a reservoir effect
within the firn-pa :k. In the lower cirque, however, melt-water runs off the
surfaces of the exposed glacier Ice and drains away in well-established stream
channels, taking short cuts through moulins and crevasses to basal stream-.
Thus it could drain out more quickly and reach the stream recorder down-v, /
sooner than water from the slushy firn-pack above the marginal iake.

The Cathedral Creek is an ideal closed system for hydrologic run-off and
liquid balance studies. The entire run-off from the Cathedral Glacier system
Is restricted to the Cathedral Creek outflow. Therefore, any significant
chonges In ablation and precipitation are directly reflected in the rate of dis-
charge into this creek. The seasonal discharge culminates in a final cessation
of fluw when the autumn freeze-up takes place. Over the period 1971-75,
the freeze-up occurred In mid September.

Conclusions

Conclusions drawn from these observations are that in the present decade the
effective ablation season on the Cathedral Glacier is of less than three months
duration but usually greaterrthan two and one-half months. In spite of the long
winter season, the net mass balance of the Cathedral Glacier In 1971 through
1975 has been slightly negative. From the regional weather records this
situation has apparently pertained since the 1920's. Thus It is imperative
that future glacier mass balance and hydrometric records be acquired annually
and without Interruption In the years ahead In order to document future effects
of the current cooling trend, which Is expected to bottom out by the turn of
the century.
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! 5now course accumulation data are as yet too short term to be conclusive, but
the situation in 1974 suggests that patterns of snow depth on the Cathedral

Glacier may be more closely related to Log Cabin than to the Atlin Lake snow
course (Fig. 63).

Snow and firi-pack depths, ablation rates, late-season n~v6-Iines, and the
transient snow-line were all quite different In !974 than In 1973 and 1972.
In 1974 bedrock features and moraines were exposed to a much greater extent
than In the previous two years, with much more pronounced down-wastiig of ice
In the terminal area.

;lydrologic studies are continuing on the Cathedral Glacier system. As this
is a closed hydrologic basin, Improved techniques and equipment wil pay
dividends in the mass balance studies and other aspects of the liquid and
heat balance research.

It Is obvious that interpretive problems arise from having too short a period
of record a+ the Cathedral research station. Longer time-intervals are re-
quired to ellmlna~te the effects of short-period variations and to reveal actual
trends. But a start has been made In what Is projected to be an Im- •rtant
long-Term program of glacial climatic and hydrologic research. As with
Camp 17 on the Lemon Glacier, this station is a key in the synoptic studies
of long-term regional glaciological and meteorological research. Hydro-
logically this area lies at the ultimate headwaters of the Yukon River
Therefore, these studies can play an important role n the hydroic. -I
balance and water management concerns in this region.
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PART V PHOTOGRA•I•ETRY AND SURVEYING

MAPPING PROJECTS

During the period of this contract, maps were made of four key glaciers and
one rock qlacler , each of which are under comprehensive investigations.These are:

Lemon-Ptarmigan Glacier System: A composite large-scale (1:17,500)
map was compl ed of this system by computing Information from several
existing maps (USGS, B-I Juneau Sheet, 1948; The Amer. Geog. Soc. Sp. Map,
1964). This map has been produced as Figure 9 in Miller, 1,72b and has
served as a basic reference for glaciological and hydrological research In
the Camp 17 area.

Taku Glacier: A map of the Taku Glacier terminus, based on our photo-
theodolite surveys and at a scale of 1:15,000 was completed and published
in Miller, 1974,p.206.C3rtography was accomplished by Dr. L Knasovicky of
the Dept. of Surveying Engineering, University of New Brunswick. *

Cathedral Glacier: Similarly, a P-30 phototheodolite map was made in 0972
by Dr. G. Konecny of the Cathedral Glacier near Camp 29. Further ground work
was completed by Karsten Jacobsen, so that this map is now being rendered
for publication at a scale of 1:10,000. It will be extremely valuable for
the detailed research activities continuing on this Inland glacier system (Fig. 9).

Vaughan Lewis Glacier System: A large-scale (1:5,000) plane table map
was completed by Dr. C. Waag on the Vaughan Lewis Glacier and adjacent parts
of the Gilkey and Watchamacallit Glaciers in the Camp 18/19 area. This
map shows terrain differences In comparison with a similar map produced in
1966 (Kittredge, 1967). The latest map Is reproduced in this report as
Figure 67.

Atlin Mountain Rock Glacier: A phototheodolite survey of the Atlin Mountain
rock glacier was begun In 1972, with further movement stake surveys completed
in 1973 and 1974.

Annual movement stake surveys have also been completed in each summer on the
Ptarmigan, Lemon, Taku, Vaughan Lewis, Llewellyn and Cathedral Glaciers. On
the Taku Glacier, eight separate transects w6re re--urveyed for comparison
with previous years (i.e., s-,.ce such records began in 1949. Some of this
work was accomplished in connection with gravity surveys on each of the
glaciers noted (v. Section VII).

Each summer ground and aerial photographic documentation has also been obtained
on the positions of termini of these and other key glaciers on the Juneau Icefield
(e.g., Fig. 78 and photo supplement, pp. 90, 91).

• Note: A July 7, 1973 view of the Taku Glacier is seen In the photo
supplement In Appendix H.
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PART VI GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES

A. GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS OF SLB-GLACIAL TERRAIN CONFIGURATIONS *

uuring the 1971 to 1973 field seasons, gravity-depth surveys were carried out on
the Lemon, P-;armigan, Taku, Gilkey, Llewellyn and Cathedral Glaciers to determine
the bedrock configuration beneath the ice, as well as glacier depths. In this
report only the Lemon and Ptarmigan Glacier surv3ys are reoorted. The Cathedral
Glacier study is being prepared for a subsequent report and the other surveys
are part of a continuous geophysical project not yet completed.

Bedrock GeologX of the Lemon-Ptarmigan Glacier System

The general geology of the area surrounding and underlying the Lemon and Ptarmi-
gan Glaciers is best described as a transition zono between a sequence of pro-
gressively metamorphosed rocks (northwesterly trending and sub-isoclinally folded
and overturned to the southwest) and the granodlorite to quartz-monzonite core
area of the Alaska-Canada Coasl Range Batholith.

Forbes (1959) has aescribed the geology surrounding these two glaciers (Fig. 2 3)
as consisting primarily of allernating lime-silicate rocks and green schists, with
some massive amphlbolites and marbles on the western and headwall portions of
the Ptarmigan Glacier. The remainder of the glaciers are underlain and bordered
by mlgmatitic gnelsses (quartz diorite and granodlorite plutons (Ford and BrewJ973).

For the purposes of the gravity survey, it is possible to group all of these
lithologies together as country rock, with a mean density of approximately
2.86 gm/cc. This is due to the considerable overlap between density ranges of
the main outcropping rock types.

Previous Geophysical Work

Previous geophysical work on the Lemon and Ptarmigan Glaciers has been quite
limited, consistirg of a single reflection seismic line and four gravity pro-
files all made on the Lemon Glacier. The four gravity profiles (Fig. 65)
on the Lemon Glacier were conducted by the American Geographical Society in
connection with JIRP as part of an IGY project (Thiel, LaChapelle and Behrendt, 1957).
In the 1968 summer, Shaw (Prather et al, 1968) supplemented these surveys with
a reflection seismic line (Fig. 65, line SA).

Field Procedures

The instrument used for the gravity measurements carried out in 1971 was a
LaCoste-Romberg gravity meter. A gravity base station was established at
the Camp 17 research station on the southern part of the ridge between
the Lemon and Ptarmigan Glaciers. This base was tied to the U.S. Geological
Survey's Alaskan gravity base network via helicopter loops to U.S.G.S. bases
at the Juneau Airport and the Douglas heliport.

* Prepared by Richard M. Shaw, Exploration Dept., Exxon Company, and

William J. Hinze, Dept. of Geosczences, Purdue University

-- ~------
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The stations for the survey were laid out In the form of profiles, seven on the
Ptarmigan Glacier and two on the Lemon Glacier (Fig. 65). Station spacing along
the profiles was normally 500 feet with some Intermediate 250-foot stations.
Horizontal and vertical control for the stations was obtained via Wild T-2E
survey's from existing JIRP survey bases.

Reduction of Observations

Standard gravity data reduction techniques as outlined in geophysics texts
(Dobrin, 1952; Parasnis, 1966) were used to reduce the observed data from the
survey. All stations werg corrected for time variations (drift), latitude
and mass (density of 2.76 gm/cc.). The resulting simple Bouguer gravity anomaly
data were than subjected to terrain corrections (Hammer, 1939) using a density
of 2.76 gm/cc to remove the effects of the nearby large peaks and valleys.
The resulting data were then plotted in profile 'orm for analysis.

Analysis of Results

The terrain-corrected Bouguer anomaly profiles were first analyzed by fitting
simple two-dimensional gravity models to them (Tal.anl, 1959). The assumption
of two-dimensionality for the profiles is, of course, only grossly valid be-
cause the causative bodies (the glaciers) are not infinitely long at right
angles to the profiles. However, as a first approximation the two-dimensional
technique works very well.

The gross configurations arrived at by the simple modeling were modified using
end corrections (Nettleton, 1940) to account for the gross non two-dimensionality
of the models. The resulting cross-sections are presented in Shaw et al, 1975.

The thickness information from the models has been combined with the previous
gravity and seismi studies to prepare a revised isopach map of the Lemon
Glacier and to construct an isopach m3p for the upper Ptarmigan Glacier from
which the bedrock configuration can be determined (Fig. 66).

Conclusions

Analysis of these gravity surveys and sub-ice bedrock configurations of the
L'3mon and Ptarmigan Glaciers suggests that the nAvA surfaces do not c!osely
reflec 4 the true nature of the rock topography and reveal that a glacier in
a separate cirque at the head of Lemon Glacier has merged with the main glacier.
Similarly, three thick ice ar-as in the upper Ptarmigan Glacier Indicate a
complex merging of glaciers -a multiple cirques to form the present Ptarmigan
Glacier. Such information is critical in hydrological assessments, as in Part Ilia.

Additional work planned for the lower Ptarmigan Glacier and the upper '.emon
Glacier when combined with this geophysical research will further clarify and
amplify the results of these Investigations.
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B. SEISMIC M.'ISOTRDPY BELOW THE ICEFALL OF THE VAiJGjAN LEWIS GLACIER*

To test the degree and type of velocity anisotropy displayed by a Teperate gla-
cier with well developed foliation, a seismic experiment was conducted on the
Vaughan Lewis Glacier on the Juneau Icefleld in &ssoclation with other on-going
research supported by the Army Research Office In the Camp 18 area (Fig. I)
In this field work a Geo-Space Interval timer was employed, with four three-
dimensional geophones arrayed on the surface of exposed bubbly glacier ice at
soam distance below the n4v4-I ne. The study zone was on relatively smooth gla-
cier surfaces a short distance down-glacier from the lowest pronounced wave-
bulge (wave-ogive) below the Ice apron of the Vaughan Lewis Icefall (Fig. 53).
In this zone the width of the Vaughan.Lewils Glacter Is nearly half as great as
at the base of the Icefall. The oglves (or arched bands) In this area are also
more curved, as viewed from above, than further up-glacier, suggesting that the
center of the glacier is flowing more rapidly than the edges at the medlal moraines.
The resulting shear stresses may be partially responsible for any observed ve-
locity anisotropy as well as Influencing the recrystallization of Ice which would
also effect the velocity field.

Petrofabric Relationships

Petrofabric analyses on other glaciers by Rigsby (1951, 1960) and Gow (1963,
1964) show one, two, three and four c-axis orientations on the Schmidt diagram In
stressed Ice. Stelnemann (1958) has shown recrystallization during deformation
to occur with the basal planes of ice crystals oriented In the direction of princi-
pal shear stress applied In the laboratory. Rigsby (1960) also shows that the
c-axes in hexagonal Ice crystals of a glacier tend to align from random orientation
to a direction perpendicular to the shear stress after as little as two months of
applied stress. Field studies of bore-hole samples at the 3600-foot (1090m) level
In the Taku Glacier by Bader and Wasserburg have demonstrated that In successively
deeper samples, below 140 feet, there Is a progressive crowding of c-axes
toward the normal to the presumed direction of main down-glacier flow (Miller,
1957, 1963, p. 132).

It has been shown in other glaciers that such fabric or foliation alternate with
zones of bubbly and clear ice (Allen, et al., 1960; Shumsky, 1964; Paterson,
1969), with the planar direction nearly normal to the preferred c-axes orientation
of Temperate glacial Ica. Kamb (1959, 1961) has shown that the glide direction
and direction of shear stress shall never be more than a few degrees apart.
Paterson (1969) points out that the ice crystal deforms by gliding on its basal
plane. Therefore if the stress Is long-term and large enough to produce foliation,
the alignment of c- axes in polycrystalline ice probably approaches directions
normal to the foliation plane. This conclusion has also been discussed with re-
sDect to rhe Vaughan Lewis Glacier by L.R. Miller (1970). However, no successful
petrofabric measurements have been made in the study area and thus we cannot be
sure of the c-axes orientations. It is reasonable to expect, however, that the
c-axes have a preferred orientation normal to the foliation and, In addition to
crystal orientation, other factors may Influence the observed velocity anisotropy
such as structural effects and the presence of a stress field.

' Report byDr.Hugh F. Bennett and Barry W. Prather, Department of Geology,
Michigan State University, research affiliates of the JIRP in 1972.

L -_
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Field Proecdure and Experiments

The equipment used In this study included a Geospace GT2A interval timer with
twelve traces and 10 millisecond timing lines recorded on Polaroid film. The
time picking was accurate to 1/4 millisecond and repeatable to 3/4 milliseconds.
The total record length was set at 0.15 seconds for best accuracy. The recording
detectors were Hall-Sears 3-component geophones with a 4.5 Htz resonance frequency
and with 62 per cent damping the system had a flat response from 7 to 125 Htz.
The geophones were oriented with the X component toward the shot (horizontal
longitudinal), the Y component perpendicular (horizontal transverse), and the Z
component vertical. One pound charges of Nitramon Primer were used as the seismic
source placed at I meter depths. A detailed explanation of the field procedures
and some preliminary analyses have been presented in a fuller report by Prather
(1972).

The seismic caps used gave a measured time standard deviation of + 0.6 milli-
seconds. Combining this figure with the repeatability of 0.75 mlTliseconds gives
an estimated time measurement accuracy of about + 0.96 milliseconds. Since the
time Interval measured was approŽ'imately 50 milliseconds, the estimated accuracy
of the P-wave measurements was less than 2 per cent. The same estimate Is given
for the shear wave measurements. The distance was measured to better than 0.1
meters with a steel tape and over a distance of 166 meters gave an error if
less than 0.07 per cent. Even thougn the accuracy is not as good as we would like,
since the P-wave velocity variation was only 4 per cent, when the data are fitted
to the Q-ellipsoid, the results statistically Indicate that the material measured
is anisotropic. Furthermore the velocities were determined over a 4 geophone
array and averaged so that the actual accepted velocities were probably good to
+ I per cent.

Confirmation that the seismic ray paths travelled along straight, near-surface
trajectories wrs obtained by a standard refraction profile oriented in the down-
glacier directior. The results of this profile are shown in Figure 68 and show
that the P-wave vCIu,.*+y (3670 m/sec.) is constant over the 100-meter distance.
Therefore no velocity gradient is detectable and the ray paths sample the near-
surface material as required in our experiment.

The Ice thickness In the study area Is about 200 meters so that no early arrivals
from bedrock refractions are present and would arrive beyond the end of the record,
if at all. For example, assuming an upper limit bedrock P-wave velocity of 6,000
m/sec. and ice P-wave velocity of 3,500 m/sec., the critical distance Is about
775 meters. This, coupled with the refraction line data, indicates that we are
sampling a single layer in the experiment over distances that are less than 200
meters.

Tne seismic array used in the anisotropy experiment is detailed In Figure 69
and shows that the velocities were measured over a 620 change in azimuth. The

distance from shot point to the first detector ranged from 146.5 meters to 166.0
meters and the four geophones were on a line pointing down-glacier and spaced at
9.1 meter intervals. We were limited In our azimuth range by a medial moraine on
the north edge of the arnay and by fracture patterns on the south. For each
shot point the geophones were reoriented so that the x component always pointed
toward the charge.
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The study area, with respect to the entire glacial valley system, Is shown In
Figure 70a. The orientation of the 9-ellIpsoid Is also shown on this figure and
will be discussed later. Note, as previously mentioned, that the foliation cur-
vature is greater In the down-glacier direction and the width of the Vaughan Lewis
Glacier Is about half as great In the study area as cw ared with the width
at the base of the icefalI. This may Indicate that the ice Is undergoing com-
pression from the sides since several glaciers are flowing contiguously down this
narrow valley. Although.the Ice thickness profile along the axis of the Vaughan
Lewis Glacier Is unclear at present, It probably does not change very rapidly In
the down-glacier direction from the base of the Icefall to the study area(Flg. 70b)).

Analysis of Seismic Data... Fit to Q-elllpsold

The velocities of the compressionel wave (P-wave), the vertically polarized shear
wave (Sv) and the horizontally polarized shear wave (SH) were determined from the
seismic array shots which were recorded on Polaroid film. A typlcal record (shot
25) is found in Figure il and shows the X, Y and Z traces for geophones I through
4. The P-wave is obviously the first arrival and is best recorded on the X and
Z components as would be expected from theoretical considerations. The P-wave
arrivals ee easiest to pick and the transit time was measured from the shot
Instant to the point where each Individual trace deviated from zero displacement
(first motion).

The shear wave velocities were more difficult to determine precisely. In Figure71,
the Rayleigh wave arrivals are indicated on the Z component traces and are also
seen on the X component. The precursor just ahead of the Rayleigh wave is Inter-
preted to be the vertically polarized shear wave (SV). By comparing the SV and
Rayleigh wave arrivals on all records, except 21, a mean velocity ratio of
VR/ v = 0.933 was computed. This compares favorably with Knopoff (1952) for
a Poisson's Ratio of 0.33, the calculated value from V and Vs in our study area.
The calculation for Polsson's Ratio is based on the astumptions that the material
Is linearly elastic and Isotropic. The SV wave velocities were thus computed
by dividing the Rayleigh wave velocities by 0.933 for all seven records. This
nmthod was used because the Rayleigh wave arrivals were more uniform and easier
to pick. Although this method may Introduce a slight error to the absolute
velocity calculation the effect is negligible on relative velocities as related
to azimuth in this study.

The horizontally polarized shear wave (SH) arrivals were the most difficult to pick.
Although It Is difficult to prove theoretically that SH energy Is excited by an ex-
plosive charge, it has been reported by many workers that SH energy Is observed
from nuclear devices on a large scale. Clearly, on these records, "here are
large amplitudes on the Y traces corresponding to the appropriate lime for the
Love Wave train arrival. It was assumed that these arrivals on the Y traces were
the beginning of the Love Wave train and thus correspond to the SH arrival.
Records 23, 24 and 25 are extremely poor for SH wave arrivals and the picks are
not obvious. Because this study required only relative wave velocities, greater
care was taken to pick the same event on each record rathir than make certain
that the first energy of the SH wave was picked. Furthernmire, the SH wave data
contribute only about 17 per cent to the value of Q so theat errors In SH velo-
cities do not seriously hamper the analysis. The accepted values for the P-wave,

SEd.: A reasonable assumption from an approximate sub-glacial profile with

depths (800 ft.) drived from only a few s.ismic shots (Kittredge, 1967).
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SV-wave and SH-wave velocities in this study are listed below.

Shot Number Angle From Velocity (msters•second)
Foliation P-Wave SV-Wave 'SNWave

20 70 3559 2000 18'6
19 180 3556 1923 1833
21 29* 3611 1943 1869
22 400 359, 2037 1868
23 49° 3647 2050 1895
24 580 3667 1965 1897
25 690 3697 1948 1949

TIe .,elocity dat.J from this listing were then tested with the Q-ellipsold method
described by Bennett (1972a). The Q-surface Is a theoretical surface defined
for sirgle crystals by the formula:

9 = Vp2 + VSV2 + VSH2

where

Vp = P-wave velocity
VSV = SV-wave velocity
VSH = SH-wave velocity

The Q-ellipsold is a triaxlal representative ellipsoid whose value for any
direction is I/ VT. Calculating the measured values of Q in the 7 directions
for which the velocities were measured gives us

M =V P2 + VSVi + V 2SH (i= ,...,7)
I P1 I1 ~

The values were determined over a planar surface so we thus determine the best
fit ellipse to the measured values after the method of Nye (1957, pp. 163-168).
The measured values are shown along with the best fit Q surface in Figure 72.The semi-major axis of the ellipse has a Q value of 21.7 x 106 m2 /sec2 and the

semi-minor axis 19.9 x 106 m2 /sec 2 . The ellipse is oriented such that the minor
axis is only 4* from the foliation.

The Q-ellipsoid in single crystals has an identical orientation with the optical
indicatrix for hexagonal through monoclinic systems. Thus the orientation of
the Q-elilpsoid Indicates the principal directions to which the elastic properties
of a material are referenced. If the material Is uniformly anisotropic over the
study area, it behaves as a single unit or as a pseudo single crystal and the
Q-ellipsold orientation gives us the orientation of this pseudo single cyrstal.
In a sense this geophysical method allows us to do what is in effect a petro-
fabric analysis over a large area ii a rapid and simple fashion.

Criteria for Homogeneous Anisotropy

Now let us discuss the evaluation of the type of anisotropy found In the study
area by the use 0f the standard deviation used in statistics. The three types
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of deviations used i.n this evaluation are:

7C where

IM = Value of M In the [th

d direction

S~d i rect ion

MQ 7

The first term, j; , Is the standard deviation of the measured values and
can be thought of as the deviation of the data from the best fit circle in our study.
The •econd term, cg- Q , is the deviation between the best fit circle and
best fit Q-surface for the same suite of directions j . This value gives a
measure of the amount of anisotropy. The third term, (Jq , is the deviation
of the data from the best fit Q-surfece. If C'T  is greater than ('
the data fit the Q-surface better than a circle and the material is ansotropic.
However, the anisotropy could be caused by Inhomogenlety throughout the study
area and not by a homogeneous or uniform anisotropy as displayed by single
crystals. Anisotropy Is defined in our study as a change in physical propertieswith direction and therefore could be caused by a directional change In homo-geneity as well as uniform anisotropy throughout *he study area.

If, however, > the material Is Judged to be homogeneously
anisotroplc or centrosymmetric as Is the case for single crystals. When this
criterion Is met we say that the material behaves as a pseudo single crystal.
The criterion for pseudo single crystal behavior merely states that the degree
of anisotropy,as Indicated by T7 , must be greater than the scatter In

the data from the Q-surface.,,,is a T reasonable criterion and does not say
that no Inhomogeneity Is present, but rather that the amount of homogeneous
anisotropy Is greater. In our study area the calculations are:

= 5.13 x 105

iJ-hQ = 4.68 x l05

GiQ =2.11 x 105

Since will always be greater than or equal to 0"et , the value Is an
Indicator of the degree of inhomogenelty In the sample, but also Includes

]I
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measurement errors. As stated earlier is a measure of the degree of
anisotropy. Thus the degree of Inhomogeneity is probably best described by the
value of (ja- (-ii . When this value is positive, heterogeneity predominates
(or large measursnent errors), but when the value is negative, homogeneity pre-
dominates. In our study, the value Is negative and thus the degree of anisotropy
Is great enough to overcome errors in the velocity measurements as discussed
earlier. The criteria for homogeneous anisotropy are met and the material In
the study area Is therefore judged to be pseudo-single crystalline In its
mechanical behavior.

Conclusions and Summfary

From this experiment we conclude that In the study area on the Vaughan Lewis
Glacier &pproximated by an equalateral triangle, 160 meters on a side, the glacial
Ice behaves mechanlcally as a pseudo-single crystalline material to seismic
waves. This homogeneous anisotropic unit may be primarily due to a strong align-
ment of Ice crystal c-axes normal to the foliation which was produced at an
earlier time, probably at the base of the icefall farther up-glacier. The P-wave,
SV-wave and SH wave veloclties do not fit the velocity models calculated by
Bennett (1972b) based upon uniform distributions of ice crystal c-axes within a
cone or on the surface of a cone with various apex angles. Therefore, it is
possible that the c-axes may have a more complex distribution with a tendency
+o align normal to the foliation. On the other han6, the anisotropy may be due
*.ot only to the gross crystal orientation but be partly controlled by oriented

-tructures in the Ice and by the effects imposed by the presence of a stress field.
Since petrofabric data are not available in this area at present, we cannot be
sure how large a contribution each of these three factors makes. However, based

on petrographic studies in other glacial areas, where foliation is pronounced, It
Is probable that strong c-axes orientations are the most Important single factor.

Extending this analysis to other areas, we should expect, for example, that
velocity anisotropy wnuld be found along the Vaughan Lewis Glacier for some dis-
tance down-glacier where foliation bands are still detectable to the eye*. Where
the foliation becomes nearly parallel with the medial moraines, however, the Q-
surface major axes is probably orthogonal to the flow direction. There is no
compelling reason to expect velocity isotropy to be the rule, especially in the
flowing glaciers, and It is probable that most glaciers display varying degrees
of velocity anisotropy between different glaciers as well as along the axis of
any particular glacier. Because the field method used provides a reasonably
fast and simple method of doing a petrographic type analysis over a large area
with in situ measurements, we believe that it has great potential In the area
of glacial geophysics as well as in analysis of other rock types.

The objective of this study was to test for velocity anisotropy on a highly
foliated Temperate glacier, the Vaughan Lewis Glacier, located on the Juneau Ice-
field, Alaska. The seismic experiment Included a standard on line refraction pro-
file to confirm that the ray paths were direct near surface travel paths in the
anisotropy measurements. The velocities were measured over a 620 Change in
azimuth using a straight line group of four 3-component geophones and a series of
7 shot points located along an arc. The compressional wave, horizontally polarized
and vertically polarized shear waves were all found to have velocities which
depended upon direction.

*v. Figure 70b
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When the data are fitted to the theoretical Q-elllpsold, the highly stressed
glacial ice in this particular study behaves sonically as a pseudo-single crystal
which has homogeneous anisotropy. The compressional wave velocity anisotropy is
observed to be about 4 per cent with the maximum in a direcTion roughly normal
to the foliation. The Q-ellipse, which represents the entire velocity data,
has its seml-nminor axis oriented approximately 40 from the foliation and thus
its semi-major axis is nearly orthogona, to foliation. The main cause of the
3'iisotropy is pro,,ibiy due to gross Ice crystal orientatTi-on Ttl a tendency
of the c-axes to align normal to the foliation. However, additional factors
which tiay Influence the anlsotropy are gross orientation of structural features
in the ice and the presence of a stress field. It is apparent that the Q-
ellipsoid mefhod of analyzing directional seismic velocity data has many appli-
cation-; in glacier geophysics and In the study of other rock types.
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C. ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND GRAVITY SURVEYS

During the course of this contract, four projects were developed for the
application of electrical resistivity methods In an attempt to delineate
(I) water depths In pro-glacial valley train deposits of the Ptarmigan
Glacier; (2) To dirferentlate firn-dep-fis on 'Lenmn and laku Glacier;
r3T-- explore Ice-cored moraines In the Liewerlyn and Caf;•eral Glaclers
and (4) to determ--'1-i-o-i pths in Pi sas ana Ieaf pla eaux of All • ITn
region. The latter sfudyhas been repoFed on--Tn publiCation by Tallman
(1973). Other aspects of this research are reported by Tallman in her
Ph.D. thesis (1975a) and In the report of the Arctic and Mountain Environ-
ments Symposium held at Michigan State in 1972 (v. Tel man, 1975b).

More strictly glaciological research was carried out at an earlier date by
Dr. Heinz Miller and during the period of this contract by Dr. Richard Kellogg
whose reports are in preparation. Dr. Heinz Miller advises that on the Taku
Glacier this method detected a unique interface at 40 meters depth in the firn-
pack of the Intermediate elevation (geophysically Temperate) zone In the
vicinity of Camp 10. This presumably has significance In terms of the water
conteni of the firn-ice material to be expected at this depth. We anticipate
his final paper on this study.

Successful gravity depth surveys of the lower Gi Ikey and upper Cathedral
Glaciers were conducted in 1972. The reports on these await completion of
the ohotogrammetric map noted In Part V.

D. EXPERIMENTAL DETECTION OF GLACIER NOISE AND DISCONTINUOUS MICRO-
MOVEMENTS

Geophysical techniques were applied to the detection and monitoring of glacier
noise through the use of hydrophones and portable seismographs. Detal Is of
the hydrophone experiment are given In section lVD.(Also v. Pinchak, 1972b)

Seismographic Recording

In 1973 an experimental program was initiated using seismograph equipment to
detect ard record glacier "noise" A network of four portable seismograph units
was emplaced in the wave bulge sector of the ice apron at the base of the Vaughan
Lewis Glacier. Records were made on rotating smoked drums which, after a few
days of operation, revealed a vast numb&r of previously undetected microseisms
attributed to minute increments of discontinuous shear-flow deep within the
glacier. This interesting project was carried out with the help of Dr. Robert
Page and William Gawthrop from the U.S. Geological Survey's National Center
for Earthquake Prediction in Menlo Park. Their involvement was prompted
because of a mid-summer earthquake registering 7.2 on the Richter scale, with
its epicenter 50 miles off-shore from Cape Spencer, Alaska ... i.e., 175 mi-les west
of Camp 18. In field studies of the after-shock, unexplained minor shocks
were detected, believed possibly to relate to glacier noise in the La Perouse
Glacier near the USGS field recording site. It was thus desirable to run
some tests to identify the signature of glacier noise.

The microselsms measured on the Vaughan Lewis Glacier proved to be of par-
ticular Interest to us. We believe them to relate to in-ice basal and marginal
shearing, particularly In the compressive flow zone at the base of the icefal I
(Fý53).ln effect, the signatures corroborated our suspicion that all glacier
flow Is fundamentally sporadic and discontinuous.
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Field mapping of folded basal foliation structures in this ice apron zone
also proceeded during the 1972 to 1974 summers with their configurations
found to relate to a pattern similar to that shown schematically in Figure 72.
Earlier research on this subject has been reported by Miller (1968, 1975a).
The continuing investigations on this problem during the period of this
contract have been closely allied to the continuum mechanics and structural
glaciology studies discussed in Part VII (following) and in the geophysical
anisotropism research discussed in the preceding section (VIB).

!
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PART VII CONTINUUM MECHANICS AND STRUCTURAL GLACIOLOGY*

A. Glaciers as Structural Models

Our various investigations on the Juneau Icefleld have Indicated that the
Vaughan Lewis, Gilkey, Herbert, East and West Twin and other glaciers present
an excellent opportunity for study of glaciers as structural models both
geometric and kinematic (Waag, 1912).

Structures analogous to those found in plutonic rocks are abundant and Include
schlleren, schlleren domes, marginal fissures (Federklufte), cross-joints
(Q joints or Querklufte) and stretching surfaces. In addition, along the
margins where the glaciers are In contact with drift or relatively unconsolidated
debris, marginal "upthrusts" originating as either Riedel shears or Federklufte,
or both, can be Identified.

The various glaciers within the Gilkey Glacier Trench also differ In their
overall configuration of foliation. In some, the foliation Is arranged in
smooth curves convex down glacier and approximating a parabola (Fig. 70b). In others
the foliation outlines complex subparallel digltations resembling shear folds
or passive folds In other metamorphic rocks, and a wide variety of fold styles
between the two end members exists (see photos p. 91a, c).

The causes and kinematic differences manifested In these differing styles
are not yet understood, so detailed further studies are planned. Some
detailed mapping, however, of these englacial structures has been accomplished.
These efforts ally to the continuum mechanics investigations on these same
glaciers and elsewhere on the Juneau Icefleld. The results of these combined
studies, when correlated with structural differences within the glaciers
and their surface manifestations, will yeild useful models for understanding
these structures, the morphological expression of them and the fundamental
causal factors involved via the deformation stresses in glaciers as a whole.
As examples of the specific kinds of studies Involved, the following research
Is reported.

B, FIrn Folds, A Model for Cover Rock Deformation

Investigation of deformation within firn and old snow overlying the ice of
the Vaughan Lewis Glacier in the Gilkey Trench suggests a possible model for
accomodation of cover rocks during basement shortening. Deformation occurs
where the Gilkey Glacier complex swings through a right angle turn Into the
main trench and the icefall of the Vaughan Lewis Glacier contributes large
quantities of ice (Figs. 53, 70a and b). A decrease of moraine width and
convergence of the medial moraines through the turn adjacent to the base of
the Icefall Indicate lateral shortening attendant to down-glacier movement.

Foliation and banding within the glacier Ice strike parallel to the flow
direction and generally dip steeply toward the icefall of the Vaughan Lewis
Glacier. The decrease In width between the converging moraines is apparently
compensated In the Ice by an Increase In depth and velocity. The change In
shape Is accomodated by flowage parallel to the foliation (Fig. 73), while
Initially horizontally bedded snow and firn accomodate by buckling (Fig. 54) Into

* Prepared with the cooperation of Dr. (harles Waag, Dept. of Geology, Georgia
State University, W.A. Dittrich, Physics Department, University of Colorado,
and Dr. Gordon Warner, General Motors Institute, Flint. The rotated foilat;On
theory is after M. Miller (1975a).
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concentric and disharmonic folds. Within a distance of 100 meters, the
glacier decreases In width from 55 to 35 meters. This represents approxi-
mately 35 per cent shortening. The folds generated by the shortening range
from 35 cm to 5 m in width, from 12 cm to 1.5 m In height and from 1.5 m to
25 m in length. The folds range from upright open forms to tightly appressed
overturned forms, however, the direction of overturning Is not consistent.
The total area of upbuckllng (anticlines) is small compared to the area of
non-upbuckling (synclines).(Figs. 54 and 73 from Waag, 1974; also v. Pinchak, 1973).

Rhombus and Rhomboid Parallelogram Patterns on Glaciers as Natural
Strain Indicators

Subtle rhombus and rhomboid parallelogram patterns on the Vaughan Lewis
Glacier and the Gilkey Glacier(see Waag, 1975) apparently Indicate strain
orientations within the Ice and overlying firn. The patterns ,in bubbly ice at the
firn-ice interface, reflect stresses transferred from the ice into the firn,
and form through differential recrystallization within narrow preferred zones.

Convergence of the Gilkey Glacier media! moraines indicates lateral shortening
of approximately 30 % (Fig.55).The short axes of the rhombi and the obtuse
angle bisectors of the rhomboids are parallel to the strike of extension
crevasses, to the axis of shortening and thus to sigma I. The long axes of
the rhombi and the acute angle bisectors of the rhomboids are parallel to
the foliation, to ice flow direction, and thus to sigma 3. The angles of
the parallelograms are variable locally, but average 105 and 75 degrees, the
variation probably reflecting Intensity and duration of stress. Similar
parallelograms occur within the troughs of wave bulges below the Vaughan
Lewis Icefall (Fig. 53).

In the wave bulges, the foliation arcs parallel the wave and the !ong axes of
the rhombi and acute angle bisectors of the rhomboids parallel the foliation,
the direction if elongation and thus sigma 3. The short axes of the rhombi
and the obtuse arjlrc biscetors of the rhombolds parallel the strike of radial
crevasses and sigma 1. (again see Waag, 1975)

Although the precise mechanisms and conditions of formation of the parallelo-
grams are not yet understood, the geometry is curiously similar to quadramodal
plots of c-axis orientations in some Ice petrofabric studies. Detailed
quantitative measurements of strain within both glaciers are planned, but
-':ain data to date and tiefirn folds (Fig.? 3 a) support the above stress analysis.

D. Morphology and Origin of Wave Bulges and Ogives

During the past six years, continuing measurements and surveys have been made
of englaclal structures In the apron sector below the Vaughan Lewis and Herbert
Glacier icefalls on the Juneau Icefield (see Flg.53 and 73b) . Following the
concept of Miller (1968),the rotated-follation theory of wave-ogive and
ogive formation is further elucidated, as opposed to (I) the ablation theory of
Nye (1967) *; (2) the varying longitudinal stress theory (Freers, 1965) and
(3) the compresslonal rotation heorles discussed by Havas (1965), Kittrdqe
(1967), L.R. Miller (1970) and Dittrich (in this reporI and 1975). To some extent
it Is probable that elements of each concept pertain. The folded-foliation
theory is given more credence by our recent studies, therefore its essence
is reviewed with respect to the Vaughan Lewis Glacier with further details
given in Miller, 1975a.

* personnel discussion with Dr. J.F. Nye at Camp 18, August, 1967.



Morphological Character of the Vaughan Lewis Glacier

The glacier Is comprised of five glaclomorphlc zones, noted as A through E in
Figure 74. The prime nourishment zone (A) is the highest. A discharge zone
(the icefall or Zone B) lies between 5000 and 3000 feet. Below this(p. 91a) is an

expanded foot of the icefall forming an Ice apron (C) and characterized by
sphying radial crevasses. This Is the wave-bulge zone. The next lower level
is In the valley glacier sector, or the zone of maximum wastage (D). Lastly
Is the terminal zone where the glacier calves Into an ice-dammed lake In Avalanche
Canyon, just north of Camp 23 (Fig. 2).

The mean n&v&-Ilne since 1965 has been at or above 3800 feet, hence above the
base of the Icefall and high enough to permit study of englacial structures.
These structures are manifest at the glacier surface, on crevasse walls and
in marginal collapse zones. They Include transverse tension crevasses (Zones
A and B); oblique and splaying crevasses and low-angled thrust faults (Zone C);
tectonic (flow) foliation dramatically exposed at the surface (Zones C and D);
normal and recumbent englacial folds plus surface wave-bulges with the foliated
structures deforming into ogives (Zone C); and cross-cutting secondary ice
veins and white-ice Inlays exposed on the ice apron down-glacier (Zones C and
D). To understand and explain them each of these fractures must be ilated to
the total systems analysis of the structural glaciology of the glacier as a
whole and cannot be considered as separate entities.

Wave Bulges and Ogives, a Differentiation

The sequence of upbulged surface waves and relative thickening in the apron

region is considered to be the result of annual variations in longitudinal
stress produced by regime changes in the nAvk (L. Milier, 1970). This is
abetted by the impinging of Ice against a bedrock threshold shown by seismic
depth soundings taken in the 1965 JIRP field sec.on (Kilttredge, 1967). As
the wave bulges pass over the threshold and the bedrock gradient Increases,
compressive strpcs is replaced by tension and the bulges rapidly attenuate.

The englacial ogive pattern so well displayed down-glacier Is attributed to
hyperbolic deformation of the folded tectonic foliation, further exposed by
ablation. As the ogives pass down-valley in the two-dimensional expression
they assume more parabclic form. Ogives are coincident with the bands !n
the wave-bulges, but in this up-glacier area they have no surface amplitude
and show no detectable outlining with respect to the bulges. But the attenu-
ation of bulges downstream increases the delineation of the ogives because
more and more debris becomes concentrated at the surface from ablation of
the basal foliation, thus concentrating dirty zones along banded lines. Some
of the intervening white Ice inlays are of clean and bubbly Ice. Miller(1 9 68,

1975a) considers these to represent compressed crevasse fillings from winter
snow avalanches in Zone B at the base of the icefall. Waag (personal communi-
cation) suggests the possibility that they are mylonitic zones of intensified
shear. Corroboration of Miller's idea, however, seems to come from the dis-
appearance of these inlays far down-valley (Freers, 1966).

Variable deformation of the ogive patterns from the pointed arch (projectile)
form to more rounded and parabolic forms is ascribed to streaming (parabolic)
flow, which results when the glacier is undergoing :inimal basal slippage.
When such slippage Increases In consequence of the rectilinear or plug-mode
of flow, these arched bands even become rectangular In pattern, giving rise
to the term rectilinear flow (Miller, 1973b). Variations of this kind are



found in the down-valley sector of the Vaughan Lewis Glacier (Fig. 70). For this
the term "logive" may not be fully appropriate, except in cases where there are
geometrically true "ogive" forms. For more general usage, It has been suggested
that these features may be called arch-bands Miller, 1954).

For our purposes the term wave-bulges (wave-ogives) Is reserved for those large
surface undulations which begin to form at the base of Icefalls (Fig. 53) and which in
this case In the ice apron sector have their fullest development with amplitudes
up to 80 feet and wave lengths of 300 or more feet. The general term ogive Is
still used, however, but Is reserved for reference to arch-banded structures ex-
posed two-dimensionally on the surface in Zone D after the wave-bulge affect
has attenuated.

For convenience, the term wave-oglve has value if specifically referring to the
3-D banded structures revealed In the bulge zone. These ban':s relate to a
remarkable series of tectonic folla (Fig. 73b). They are also well shown at
the sarface and margins of the apron below the icefall.

Folded Foliation Theory of Ogive Formation

Field studies between 1962 and present permit the further development of a unique
theory of wave-ogive formation, first expressed at the Symposium on Surging
Glaciers and their Geologic Effects in 1968 (Miller, 1968). The theory involves
rapid down-valley movement of an icefall and its maximized longitudinal stress,
which is responsible for development of recumbent isoclinal fold structures.
Although rarely exposed at the surface, these have been found in rotated folla
at the glacier's margin. The overturning is occasioned by a sudden change of
declivity as ice moves over buried bedrock cliffs. The folds are subsequently
righted into more normal positions as the glacier passes from a zone of tensile
stress to a zone where the principal stress becomes compressive (Fig.73b)... The
character of such foliation "folds" is accentuater4 at lower elevations where
truncation by ablation exposes remnants of them In a way similar to erosion of
plunging sedimertary folds in bedrock of the Appalachians.

The manner in which these folds are produced from basal foliation parallel to
the glacier bed In Zone A, to deformed and overturned folia in Zone B and finally
to re-orientated positions in Zone C, is depicted in Figure 73b. The relationship
of alternating clean and dirty ice in the sector of max',ium og~ve exposure farther
down-glacier my be a consequence of debris variability in the flow foliation.

The presence of low-angled thrust surfaces and of inlays of what have been
suggested as compressed segments of young, bubbly glacier Ice are diagnostic,
as Is the presence of splaying radial crevasses from extension effects in the
ice as it emerges from the construction of its bedrock defile (bottom of Zone
B). These are all expressions of tectonic processes in the lower Icefall zone.
The crux of the explanation lies In a plunge-pool effect due to existence of
the bedrock threshold shown on the schematic profile In Zones B and C Oig.s 73b,74).
The bedrock topography provides just the right compression to upbulge the
rapidly flowing ice before Its surface is levelled by atmospheric ablation
processes. Or indeed, as Dittrich suggests next in this report, a rotational
form of flow In and below the icefall would produce the same type of effect.
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E. Rotational Flow on the Vaughan Lewis Glacier

One of the more controversial postulates in glaciology is the concept of
rotational flow (Lewis, 1949; McCall, 1953). In an effort to determine to
what extent +his mechanism could affect the development of wave-bulges (Fig. 53)
In the Vaughdn Lewis Glacier, approximate flow rates from above and below the
Vaughan Lewis Icefall have been calculated from transverse velocity and seismic
profiles In 1971-72The surface features of the Vaughan Lewis Glacier and ad-
joining Gilkey and Watchamacallit Glacier are Interpreted in terms of the
surface velocity field (Fig. 75a).The degree to which the fliw within the
Vaughan Lewis icefall Is rotational Is estimated by comparing the velocity of ir-
rotational flow, as calculated from measured flow rates (Fig.75b,c).The
measured longitudinal velocity profile corresponds to highly rotational flow.
This quantitative measurement might support earlier postulates that the for-
mation process of wave-bulges and associated ogives to some extent relate to
a rotational flow mechanism as well as compression in and below the icefall
zone. Full details of this tantalizing concept are presented elsewhere by
one of our research workers, W. Dittrich (1975).

F. Micro-Strain Measurements and the Question of Glacier Tides

Further to the foregoing, Dr. Gordon Warner (1972, 1973, 1974 *) has conducted
research in micro-strain measurement on several Juneau Icerield glaciers using
unbonded single-wire strait, qages. The aim of this research was to develop
a more precise strain-measuring method than the taping and survey instrument
techniques heretofore available(e.g. Wu and Christianson, 1964) and one which
was dependable under difficult field conditions.

The measuring technique which was developed uses unbonded electrical-resistance
strain gages which consist of single strands of 5-mil Constantan wire 10-feet
long. Six gages are embedded In the glacier-ice surface in the form of two delta
rosettes In order to obtain strain at a point with some redundancy of data In
this two-dimensiond! problem. The rigid-body rotation of the gage anchor
posts was measured by sensitive Inclinometers in order to assess the effect of
pressure melting on the strain data. The data are Interpreted using cross-
correlation and best-fit programs to yield maximum shear-strain rate and average
normal-straIn rate.

Strain readings were conducted on the Ptarmigan G acler. The maximum shear-strain
rate at the surface ranged from 0.25 to 1.2 x 10- /hr., which agrees with estimates
derived from known flow rates. The wire gages were found to adhere to the Ice well
enough to make the gage anchor posts unnecessary. Pressure melting is therefore
insIgniflcant.A tolerance of +6.Omicrostraln was determined for the strain gages.

After two summers (1972, 1973) of measurements using this method, Dr. Warner has
found a unique diurnal fluctuation in micro-stress which may not be meteorologically
related. The suspicion is that we are detecting glacier tides similar to earth
tides. The significance of this possibililyis great in terms of actuating the
movement of ice sheets. A bore-hole strain gage is currently being developed to
alleviate the effects of daily meteorological changes in our contlnlng flold

resqarch on this fundamental problem. I:

* Also see Warner and Cloud, 1974
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PART VIII PATTERNS OF RECENT GLACIER VARIATION AND NEVE REGIMES
ON THE JUNFJMU ICEFIELD

Fundamental to the Integrated research ams of this regional terrain study
and the glacial processes which dominate Is an appreciation of the morphology
and present position of the termini of the main glaciers Involved.* Of further
Import Is an understanding of the former positions of these ice tongues as
they relate to the evolution of relict landforms...moraines, clrques, berms
and the like. Thus, brief notation Is made of extensive reports recently
published on these matters by members of our research group, Including per-
tinent papers during the Interval of this contract. Of special Importance
are Miller (1972, 1973, 1974, 1975); Egan (1971); Jones (1974; 1975);
Tallmen (1972, 1975) and Zenone (1972). Earlier reports providing further
background on the regional glacier pulsations are by Beschel end Egan (1965);

Egan (1971); Egen at al (196t3); Konecny (1966); Lawrence (1950); 4iller
et al (1968) ; Chrzanowskl (1968) and Miller (1964a, 1967, 1969 and 1971a).

The regional regime pattern on the Juneau Icefleld over the past 30 years
has been one of accentuated downwasTr.i;i and retreat In terms of the number
of glacier termini Involved (some 32), with only five showing equilibrium
positions and BuT two In a state of vigorous advance. Thus 80 per cent
have dominantly negative regims. However, In terms of the total area
and volumes of Ice Involved, the 6 per cent (2 In number) In OWN
adede ro the 15 pir cent (5 In number) In equilibrium represent more than
50 per cent of the total volume of glacial Ice on the Icefleld. Thus
the regime trend of the Icefleld over the past decade Is healthy, and one
that In the overall regional sense Is producing a continuous bulId-up and
enlargemant of the total volume of ice In the presently glacierized area.

As discussed In Part II-F, this renewed growth of the main highland glaciers
In this region Is allied to a current 80-90 year climatic cycle, the cooling
end of which will apparently bottom out about the year 2000. In consequence,
the lower n&v~s (below 4500 feet and down to 3000 feet) are experiencing re-
newed accumulation, whereas the upper nrvbs (4500 feet and higher) are
generally receiving less snow each year. Glacier variations In the Taku
and Atlin Districts over the last 400 to 600 years of the Alaskan Little
Ice Age have been well Inventoried by Lawrence (i95))and Miller (1964,
1971 a and b, end 1975a).

" Ag/in refer to examples In photo supplement, especially page 91d.
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PART IX PERIGLACIAL INVESTIGATIONS -LANDFORtS AND PROCESSES

A- Research on Tank and Tor Topography

As discussed In Parts X to XII , the limits of middle and upper WisconsInan
glaclatl(oi can often be Identified by the presence of large tors (bedrock
knobs) and associated tanks (rock basins) or bedrock depressions(p. 91). These
abound at elevations higher than 4000 feet(1 2 0 0 m) at the northern end of the Atlin
valley and above 5000 feet (1500 m) at the south end. This is because their evo-
lution has demanded a prolonged period -f subaerial exposure.

Similarly, on the peripheral ridges of the main Icefleld in coastal Alaska
Wisconsinan limits are well shown by such topographic expression. One such
locale Is the 4000-foot rock ridge separating Ptarmigan Glacier from the
Canyon Creek cirque system (Fig. 23). Here a unique development (p. 91b) of
small-magnitude tors and tanks characterizes this deglaclated ridge. Special
study of these features was conducted In 1972 and 1973 (ZwiCk et al, 1974).

The research locale was a ridge zone about one mile long and one quarter mile
wide. Width of the tors ranged from several meters to 20 meters, with lengths
of 40 meters and heights and depths of I to 5 meters above and below the Im-
mediate surrounding surface. The tanks have served as rivatlen hollows for
localized firn-packs during the most recent decade of cooling climate, with
the firn In some belng retained over several summers. The tanks are related
to selective plucking between granltized lithologies (gnelsses and migmatites)
and the more schistose units exposed on these ridges. Their geometry is
controlled by relict bedding structures and joint sets. The major tank orienta-
tion is N 450W to N 60OW, roughly parallel to the N 47*W direction of ice move-
ment in maximum Wisconsinan time. "Bedding" structures on these granitized units
also strike N 50OW + 100, with major joint sets of N 55 0W + 200 and N 450 E+ 150.

Associated with the tank and tor relief are single and compound solifluction
lobes which lie as terraces on sides of the crestal ridges. Distinct morpho-
logical characteristics provide measurable aspects regarding relative age,
nature of movement and association of dimension, slope, !obe thickness and
size of clasts. Some information was gleaned on recent sedimentation and
organic development rates in the tanks. A quantitative consideration of all
factors was attempted. Ono conclusion is that the stabillti of detrital
mantle on these frost-riven slopes Is greatest when there Is a combination of
gentle slope and coarse material. Fabric studies suggest that variations
in width/length ratios and slope have little effect on the nature of de-
formation during mass wastage (Fleisher, 1972).

The summit relief along these ridges is controlled by the abundant tors and
tank basins, with the tors often found to stand as stone walls along the crest
and to be located along the strike of the more felsic facies in the granite
gneiss. Soliflctlon lobes a few meters across and 4-8 meters long typically
form at the base of the tors.

Our Investigations have shown that (I) tors are weathering remnants of middle
to late WIsconsInan time; (2) many small tors are presently forming and
contributing material to the flanking solifluction lobes; (3) the tanks
are presumed to be a result of glacial quarrying by early Wisconsinan ice
which overrode the aretes; and (4) because of the elevation of the ridge crests,
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the overriding Ice could not relate to present glacial drainages. Most
probably Its provenance was coastward flowage of Taku Valley foe from the
interior of the Northern Beundary Raone during maximum early WisconsInan
glaciation.

B. Patterned Ground

At an elevation of 2500 feet (800m)attienorth end of the Camp 17A arite (see
foregoing), an array of large relict stone circles has been studied (v.p. 91b)The
circles are 2 to 5 meters across with thick and well-developed heath maftes
filling their centers. The location of these circles, In positions Just out-
side of the sequence of Neoglacial moraines noted in the discussion of the
Ptarmigan Glacier, Part XA, reveals that at the time of the ring formation ex-
cessive frost conditions existed some 1500 feet below the zone of maximum tor
and tank development. This supports the Idea that these striking periglacial
features evolved during the waning phase of the most recent maximum glaciation
Just prior to the pronounced warming of the Holocene. During the Thermal
Maximum, there was minimum frost action, but since the onset of Neoglacial
conditions re-intensified frost weathering and active solifluction have been
the prime periglaclal processes affecting these slopes.

A large number of active stone rings and associated stripes and solilfluction
lobes has been investigated in the Caip 29 sector of the Cathedral Glacier
massif (Fig. 3) as well as on higher ridges and tundra plateaux above the
5500-foot permafrost level in the Atlin region. Relict stone circles are
found here at elevations down to 3000 feet. Reports on this research are forth-
coming (e.g., Jones, 1975; Nelson, 1975). Active patterned ground and
felsenmeers associated with permafrost have also been studied on high ridges
In the central Juneau Icefield area, especially near Camps 8 and 25 (i.e.,
above 7000 feet elevation).

C. Research on the Age of Palsas ,Upland Peat Plateaux and Rock Glaciers

The discovery of a number of palsas (hydrolaccoliths) and ice-cored peat
plateaux in high-level swamps )f the Atlin tundra region (Miller, 1973) has
opened up the opportunity for some unique research on terrain of transitional
permafrost character. The best developed palsarareon the fiattish upland (v. D. 91a)
at the head of valleys above 3000 'ac+ elevation, up to the permafrost seep
level at 5500 feet, above which elevation true permafrost structures occur.
Of particular Interest were the palsas in the Intermediate and upper Fourth
of July Creek Valley some 20 miles northeast of Atlin (Fig. 3). Here the
palsas are quite similar to those described In FinaInd by one of our re-
searchers, Dr. Matti Seppala (1972). The Fourth of July Creek palsas lie
in the midst of a striking swarm of late Wisconsinan eskers (Tallman, 1975)
and have been Investigated by electrical resistivity means (Tailman, 1972 and
geophysics section of this report).

Of particular interest here Is our research on the age and evolution of these
features, the significance of which lies In their sensitivity to climatic
change (Miller, 1975b). A trench was dug through one large peat plateau at
3300 feet elevation and a collection of twigs collected from the frozen silt-
clay Interface at Its base (i.e., the stratigraphically lowest zone of orgarics).
A radiocarbon date of 9315 + 540 C-14 years B.P. (Geochron 1972, Sample GX 2694)
Indicates that this is essentially early Holocene vegetation and hence that
the area began to be deglaclated 9 to I0,000 years B.P. Similar dates from
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a reactivated palsa in the same locale gave a date of approximately 8050 + 430
C-14 years B.P. (Geochron, 1972, sample GX 2695). A sample from near the base
of a palsa bog at 3000 feet elevation gave 3,090 + 170 C-14 years B.P., which
Indicates this palsa developed in Neoglacial time7. Zones of "dead" palsas have also
been Identified, suggesting a growth and decay periodicity which may relate to
a periodic growth and self-destruction that Is now entirely climatically controlled.

When allied with C-14 dates in other bogs in the Atlin valley (Anderson, 1970;
Miller and Anderson, 1974), this Information suggests that to some extent the
palsas are thermally transitional frost-related features, sensitive to vertical
shifts In the regional freezing level and more importantly to changes In dura-
tion of the winter season. Thus they may provide geomorphic evidence for
secular climatic trends well outside of the present glacial position. The
question of climatic connotation remains sufficiently uncertain, however, that
our research on this phenomenon Is proceeding. Further studies In 1975
extended Into a region of more extensive palsa development in the Ross River
area, some 500 miles to the north. This will be reported on In a later
publication.

Our rock glacier research in the Atlin sector also has Implications regarding
Holocene climates, as the rock glaciers all truncate late-Glacial moraines. The
rock glaciers are usually associated with cirque glacier (alpine stage) develop-
ment in the early Holocene, following deglaciation of the main Atlin valley. Key
aspects of this research are noted in the section below.

"D. Tundra Terrain and the Permafrost Seep Level

In the Atlin area, permanently frozen ground is found above the elevations
of 5500 feet and on the Juneau Icefield above 6000 feet. Below these levels
there is a summer-long seepage of melt-water out of the ground ice. Thus
tundra plateaux at this elevAtion In the highland areas bordering the Atlin
valley are often saturated with water even though the regional climate is
semi-arid (10 to 12 Inches of w.e. precipitation per year).

In this zone, stone stripes and solifluction lobes abound and at elevations
above 6000 feet large and active stone rings and polygons occur, some with
dimensions of 4 to 5 meters across. Many relict stone circles are also found
at elevations down to 3000 feet, revealing the effects of Pleistocene and
early Holocene climatic change. The region Is propitious for further research
on a type of terrain that is found In many areas of the Yukon and Alaska near
and beyond the Arctic Circle.
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E. GEODOTANICAL AND SOILS STUDIES

In the Atlin region and adjoining sectors of the Yukon, rock glaciers have
been propitious for lichenometric study (e.g., Miller and Anderson, 1968).
In the Atlin area these studies and our soil vegetation research are still
in progress. Preliminary results have been presented by Anderson (1970 and
Miller and Anderson, 1974); Kostorls (1973;, Tomlinson (1973); See (1974);
Jones (1975); Miller (1975a); Tallman (1975) and Magnuson (19751. The
approach used In the llchenometric studies being carried out on these features
and the moraines of the Juneau Icefleld glaciers Is discussed In the following
section, In which Is considered the example of the Ptarmigan Glacier near
Juneau.

Exhumed bog levels In the Boulder Creek sector of the Atlin region have
yielded some significant results (Miller and Tallman, 1975). A soil and
soil-vegetation study has also been Initiated by Lletzke (1975) to extend
earlier work on soils and paleosols of nunataks on the Juneau Icefleld (Lietzke
and Whiteside, 1972). Spodosol development on the youngest till and outwash
drift In the Atlin valley has been shown to have strong similarity with the
old podsol soils described In the literature of glacial soils In the northern
Great Lakes region.

A regional taxonomic study of the vegetation In the Atlin area is also being
conducted by Dr. J.H. Anderson of the Institute of Arctic Biology, University
of Alaska (Anderson, 1970 and manuscript In preparation).

Further taxonomic research on the plants and soil relationship of Birch Mountain,
Teresa Island, near Atlin (Fig. 3) Is being conducted by Steven Buttrick of the
Department of Botany, University of British Columbia (Buttrick, 1974, 1975)*.
Mr. Buttrick's research includes Investigation of the tundra area at and above
timberline, with some attention to the relationship of rellct patterned
ground.

In open file progress reports on 1973-75 field work, JIRP, Found. for
Glacier and Environmental Research, Seattle.

..o
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Part X QUATERNARY TERRAIN FEATURES

This terrain study provides a basis for outlining the Quaternary history of this
key region at the northern end of the Pleistocene Cordilleran Ice Sheet. In the
coastal sector, dense forest cover and mass wastage make landform analyses and
interpretations of the geologic history difficult, but by extending the studies
Inland across the Icefleld, as well as to the upper Taku River Valley and in the
Atlin region (Fig. 3) on the continental flank of the Boundary Range, we can
draw useful comparisons from less afforested areas in the Canadian sector. Re-
course Is made also to the evolution of erosional topography with the phases of
glaciation suggested by study of the morphology and spacing of tandem cirques and
rock-shouldered berms, as well as relict periglaclal features found in coastal
and inland areas. First considered are the surface deposits In the Taku District
near Juneau. During the course of this, reference will be made to the chronology
chart, Table XV.

A. THE TAKU DISTRICT

Tillsand Diamictons

A fossil-rich drift sheet partially of submarine origin was Investigated in the
Juneau area (Fig. I). At the top are terrestrial sand and gravel deposits from
tributary valleys that grade in places into massive slump areas. This work ex-
tends earlier mapping of these deposits (Miller, 1956, 1963) and reveals that
continuing mass wastage has taken place in Neoglacial time. Radiocarbon dating
of peat overlying the uppermost member of this formation proves it to be late
Pleistocene and early Holocene in age...ca., 8,500 years B.P. (University of
Alaska, Radiocarbon Dating Lab., 1974). Carbon Isotope dating of an avalanche-
sheared and colluvium-covered stump (ca 800 C-14 years B.P.) suggests quite
recent effects In the topmost layer possibly by earthquake if not climatic-
induced debris avalanches In the 12th century.

A geologic appraioal of the formation as part of an earthquake hazard study
of Alaskan coastal communities (R.D. Miller, 1973) has considered these glaclal
tills as diamicton (slump) deposits contaminated throughout by berg-rafted boulders.
Although differences of opinion may rest on how the term diamicton is used, we
suggest that the Gastineau Formation be referred to as a slumped, glaclo-marine
till-sheet with its submarine glacial origin emphasized. Only the upper surface
zone would be affected by berg-rafting, I.e. from the final phase of deglaciation
in a subaqueous environment. It is recognized, of course, that the drift sheet
has been subjected to varying degrees of flow deformation well after deglaciation,
which process is presumed to be largely responsible for the fracturing and
further dissemination of embedded fossil shells.

A two-phased nature of the glacio-marine facies Is accentuated by differences in
weathering on the two main units Involved. The ueathering is a function of both
age and environment (i.e., reducing vs oxidizing conditions). Of special interest
is that the lower blue-gray unit extends beneath Neoglacial moraines of the
Mendenhall Valley up to an elevation of 150 feet (50 m) above mean sea level. Also
the oxidized upper unit is found In fossll-rich zones at elevations of 300 to
500 feet (90-150 m) on the sides of gulleys and valley tributaries In the Gastlneau
Channel and Lynn Canal sector (Miller, 1956). Thus at least 500 feet (150 m) ofsea-level change has taken place since the advent of the Holocene. This is
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cc, roborated ,y Twenhofel (1952) who, on epierogenic evidence, suggested that
a+ least half of the shoreline changeb in this sector of Alaska have been due
to post-Glacial rebound.

Cirques and Berms

One of the most striking geomorphic features of the coastal ridge flanks of the
Boundary Range is a magnificent array of well-developed and for the most part
ice-abandoned cirques, many in tandem sequences. Regardless of structural or
lithologic character of the bedrocK, in the Alaskan sector the cirques form a
five-fold sequence (C-I to C-5) up to 4,000 feet elevation with a roughly 7nO-
toot spacing in elevation zones from 300 to 3,200 feet (Miller, 1961). Above
the 3,200-foot level there are four additional cirque systems (C-6 to C-9), but
these are largely ice-filled, with less distinct spacing, and lie between 4,000
and 6,200 feet.

On the continental flank ot the range, five distinct cirque levels are identi-
f'ed between 4,000 and 6,500 feet. The upper four levels cre roughly parallel
to the elevatiDn dis 'ibution of the higher clearly identifiable cirque systems
on the Juneau lcefi-ld. The comparative distribution reflects a pronounced
rise of Pleistocene snowlines Inland (Squyres, Miller and Jones, 1974).

In Table Al4,the mean elevations are given for each cirque system, designated
C-I to C-9. Comparison is also made with interpretations from the Alexander
Archipelago in southeastern Alaska (Swanston, 1967) and in the Atlin, B.C. area
on the Cathedral Massif (Jones, 1975) ano the Fourth of July Creek Valley
(Tallman, 1975). Ailied with the cirque distribution is an equally remarkable
sequence of rock-shouldered berms along the walls of main trunk valleys in the
region (Miller, 1963). These are reflections of major phases of valley glacia-
tion and reveal a five-fold tandem pattern with cyclopean stairs similar to
those in the lindem cirquts. In any direct attempt to correlate these berm
levels with the crque sequence, the upper berms, of course, Integrate with the
lower levels of cirques(v. Table XIII).

Significance of the cirque and berm sequence lies in an apparently close re-
lationship between cirque floor elevations and mean freezing levels (elevations
if maximum snowfall) during sequential stages of the Wisconsinan. The main
development of cirques is attributed to ,taxing and waning phases, abetted by
periglacial processes in intra-glacial phases (Miller, 1961).

Reference (Table XIII)is also made to the glacial stage most recently affecting
each of the cirque and berm levels (discussed further on page 124).

Ear,'i Holocene Periglacial Conditions

Relict stone circles of early Holocene age are found at 2,500 to 2,800 feet
elevation on benches and shculders of the coastal valleys in southeastern Alaska
as well as at slightly higher elevations in the interior Atlin region. These
are decimated structures, as today true periglacial conditions occur only above
4,000 and 5,500 feet respectively in each sector. Two examples from the Camp
17 area near Juneau and the upper Fourth of July Creek Valley in the Atlin region
are found In Appendix H.
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Development of this patterned ground relates to exposure of the ground surface
in the final retrogressive phase of the Wisconsinan and probably also to early
Holocene climatic conditions. This is based on C-14 samples of basal organic
horizons In bogs where some of these features are found, giving deglaclation at
about 9,700 C-14 years B.P. (Geochron, 1973).

The abundance of tanks and tors on maritime ridges of the Coast Range at 3,000
to 4,000 feet and in the Atlin region at 4,500 to 5,500 feet is further testi-
mony to the long enduring Intensity of frost climates in late Glacial and early
Holocene time (Fleisher, 1972; Zwlck et al, 1974; Tallman, 1975). Along
Cairn Ridge near Camp 17 (Fig.23 ), numerous small-sized stone rings (up to
0.5 meter ) are found. Most of these are relict but a few have reactivated
centers. At higher elevations on the central nunataks of the Juneau Icefield
and at levels greater than 5,000 feet in the Atlin sector, stone circles, stone
stripes, and other evidences of relict and presently developing patterned
ground are found in abundance.

Late Holocene -Moraines

SOur investigation of the intermediate-elevation valley of thp Ptarmigan Glacier
six miles east of the Juneau Airport has revealed a sequence of late-Glacial

and Holocene moraines and allied kame and outwash features that are typical
of the maritime spctor. There are seven distinct moraines, the first of which
is pre-Holocene and characterlied by stabilized felsenmeers between zones of
thick heat*w cover west of Camp 17A.

The four most recent terminal moraines are untruncated and lie in the inner

Ptarmigan Valley (Table XIV). Lichenometric measurements give the best time-
stratigraphic information to supplement the morpho-stratigraphic details. This
was accomplished by statistical sampling of hundreds of thalli diameters of
crustose lichen on each moraine using Placopsis gelida (growth rate of I cm per
25 years) and Rhy~ncarpon geographicum (estimated growth rate of I cm per 80-
'00 years) (See, :,74).

In This sequence, the time-span between moraines I, II and III appeared to fit
the 80-90 year cyclicity described for this region (Miller, 1969, 1971, 1973,1974).
The time spacing between moraines III and IV appears to represent only a 20-30
.,ear pu!sation. The present ice position is slowly downwasting at the first
narrowing of the inner valley. This moraine sequence is significant as a base
i~or furtlher comparison with glacier regime changes in other valleys of the
Boundary Range.

Pleistocene Erosional Landfocms and Morphogenetic Phases of Glaciation

The character and significance of erosional sequences given by bermr and cirques
have been further discussed in several recent theses and in other publications
(Egan, 1971; Jones, 1975; Miller, 1961, 1963; Tallman, 1975). A description
of the morphological nature of the sequential phases of glaciation pertaining to
the Cordilleran Pleistocene has been described elsewhere from field evidences
in this area of the Boundary Range (Miller, 19640 ). The morphogenetlc character
of these glacial phases and their relative magnitudes are noted in Table XIII.
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TABLE X1 I I

TYPES OF GICIATION• DURXIM TKE WISCON UMN ACROARDIG T0 KLRVATION

Index Cirques Berm Nature and Suggested Probable Time
(with elevation Levels Relative Nag- Chronology Range of Devel-
in feet) in Main nitude of Region- with Short opment
"Valle" Olaci.t4on* Reatansd,

C6-3500** Di Retracted lee- Neoglacial
field A

C5-3200 B2 Extended Ice- GIe'
field TIO~

C4-2500 D3 Loeser Mountain Late GIVb"# C.4
Iceo-sheet Wisconsinan C1

C3-1800 B4 Lesser Mountain GIVaslee-shoot

C2-1100 B5 Intermediate Upper GIll %fck
Mountain Ice- Middle
sheet Wisconsinan

Cl-(embay- B6 Greater Noun- Lower Middle GII C
sent stage) tain Ieo-sheet Wisoonsinan,

C-1-350 (initiation stage)f

Over-deopening Greater Noun- Early Wis-
of longitudinal tain Ice-sheet consirnan GI
valley into
present U-form

Cross erosion of Intermontane Pro-WVi-
upper slopes and Ice Cap consinan
ridges Adeapening
of main valleys

* As related to major excavation of cirques at reference level

*' Level of present sefi-peraneont neve'-line on western side of
icefield
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TABLE X(tV

LITTLE ICE AGE MORAINES IN PTARMIGAN VALLEY. JUNEAU ICEFIELD

Estimated Date

GCeomorphic Features Lichenometric Characteristics of.Formation

Mt. Outermost Little Ice Considerable heath, grass, ca. 1715-1760
Age Moraines A bold and sedge matte. Large
terminal areuate in number of RhXoignn thalli
forms 5m high and 20 of 2 to 2.- meaniameter.
m wide, with huge
bou'.ders in corsoli-
dated till. Many
lichens.

'M¶2. An arcuate, more sub- Some sedge and grass, many ca. 1820-1830
dued, and less vege- Rii am of 1.5cm mean
tated moraines low diameter* A few Pitolalis
hummocks 3m in heights of 2-2.5cu.
rooted willows of 2cms
diam. Large boulder
fragments; Intermediate
development of lichens.

M3. Orly slightly vege- Slight growth of grass and ca. 1900-1905
tated moraine, sub- moss. No
dued in relief. Some PlacoUsIs up to 2*5cmo
slump zones, with
coarser materials
than older moraines.
Few lichens.

M4. Presh-appearing un- Only a few RJa, ca. 1925-1930
slumped hummocks, mean diameters, i-2cm.
essentially non-vege-
tated ground moraine.
Very few lichens.

M5. Ground moraine near Fresh-appearing materiall ca..196 0-present
present still-stand no vegetation.
of Ptarmigan Glacier
terminus. Relatively
fresh till with un-
slumped hummocks. No
lichens.

......
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Based on the cirque and berm sequence, the elevations of Index clrques and the
relative position of main valley berms on the coast and In the Interior as
noted In Table XIII presumably relate to the nature and magnitude of these
regional phases of glaciation. Because the clrques and berm are the product
of multiple erosive cycles during Wisconsinan time, this table postulates a
reasonable period of development through a number of glacial stages. The re-
lative lengths of the arrows do not represent time magnitudes but only suggested
chronologic ranges.

Pleistocene Depositional Stages

The distinction between stagesand phases Is that stages have time-stratigraphic
meanina, whereas phases represent glaciation magnitudes; i.e., It Is a geometric
concepl i',d hence only has morphostratlgraphlc significance. A phase of gla-
ciation, c f course, may embrace repeated stages.

A number of Pleistocene stages have been Identified In the overall region of
our concern, but the relationships are made complex by multiple provenances of
ice. Both In the coastal Taku District and In the Interior Atlln region, two
widespread occurrences of middle to la+e-WIsconsinan tills are reported, but
these are not to be construed as contemporaneous. Regionally, however, ihere
is evidence of a widespread drift sheet attributed to the early WIsconsInan.
Pre-WisconsInan glaciation too was all-inclusive, but the only evidence Is
high-level U-shaped cols and formerly rounded sunmnits, today seen as severely
serrated ridges due to the Intensity of Wlsconsinan erosional processes. Also,
even though early Wisccnsinan glaciation left extensive erratics on ridges
above later glaciation limits, much of the evidence has been destroyed by the
intensity of subsequent periglaclal processes. A factor In this Is the generally
cold climatic condition at high elevations that even during intraglaclal Intervals
retarded sol. development. The presence of weathered and relatively deep tib
soils postdating the early Wisconsinan maximum suggests that this glaciation was
prior to 50,000 years B.P.

Surface Stratigraphy on the Coast

The two youngest tills are found most commonly In the lower parts of valleys
and on the coast in emerged fiord deposits (Miller, 1963; Swanston, 1967). In
the Juneau area the top member is an Indurated blue-gray boulder clay diamicton
with coarse clastics, designated in this sector as the upper segment of the
Gastineau Formation. Because of the well distributed boulder and cobble content
and much intercaliated outwash material, It may be essentially subaqueous com-
bined with glacial in origin (see earlier discussion). Our studies reveal It
to contain late-WisconsInan Clinocardlum sp shells and to rest on an older till
with zones of mixed colluvium and glaciofluvlal facies. The lower segment is a
more definite compact and ill-sorted till with a mild weathering profile. In
part, however, It too is a diamicton with Included Leda-Upe shells. At higher
levels It appears to correlate with a weathered silty facies con alning a few
large boulders lying stratigraphically below but often topographically above
stained deltaic gravels considered to be very late-Wisconsinan In age. A number
of such deltas occur at the mouths of dIstributory streams from the Coast Range
Iceflelds.

Above the boulder silt, toeevatlons of 520 feet (160 m), Is a marine clay con-
taining shells of Clincardlum, Pectin and Maccma calcarea gemlln species. Many



of these have been disrupted and broken by subaqueous flow. What is apparently
a counterpart of this two-phased sequence has been found in the Alexander
Archipelago (Swbnston, 1969). The weathering profile on the basal unit In this
drift and an apparent correlate In the Atlin region appear to reflect Intra-glacial
conditions. This sequence, when taken as glacially-related and in conjunction with
other evidences (such as the regional array of cirques and berms) Is aiding In
the gradual resolution of Wisconsinan chronology for the Taku District as presented
in Table XV.

B. THE ATLIN DISTRICT

Inland Counterparts in the B.C.-Yukon

A probable Inland correlate of the upper member of the Gastineau Formation is
found in the Tulsequah and Atlin Lake regions (Fig. 3). In the latter area,
the two surface tills have been well exposed by sluice operations In the main
gold placer streams In the vicinity of Atlin, especially in Spruce, Pine and
Boulder Creeks (Miller, 1975a; Tallman, 1975). In McKee Creek three till units
occur. Radiocarbon dates on the section in Boulder Creek valley show that
warmer and wetter conditions persisted In the Interior prior to 40,000 years
B.P. Other C-14 dates from bogs near the Alaska and Atlin Highways and in
creek banks reveal that deglaclation In the Atlin region was well underway be-
fore 10,000 years B.P. (Anderson, 1970; Miller, 1975a; Tallman, 1975).

The second oldest till ir the interior region (e.g., the basal one at Boulder and
Pine Creeks and the intermediate one on McKee Creek) is much more altered by
weathering than the lower till-like member of the Gastineau Formation. As It
is in a much drier Interior climate, this weathered till is considered to be
older, leaving the lower ]astineau member to correlate with the upper McKee
Creek unit (i.e., the youngest Atlin till). There appears, however, to be a
genetic relationshi'p between the lower Pine and Boulder Creek deposits and
oxidized high-level moraines near timberline, and possibly to a paleosol horizon
on higher nunatak; of the Boundary Range (Lletzke and Whiteside, 1972). Intra-
glacial conditions_ seerý to be suggested (provisionally termed the Pine Creek
Intraglacial in lable /V. There is correlation, too, with a two-fold Wisconsinan
moraine and kame-moraine complex in the intermediate and upper Fourth of July
Creek Valley northeast of Atlin (Tallman, 1975). Here northeasterly flowing ice
lobes from the Tagish ano Atlir. Valleys flowed Into a junction (interlobate) zone
not far from the upper limit of northwesterly flowing ice from the Teslin and
Gladys Lake Depression and via these channels from the Yukon Plateau west of
the Casslar Mountains.

There is also evidence in McKee Creek and in the high-elevation tundra plateaux
of the Atlin region that a more intensive glaciation deposited an extensive
earlier till(s). Research is proceeding on this significant aspect of what we
believe to represent an early Wisconsinan glaciation. The complex nature of
the regional glaciation is also recorded in a series of glacial moraines and
fluvial and lacustrine terraces at high elevation in the Tagish, Atlin and
Teslin Lakes area, as well as by the sequence of intsrior cirques noted in
Table XII.

In the Atlin Lake region the final diminishment and retreat of Wisconslnan
Ice are documented by massive embankment moraines and pro-glacial valley-mouth
deltas In the northern part of the main valley, as well as by swarms of esker
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complexes In highland tributary valleys to the northeast(v. p. 91a). Carbon 14 dates
reveal that Ice remained on high plateau areas probably as recently as 8,000
years B.P. and that even the lower level Ice did not melt away much prior to
10,000 years B.P.

Terrain Features of the Holocene

Our palynological and periglacial research provides in interpretation of Holocene
glaclo-climatic events In the Boundary Range. Aspects of the past 10,000 years
have been discussed with respect to the Alaskan coast. ;n the Interior, an array
of relict palsas (hydrolaccoliths) in the Fourth of Ju~y Creek Valley provide
especially useful Information. Some of these are redeveloping in the present
cooling trend (Miller, 1973a; Tallman, 1975). (Again v. p. 91a of this report.)

Key questions to ask are when did the Holocene begin and did It actually end at
the beginning of Neoglacial time? The palynological records reported In Miller
and Anderson (1974a) indicate that for the Neoglacial In the Boundary Range climatic
cooling was well under way by about 2,500 years B.P. This is suggested also by
a C-14 date from post-Glacial bogs in the Surprise Lake area (Geochron, 1974;
Tallman, 1975), where signiflcant climatic change appears to have begun about
2,770 C-14 years B.P. Evidence from the Mendenhall Glacier area, previously des-
cribed, suggests that 2000-2200 years B.P. ice was overriding forest beds in
coastal valleys. If we assume a 200 to 500-year buildup of glaciers in the
Coast Range following the Thermal Maximum, a date of about 3,000 years B.P. is
reasonable as the effective start of Neoglaclal time In this sector of the North
Pacific Cordillera.

A two-phased nature of the Neoglacial Is suggested by the warm Interval that
produced a retraction about 1,100 to 700 years B.P. or from A.D. 900 to 1300
(Tallrman, 1975; Egan, 1971). The best evidences are the C-14 dates on over-
ridden trees In the Taku Glacier and Davidson Glacier areas (Miller, 1973a). Thus,
the Alaskan Little Ice Age is assumed to have begun following this warm Interval...
i.e., approximately in the 1300's...a suggestion corroborated by the dendrocrhonology
dates obtained on the Bucher Glacier moraines.

As for the early Holocene, samples of basal peat from palsa bogs In the Upper
Fourth of July Creek Valley give several C-14 dates around 9,700 + 540 years
B.P. (Geochron, 1972). These peats represent the Initiation of organic growth
following deglaclation. This conclusion Is further corroborated by the 10,000
years B.P. minimum date of ice recession from the lower end of Atlin Lake. Added
to this is a C-14 date of 7812 + 120 years B.P. for the basal peat horizon Im-
mediately above the younger diamici-on till in the Gastineau Formation near Juneau
(University of Alaska, Radiocarbon Lab., 1975), as well as a range of 9,000 to
11,000 years B.P. on peat and logs from the base of muskeg in the Lemon Creek and
Montana Creek valleys near Lynn Canal (Heusser, 1960; Miller, 1975b).

Further testifying to the Initiation of the Holocene right after the final retreat
of late-Wisconsinan glaciers from the Atlin region is the truncation of inter-
mediate elevation lateral moraines produced by Atlin Valley Ice along the 3,000-
foot contour of Atlin Mountain. Here rock glaciers from abandoned cirques at
5,000 to 6,000 feet have flowed down to truncate these moraines, proving that
these perlglaclal features are less than 8,000 years old.A similar situation per-
tains in the rock glacier valley on the Cathedral Mountain Massif (Fig. 8b).
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In view of all this, the Holocene climatic trends show a rather continuous
warming from about 9,500 years B.P. to about 6,000 years B.P. This led up to
the Thermal Maximum Interval when mean annual temperatures in the interior region
reached some 2*F (3%C) warmer than present. During this warm Interval, the most
intensive of periglacial processes also migrated to higher elevations and the
much retracted Juneau and Stikine Icefields received a new Input of accumulation
on their crestal nevbs, as did the clrques at the elevation of levels 5 and 6.
Today these cirques are some 700 feet higher than the lowermost cirque at
present filled with ice in the Interior Atlin region. They are also an equi-
valent elevation above today's permafrost seep level in these Interior
mountains.

Neoglaclation ardThe Alaskan Little Ice Age

Near the end of the Thermal Maximum, the Arctic Front (defined in Miller, 1956,
1973a)held a mean position some distance west of the innor reaches of the Inside
Passage in the Alaskan Panhandle. Then wetter cond!tions and Increased storminess
prevailed on the continental flank of the Boundary! Range.

The Thermal 14axImum was followed by a significant cooling trend as the Arctic
rront again moved well inland. This was coincident with decreased storminess
and drier conditions with general cooling on the continental flank of the Range.
Concurrently on the coast, relatively cooler and wetter conditions dominated
and led to increased glaciation in maritime sectors of the icefield highland.
The nature of these out-of-phase climatic trends has been documented and ex-
plained by 14ilier and Anderson in recent publical!ons (1974a, 1974b).

It is now apparent that the time interval from about 3,000 to 900 years B.P. was
as much as 4a F (2*C) cooler than today. This was an interval of intense
glacial activity in tVie high center of the Boundary Range, and also it represented
intense periqlacial activity In the area of palsas and sporadic permafrost at
the 3,000-3,500 foot level in the Atlin region. Then came a short and warmer
interstadlal persisting until about the end of the 13th century (Miller, Egan
and Beschel, 1968). Since the 14th century the Boundary Range and its peri-
pheral sectors have experienced relatively cooler and wetter conditions com-
pared to the short preceding warm interval in the Middle Ages.

I
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PART XI WISCONSINAN AND HOLOCENE CHRONOLOGY FOR THE NCITHERN BOUNDARY RANGE*

The array of glacial and glaclo-fluvial landforms Investigated In this large re-
gion at the northern end of the Pleistocene Cordilleran Ice Sheet permits a general
chronology for the Quaternary Period to be developed. Although some Interpre-
tations are provisional, the chronology Is tabulated In Table XV (Tallman, 1975;
Miller and Tallman, 1975). It should be considered as a basis for future reference
and a spur to further research, especially since in this region only evidence for
Wlsconsinan glaciation is certain.

On the teleconnectional assumption that major glacial phases represent major
changes in global climate, the chronology and terminologies developed for t ha
Taku and Atlin regions are, in order of sequence, compared with chronologies sug-
gested by other workers in the adjoining regions of Alaska, Yukon and British
Columbia (Karlstrom, 1964; PbwA et al, 1965; P~w6, 1975; Denton and Stulver,
1967; Bostock, 1966; Hughes et al, 1969; Rutter, 1975). Comparison is also
made with other key sectors of the northern tier of states that have been
affected by similar rigors of climatic change and major changes of glacier posi-
tion during the Pleistocene Epoch (Madole, Mahaney and Fahey, 1975; Easterbrook,
1963, 1975; Crandell, 1965; Flint, 1971; Terrasmae and Drelmanis, 1975; Black,
1975; Frye and Willman, 1973).

A. THE WISCONSINAN

Although the evidences cited are mainly morpho-erosional and morpho-stratigraphic,
they are abetted by crih'ical time-stratigraphic and soil-stratigraphic informa-
tion. In the Taku District, the Wisconsinan Age Is sub-divided into four glaclo-
climatic stages (sub-stages). These are an Early J.uneau/Atlin Stage •,iarly or

pre-classical Wisconsinan) whicn was represented by a Greater Mountain Ice-sheet
type of glaciation followed by a distinct and relatively cool intraglacial Interval.
Then the rebirth of glaciation reached the levels of a subsequent Greater Moun-
tain Ice-sheet phase, finally culminating In the Gastineau/Sloko Sta e, that lasted
from perhaps 40,000 to 14,000 years B.P. Following s was a short ntraglacial
and then the Douglas/Inklin and Salmon Creek/Zohlni Stages. With respect to
each event, place names are cited referencing diagnostic features and type strati-
graphic units (Miller, 1975a).

The latter two glacial events were represented by intermediate and Lesser Mountain
Ice-sheet phases of glaciation and on the basis of sequence should be equiva-
lents of the Port Huron and Valders glaciations of the mid-continenT chronology.
In the Boundary Range, the Salmon Creek/Zohlni Stage has at least three dis-
tinguishable pulsations termed the K and Sittakanay sub-
5tae.. After this came tV- hb£h-ciraue alacia•tion (C-4 to C-5 levels) at the
beginning of the Holocene, with pulsations probably comparable to those of the
Little Ice Age during the Dast few centuries.

In the Atlin region +'-rs are strong correlates of this Taku District chronology.
Although a similar s., ce pertains, there are some differences that require
explanation. Here too, a pre-classical Wisconsinan (early Wisconsinan) stage
is recognized, with evidence that its thermophysical character was probably
Polar (Miller, 1975b; 1975c). Called a Pre-Atlin I Glaciation by Tallman (1975)

Prepared in cooperation with Dr. Ann M. Tallman, Dept. of Geology, Smith

College, Northampton, Mass.
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and an Early Juneau/Atlln Stage by Miller, the fluctuational character Is unknown,
though presumably It had many glacial and Intraglecial stages. Following the early
WIsconslnan glaciation, the Boulder Creek Intraglaclal Is Identified. This Is based
on the well-delineated peat horizon In Boulder Creek dated as "older than 40,000
years B.P. " (University of Alaska, 1973) and by the presence of old weathered till
at high elevations.

After this developed the Atlin I .Stage, Involving thick Polar to sub-Polar ice, laying
down bold lateral moraines at high Ivel and with the lowest till overlying the
Boulder Creek peat. Strong weathering on this till connotes a significant Intragld-
cial, termed the Pine Creek Intraglacial, because of good exposures found in the gold
creeks, such as Pine Creek near the 1898 gold discovery claim at Atlin. As shown
In Table XV, there Is a correlate of this middle Wisconsinan glaciation In the Teslln-
Gladys Lake depression. This Is termed the Gladys I Stage by Tallman.

Following the Atlln I/Gladys I Glaciation was the Atlln II/Glldys 11 Glaciation of
late-middle Wisconsinen age and considered to be o7 sub-Polar to sub-Temperate thermo-
physical character on the basis of less steep lateral moraines In the terminal sector
of Fourth of July Creek Valley. This glaciation Is probably a correlate of the
Gastlneau/Sloko Stage In the Taku District. The absence of an Intra-glaclal In the
Gastlneau/Sloko Glaciation is explained by the high elevation and provenance of ice
in a more maritime region where climatic conditions caused rising freezing levels and
hence more likely Increased glaciation in some sectors of the coastal highland.

A significant "climatic amelioration" (Intraglacial ?) Is Indicated by a mild surface
weathering of tills following the Atlin II/Gladys II Glaciation. This is believed to
be the same mild weathering Interface found on top of the lower till of the Gastlneau
Formation on the coast. Correlates of the Douglas/Inklin and Salmon Creek/ZohinI
Stages in the Taku District are suggested to be respectively the Atlin III Substage
and the combined Atlin IV and V Substags. Correspondingly the Dougiesilnklhn corre-
late would be the Gladys 1 1 Substage and the Salmon Creek/Zohini correlate is sug-
gested as the Gladys IV Substage. All are considered to be late-Wisconsinan as noted
in the chronology .hart.

B. THE HOLOCENE

The final time Interval depicted on the chronology chart Is the Holocene (Table XV).
Here the Thermal Maximum is equally well-documented on both the mari'time and conti-
nental flanks of the Boundary Range. The m gLacial Sbg! In the Taku District Is
two-phased, with the early phase (2500-1000 B.P.) termed the Early Mendenhall Stade
(or substage ?) and the latest period of intensive mountain an-RcMrqu, glaciation
representing the Alaskan Little Ice A2! Stade (or substage), ca. 600 years B.P.
to present. The short, warm Interval of the Middle Ages (900 to 1300 A.D.),so
well-documented by C-14 samples from modern tills of the Mendenhall and Davidson
Glaciers and from the sole of the advancing Taku Glacier, Is termed the Taku
Interstadial.

It is of glacio-climatoiogical significance that the maximum morphogenetic phases
of glaciation represented at the beginning of the Holocene and at the end of the
Holocene (I.e., throughout the Little Ice Age)were Extended Icefield Glaciations.*
Retracted Icefield Glaciations pertained during intervals of negative mass bEalance
when low and Intermediate elevation glaciers of the Stikine and Juneau Icefields
took on the morphologic forms and associated terrain characteristics that we
see represented by existing glaciers In these regions today Nv. Figs. 5, 7 and 78).

* v. Miller (1964b) for definitions of the morphogenetic phases o; glaciation.

L
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PART XII REGIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND THE LANDFO4M DICTUM

A. TECTONIC AND CLIMIATOLOGICAL ELEMENTS

This research has emphasized the role of processes in the dynamic evolution
of mountain and glacial terrains. In turn this highlights the aspect of a
gigantic open system with combined exogenetic and endogenetic energy Inputs
that are at once periodic and aperiodic. These are characterized by short-
term increases in entropy of considerable magnitude and striking effect.
What most distinguishes the region is Its doubly critical position in a uniquely
sensitive atmospheric Interaction zone and in a tectonic Interaction zone
characterized by constant jostling of the North Pacific Oceanic plate by
the Northwestern American continental plate. The result has been an inTen-
sive and continuous bombardment of cyclonic storm fronts, not equalled on
earth, coupled with acutely active earthquake and mountain building stresses.
The combination of high oand, proximity to the sea, and turbulent maritime
weather for up to 10 months each year has produced terrain of extreme re-
lief and glaciation more extensive than anywhere outside of the Polar regions.
Added to this Is the unique sensitivity of the area to secular pulsations
In climatic change.

These considerations pertain to the whole of the south and southeastern Alaska
region and the adjoining Cordilleran areas of B.C. and the Yukon. The Juneau
Icefield lies slightly east of the main zone of present day earthquake dias-
trophism, but Is climatologically in the same regional zone. Thus, the
presently glaciated area represents the fifth largest continuous icefield
in North America. Because of its location near Alaska's capital at Juneau
and the Yukon's capital at Whitehorse, this icefield Is the most accessible
for research of any in the world. This is why it has been the focuso the
many previous studies documented in the references.

B. IMPLICATIONS OF GEOMORPHIC 'ELF-REGULATION

The coastal location coupled %ith the high relief of this region and the
presence of high, wlae-strathed valleys and plateaux, provide circumstances
most propitious to the development of an icefield complex of some 32 inter-
connected glaciers and source n6v6s. Because of the maritimity on the ice-
field's seaward flank, excessive summertime melting of ice and runoff occurs.
This has led to abundant and fast-flowing streams through the coastal moun-
tains and produced great erosion and deposition of clastics. Similarly, the
wet climate and steep rel!ef have accelerated weathering of large areas of
exposed bedrock. Thus the lithologic and structural controls on topography
are readily identified, as the landscape strives for dynamic equilibrium
through intr!cate fluctuations ot imposed energy...i.e., the self-reguiation
of Its various sub-systems in the competing endogenetic and exogenetic en-
vironment.

An example of this dynamic self-regulation and what it produces is given by our
studies of the processes of glacier flow through successive energy levels, as
represented by (I) parabolic and (2) rectilinear (plug) and the catastrophic
type known as (3) surging flow. The implication of these changes on mountain
and arctic terrains as illustrating fundamental thermodynamic principles has
been considered in depth by Miller (1973b)using the entropy and general systems
ideas developed during the period of this ARO contract.
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Longer-range examples of geomorphic self-regulation and its analysis with
respect to the Juneau Icefleld and adjoining regions have been given Inprevious studies-by members of our Institute team: Miller (1963); Brew (1963);

Swanston (1967) and Egan (1971). Even the orientations of clrques, berms and
main glacial valleys relate directly to the orientation of regional faults and
to Individual Joint sets In a four-fold system (Miller, 1956; Goodwin, 1973;
Watkins, 1974; Seppala, 1975; Jones, 1975). To Illustrate this the mor-
phology of a prototypical hanging valley on the periphery of the Juneau Icefleld
Is analyzed. The field work In this research was accomplished In the 1971 and
1972 summer periods of this contract.

C. THE PTARMIGAN VALLEY, A PROTOTYPE OF ROCK JOINTING AND ITS INFLUENCE
ON TOPOGRAPHY *

Twenhofel and Sainsbury (1958) suggested fault control for most of the main
linear valleys and ridges in this region. Miller (1963) specifically allied
these to joint control, especially the steepest sets of Joints. Similarly,
Brew et al (1963) excluded from their analyses Joints dipping less than 35*
because of their small effect on orientation of major geomorphic features.
Egan (1971) studied the Joint patterns In the Ptarmlgan valley near Camp
17 (Fig. 2) and related the topography directly to them. Included In these
studies has been recognition of the strong effect of high-angle normal faulting
(with associated small-magnitude graben and horst structures) on the develop-
"ment of topographic variations, such as gulleys and steps on the bordering
ridges. Seppala (1975) has Investigated the three-dimensional Influence of
joint sets in the Ptarmigan valley, details of which are synopsized below.

Our statistical analyses of Joints have been accomplished with data obtained
by readings with Brunton compasses. Foliation, which is allied to schistosity
in the metamorphic rocks, has also been measured. All measurements have been
plotted on stereographic nets and then transferred Into contour diagrams.

The bedrock of this valley relates to Coast Range geology (Buddington, 1927;
Miller, 1960). It includes marbles, lime silicates, meta-volcanics (am-
phlbolites) and migmetitic schists with Intrusive pegmatites and granodiorite
zones (Forbes, 1959; Ford and Brew, 1973). The strike of schistosity in these
rocks Is NW, with a mean dip of 400 NE, ranging from 8eto 70°.Detalls of orien-
tation of the four-set joint system at selected sites are given by Seppala
(1975). In broad outline, the pattern Is similar to that found elsewhere
on the Icefield (Miller, 1963; Watkins, 1974), suggesting a basic relation-
ship to regional tectonic stresses during the Cenozoic orogeny of the Alaska-
Canada Coast Range. Here the two main sets strike roughly at right angles.
One is northwesterly with 45-600 dips to the east; another Is northeasterly
with 64-90°dips to the northeast. The third set Is usually vertical or
even parallel to the first order set, but It dips 40° to the NE. In the
analysis, the fourth set is Ignored as it is essentially horizontal. The two main
joint sets form a well-developed cross joint network which facilitates and
controls the movement and Impounding of free water and hence of frost weathering.

* This section prepared In cooperation with Dr. Matti Seppala, Department
of Geography, University of Turku, Finland, of our 1971 field team.

-__._ - I MIA
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Micro-relief Forms and the Valley's Assymetry

In cross-section the Ptarmigan valley Is assymetric, with a steep west-facing
slope (70*) and gentler east-facIng slope (35*). A similar configuration Is
found in the upper (glacier filled) Lemon Creek Glacier valley (Figs. 8a and 75)'.

Micro-relief features show the effect of small faulti,. and differing lithologles,
with weathered out blocks reflecting all four Jolrrtt I,. .... 'n such
Intermediate and high elevations In tnis intensely m. • ::n ; .''minant
weathering is chemical breakdown, strongly abetted by sria,
above 3000 feet the environment Is perIglac!ai. In A locene and P11
much pre-glacial fluvial erosion and down-dip mass w.o:i-oge of weathered mar-
helped to initiate the assymetry of the valley. Pleistocene and Holocene
glaciers have overdeepened the valley ;and periodically removed material l;oss-
wasted from the valley walls, U3ut, it ir the bedrock structure that has exerted
the primary control.

It is significant that the ,trike of the first order jolntst almost parallels
the axial direction of ihe valley. As f,:-i1ilon also parallels the pre-
dominant iet, this has provided a strong control on the valley'- orientation.
The steepness (nearly 900) of the second and third order joints ha-been
the main element Influencing the shape of the valley.

Formation of the Ptarmigan valley and of the adjacent Lemon Glacier and
Canyon Creek valleys to the east and west has been assymetric because the
predominant joint set dips at an angle which Is diagonal to the flow direction
of the glacier (Fig. 75).

A Conceotual Model

Seppala has examined the orriation of such valleys theoretically, with simple
model- of different possible joint sets and uf their to be expected influence

on velley form. Fur example, If the surface of a predomlnant jolnt set is
found to conform to one slope of a valley, where a second and weaker set dips
90* to 'he predominant one it is logical that valley assymetry will develop
whenever the dip of the first-order set lies close to 0o, 450 or 900 (see A,
B and C in Fig. 76 ). Such geometries produce optimum conditions for forming
a regular (synmmetric) U-form glacial valley. In other cases (see D and E,
Fig. 76), a vjiley should have a more or less assymetric cross-section. If
the joints are not perpendicular, of course, a more complex morphology will
result.

From the flow law of Ice it can be demonstrated that the parabolic characteris-
tic of mos÷ glacier flow curves (in low and intermediate entropy ranges) when
turned on their sides do reveal U-form cross-sections. As this represents the
trusnature v the energy d;stribution, It will lead to U-form valley profiles.
Because Ice is a medium which Is visco-plastic (if thermophysically Temperate)
or elasto-plart~c (if thermally Polar), it follows t he topography In such a
way that maxi.-num r--•sive power is ti.rected to the bottom of the glacial
valley. There ii wiil capitalize on any zones of structural or lithologic
weakness. As the Ptarmigan Glacfer trz,'ects a variety of rock types of
var•able re.stances, it follows thW-i d&mina.it controe on the development of
the valley -,rfr 'i6 been bedrock structure. The Influence of ilthology is
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mostly In the micro-relief terrain features of the upper flanks and ridge
crests between the glacial valleys. These concepts are verified in most other
valley and ridge areas of the Juneau Icefleld and its peripheral Taku and
Atlin Districts (e.g., Fig. 78).

D. REGIONAL DISEQUILIBRIUM AND THE MOST PROBABLE STATE

In the foregoing, the principle of dynamic equilibrium in landform and
terrain analysis applies. But the effects of pre-existing controls (structural
and lIthologic) end up dominating the terrain evolution. As such controls
Impose constraints...I.e., lend themselves to asynmetry In the Ptarmigan Glacier
valley...that pr-ilcular landform can only be looked upon as striving for the
most probable stale (Leopold and Langbeln, 1962). In a few other valleys in
this reg~on where there Is more lithrlogic homogeneity and where similarly
orientated joint sets exist on either valley wall, more symmetrical U-form
valley shapes ocsur. As in the ultimate symmetry produced by the Law of
Divides, such cases have reached dynamic equilibrium and hence represent a
steady state. In this region of such varied rock types and vast differences
in relief, such Is seldom seen.

Considering the variety and magnitude of relief on the icefleld (Figs. 5,7,78) and the
relatively short tine-span which encompasses the Pleistocene (ca. 3.5 x 106
years), we can only conclude ttd the intensity of the glacial, glaclo-fluvial,
mass wastage and periglacial processes which have so much been the focus of
our attention In this report, has been so great that the entropic evolution
of the terrain features described has been exceedingly rapid. This has only
been achieved with a considerable amount of crustal and atmospheric Instability.
Th,.s the rapidity of erosion has been directly a consequence of the unique
combination of exogenetic and endogenetic factors described. As long as
these kinds and rates of energy input Into the terrain system remain high,
this northwestern coastal region will remain in dynamic disequilibrium, quite
In contrast to the dynamic equilibrium of low relief regions in the mid-
continent sectors of North America.
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Fijg. 4 Satellite visual from NOAA-4 on 23 April 1975 at 12:53 p.m. Altitude 1500 Km. View shows
southeast Alaska Coast on right with storm front associated with North Pacific low in center
covering southwest Alaska and the Bering Sea. Note locations of Anchorage, Yakutat and Juneau.
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Fig. 7

View west across terminus of' Llewellyn Glacier. between (Camp 26 and Llewellyn fillet showing part of icefield
periphery under study in Atlin sector. (B. C. Government photo. August 30. 1949)

144<-



a. Lemon & Ptarmigan Glaciers near Juneau -- view southeast on August 13. 1948. Part of Thomas Glacier in left
foreground (photo M. M. Miller)

"!;d

b. Coliseum and Cathedral Glaciers near Atlin - view southwest on July 14. 1975. Torres Rock Glacier in hanging
valley on left (photo M. M. Miller)

Fig. 8 Prototype coastal and inland cirque - headed Glacier systems showing research camp locations. 1 5
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FIG.286a -PRECIPITATION FROM MRI AT CAMP 17, LEMON GLACIER
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a. Band 5 (lower red imagery) ... with glacier areas distinctly black. Eagle. Herbert. Mendenhall and Lemon
Glacier tongues visible in left and bottom center.

b. Band 7 (near-IR imagery) . . showing brilhtness reversal in glacier terminal areas. Norris, Taku and Twin
Glaciers visih!,- on right in TakU Inlet sector. c;astineau Channel is straight fiord in lower left center.

Fig. 45 SRTS multi-spectral imagery of southwestern portion of Juneau Icefield. Alaska, on August 11, 1972.
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FIG-47 FREE WATER CONTENT OF

CATHEDRAL GLACIER FIRN
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FIG-49 FIRN PIT PROFILE AT CATHEDRAL.

GLACIER TEST PIT SITE, 5850 Ft.( "n1770

Seplember 7, 1972.
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a. Supraglacial stream system highlighted by specular reflection of setting sun. Large arrow is direction of glacier
flow. Small arrow at moulin into which streams flow.

I;.,-- - • " .. •o -

b. Medial moraines and wave-bulge features showing transecting radial crevasse pattern. Circled areas represent

sites of detailed study. Scale indicated by human .'igures appearing as small dots in rectangle H.

Fig. 55 Junction area of Vaughan Lewis Glacier (left) and Gilkey Glacier (right)
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Fig. 59 Side-wall fluting in supraglacial stream
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APPENDIX Cr RELATIVE MEAN SUNSE OT NUMBERS (Rz)

As supplied by Swiss Federal Observatory, Zurich, Switzerland,
Published in Monthly Weather Review, Vol. 30 at seq.;
and also from World Data Center Xor Solar-Terrestrial

Physics, NOAA

Year Mean (Rz) Year Mean (Rz) Year Mean (Rz)
"1749 80.9 1791 66.6 1835 8.5
1750 83.4 1792 60.0 1834 13.2
1751 47.7 1793 46.9 1835 56.9
1752 47.8 1794 41.0 1836 121.5
1753 30.7 1795 21.3 1837 138.3
1754 12.2 1796, 16.0 1838 103.2
1755 9.6 1797 6.4 1839 85.8
1756 10.2 1798 4.1 1840 63.2
1757 32.4 1799 6.8 1841 36.8
1758 47.6 1800 14.5 1842 24.2
1759 54.0 1801 34.0 1843 10.7
1760 62.9 1802 45.0 1844 15.0
1761 85.9 1803 43.1 1845 40.1
1762 61.2 1804 47.5 1846 61.5
1763 45.1 1805 42.2 1847 98.5
1764 36.4 1806 28.1 1848 124.3
1765 20.9 1807 10.1 1849 95.9
1766 11.4 1808 8..1 1850 66.5
1767 37.8 1809 2.5 1851 64.5
1768 69.8 1810 0.0 1852 54.2
1769 106.1 1811 1.4 1853 39.0
1770 100,8 1812 5.0 1854 20.6
1771 81.6 1813 12.2 1855 6.7
1772 66.5 1814 13.9 1856 4.3
1773 34.8 1815 35.4 1857 22.8
1774 30.6 1816 45.8 1858 54.8
1775 7.0 1817 41.1 1859 93.8
1776 19.8 1818 30.4 1360 95.7
1777 92.5 1819 23.9 1861 77.2
1778 154.4 1820 15.7 1862 59.1
1779 125.9 1821 6.6 1863 44.0
1780 84.8 1822 4.0 1864 47.0
1781 68.1 1823 1.8 1865 30.5
1782 38.5 1824 8.5 1866 16.3
1783 22.8 1825 16.6 1867 7.3
1784 10.2 1826 36.3 1868 37.3
1785 24.1 1827 49.7 1869 73.9
1786 82.9 1828 62.5 1870 139.1
1787 132.0 1829 67.0 1871 111.2
1788 130.9 1830 71.0 1872 101.7
1789 118.1 1831 47.8 1873 66.3
1790 89.9 1832 27.5 1874 44.?

World Data Center for Solar-Terrestrial Physics'
Environmental Data Service, NOAA
B'ulder, Colorado, USA 80302 (313) 499-1000 Ext. 6467
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Year Mean (Rz) Y .,ar Mean (Rz) Yenr Mean (Rz)
1875 17.1 1916 55.4 1957 189.8
1876 11.3 1917 103.9 1958 184.6
1877 12.3 1918 80.6 1959 158.71878 3.4 1919 63.6 1960 112.31879 6.0 1920 38i7 1931 53.9
1880 32.3 1921 24.7 1962 37.61881 54.3 1922 14.7 1963 27.9
1882 59.7 1923 5.8 1964 10.2
1883 63.7 1924 16.7 1965 15.1
1884 63.5 1925 44.3 1966 46.9
1885 52.2 1926 63.9 1967 93.7
"1886 25.4 1927 69.0 1968 105.91887 13.1 1928 77.8 1969 105.6
1888 6.8 1929 65.0 1970 104.2
1889 6.3 1930 55.7 1971 66.61890 7.1 1931 21.2 1972 68.9
1891 35.r 1932 11.1 1973 38.0
1892 73.0 1933 5.7 1974 34.51893 84.9 1934 8.7 1975 18.3(proj.)
1894 78.0 1935 36.1
1895 64.0 195G 79.?
1896 41.8 1937 114.4
1897 26.2 1938 109.6
1898 26.7 1939 88.8
1899 12.1 1940 67.8
1900 9.5 1941 47.5
1901 2.7 1942 30.6
1902 5.0 1943 16.3
1903 24.4 1944 9.6
1904 42.0 1945 33.1
1905 63.5 1946 92.5
1906 53.8 1947 151.5
1907 62.0 1948 136.2
1908 48.5 1949 135.1
1909 43.9 1950 83.7
1910 18.6 1951 69.4
1911 5.7 1952 .1,4
1912 3.6 1953 13.8
1913 1,4 1954 4.4
1914 1955 37.9
1915 47.4 1956 141.7
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APPENDIX D

STREAM GAGING METHODS USED IN THE JUNEAU ICEFIELD RESEARCH

During the course of the glaclo-hydrological investigations carried out on the
Juneau Icefield between 1951 and 1975, including the three years of this ARO
grant, standard stream gaging methods have been employed. These are based on
U.S. Geological Survey procedures outlined in the following special reports:
U.S. Geological Survey (1968) Water resources Investigations of the U.S.
Geological Survey. Book Ill. Applications of Hydraulics. Ch. A-6, General
procedures for gaging streams, by Carter, Q.W. and Davidlan, J. Also$ Ch. A-7,
Stage measurements at gaging statioc-,,, by -uc',aFnir,, T.J. and Somers, W.P.

E3riefly, the methods and equipment used in the ARO studies on Lemon Creek,
Ptarmigan Creek (Camp I, Trail Cabin, via Camps 17 and 17A) and on Cathedral
(Elixir) Creek near Camp 29 were as follows.

Stream discharge is The volume rate of water flow and includes sediments In sus-
pension or dissolved In it. The discharge is given in ft 3 /sec. The current
meter methodd( measuring discharge was used at all three sites. The formula Q = (av)
represents the products of the partial areas of the stream cross-section and Its
average velocities. (Note the following graph denoting the midsection method
of computing cross-sectional areas.) In this:

(Q) is total discharge
(a) is a partial cross-sectional area
(v) is the corresponding mean velocity

The area, considered to be made up of a sum of rectanoulhýr sections, extends from
half the horizontal distance from the previous observe-inr point to half the
distance to the next, and from the surface of the streom ýo the. depth sounded.

In orderto obtain the mean vertical distribution if vplncity, velocities are
sampled at each observation point with a standarr -:J-rent meter. In this study
a Type AA vertical axis Price Meter was used. V-"here small stream f!ow is
measured, as in Cathedral Creek at low water times, a3 rygmy type was employed.)
The following equation is used to calculate tfie partial discharge:

V (bx - b(x-1) + (b(x + I) - bx) dx

q VxL 2 2= Vx b(x + 1) - b(x - 1)-d2J

In this,
q x = discharge through partial section x
Vx = mean velocity at location x

bx = distance from initial point to location x

b(x-I) = distance from initial point to preceding location
b(x+l) = distance from Initial point to next location

dx = depth of water at location x

The current meter, by earphone connection, allows one to count the number of re-
" volutions of the rotor during a given period of time. From the number of
revolutions and time, the velocity of flow Is found. Freque cy is measured by
electrical impulses produced in a contact chamber and giving audible clirks in
the headphone. The time Intervals are recorded by stopwatch.
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In the Ptarmigan and Cathedral Creek gaging, a top-setting wading rod was
used for sounding. The rod was carefully placed In the stream 3o that the base
plate was stble on the streAm bed. The depth was read onihe graduated main
rod and the velocity measured with a Price meter attached to the rod.

Making the discharge measurements at a cross-section requires a mean velocity In
each selected vertical, but the current meter determines velocity at a point. The
method used on the Lemon Creek was the two-point method. Observations were made
in each vertical sounding at points 0.2 and 0.8 of the total distance to the

bed fromn the surface. By averaging this, the mean velocity was determined.
This method was used with depths of 2.5 feet or -ore. When the depth was between

0.3 and 2.5 feet (as In Ptarmigan and Cathedral Creeks), a second method was
Invoked which made observations of velocity at 0.6 of the total depth below the
nurface. This was considered to be the mean velocity.

The stage of a stream is defined as the height of the water surface above an
established datum plane. Measurements of this level are essential to deter-mina-
tions of stream discharae. The method used to sense the water level or stage was
a float In a stilling well, Inside of a weather protection shelter. Intake pipes
connected the stream to the gage. The Lemon Creek site had a stilling well
placed direct!y In the stream. In the Ptarmigan and Cathedral Creek surveys,
the well was placed under the bank of the stream. All three stilling wells were
covered to provide adequate protection to the float and prevent the direct In-
fluence of winds on variations In water level.

The instruments used were Stevens A water-stage recorders, with continuous strip-
charts providing a quite satisfactory stage record. For the scale on the graphic
record, a 1:6 gage height scale and a time scale of one day equal ing 2.4 inches
were chosen. To insure accuracy, comparative readings were taken on the inside
and the outside gages at each site visit. This also helped to detect any mal-
functions of the recording system.

A discharge rating curve defines discharge as a function of stage, slope, rate of
change of stage, or other variables. The Lemon Creek discharge ratings consisted
of simple relations between stage and discharge. Several discharge measurements
are essential to define the changing relationship. If the control changes, a
new discharge rating is needed. All three creeks surveyed are vulnerable to
changes in stream channel due to the Influence of Ice, deposition, erosion and
general changes in bed roughness, thus requiring repeated gaging several times
each season.

The data are plotted on logarit,imic paper. From a graphical examination of the curve,
plotted as a straight line, the stage-discharge relations of each creek were found.
Included In this appendix, as an example, is the Lemon Creek Discharge rating
curve(after GuignA, 1974).*

SGulgn6, Jacques Yves (1974) Hydrological Studies on the Lemon, Ptarmigan
and Cathedral Glacier Systems, 1974. Open File Report, Juneau Icefleld
Research Program, 1974 season.
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~1V APPENDIX E-

jUNEAIJ ICEFIELD RE5EARCH PROGRAM -GLAC,"O- METEOROLOGY REiCORD
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APPENDIX F

FREE '.,,TER CONTENT MEASURING PRDCEDURES ON THE JUNEAU ICEFIELD

A. Description of Mebsuring Principle

Free water content of snow and firn means the ratio or proportion of liquid
water in wet snow or firn when the snow or Ice temperature is below 00 C (32 0 F).
Unless we are dealing with super-cooled zones in sea-Ice or a glacier there Is no
liquid water present.

The mass of wet snow (Ms) is comparised of both water mass (MW) and Ice mass
(M), so the ratio of free water content (FWC) In wet snow must be represented
as a percentage. Thus:

FWC = Mw x 100 (%) (I)
Ms

The percentage of free water content in wet snow can be obtained by non-
calorimetric as well as calorimetric methods. The non-calorimetric method used
on the Juneau Icefleld -.esearch Program has been described by Miller (1954).

The calorimetric method as used on the 1972 Juneau Icefield Research Program was
carried out as follows. The calorimeter is shown in Figure

The procedures are as follows: Put hot water at temperature TI (mass is W) In
the container 109-A* and wet snow (Ms) in the container 109-B, which are covered
with a thermal Insulator. Then both containers are connected and the wet snow
(firn) is mixed wilh hot water and melted into water at temperature T2 . The
following equation pertains:

(W + wA) T = L Mi + (Ms + Wb) T2 (2)

Here WA and Wb are constants depending on the calorimeter and on the water
equivalent heat capacity. The factor T is TI = T2 and L is the latent heat of
fusion or of ice crystallization (79.6 calories per gram).

If we measure the values of W, TI, T2 and M5, we can get the mass of ice (Mi)
in the wet snow (firn) from equation (2).

On the other hand, wet snow or firn (Ms' is:

Ms - Mi + Mw (3)

So equation (I) and (3) gives

FWC = ( I - Mi ) x 100 (%) (4)

SInstitute of Low Temperature Science, University of Hokkaido, caiorimeter,
as used on the Juneau icefield Research Program, 1971-75
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Measurement Procedures

(I) Prepare hot water, between 550 and 600 C, in a pot on the stove.

(2) Pour the hot water into a plastic pot.

(3) Fill the blue bottle with the hot water, between 530 and 580 C.

(4) Insert proper thermometer into the blue bottle, until the rubber is reached.

In this process, if a little hot water is spilt out by inserting the thermometer,
this can be ignored. Next, measure the hot water temperature, so you can get the
mass of hot water from Table I (at end of this appendix). One must be careful
not to squeeze the blue bottle because this wl'i preclude getting the correct
volume of hot water.

(5) Transfer the hot water into the conte .,r 109-A with care.

(6) Leave the container, 109-A, covered with a thermal insulator.

(7) Collect wet snow (or firn) of 100-120 grams and put into the container, 109-B.
It is recommended that between 210 and 230 grams be collected, including the
weight of 109-B. This should be done quickly and carefully. Wear thick gloves,
for the snow or firn will 5e melted by warm hands. The container must be cooled
to OC. (Put the container, 109-B, into wet snow in advance.)

(8) Measure the weight of wet snow (firn) with the dead-weight of the container
(without stopper).

(9) Shake 109-A to agitate the hot water and then read the initial temperature

of the hot water.

(10) Connect 1O9-,1 and 109-B and then mix the hot water with the wet snow (firn).

(II) Shake very well.

(12) Read the final temperature of container 109-A.

(13) After reading the final temperature with the thermometer in the container,
109-A, the water in the container should be thrown away and the small amount of
water left in the container should be sucked out by a dropper. This readies the
calorimeter for its next use.

Z 4~



FREE WATER CONTENT CALCULATION CHART F-3

Measurement Number RemarksI

Survey Point Weather Wind Direction Container Number

Date Air Temperature Wind Velocity Surveyor's Name

SCONTAINER 109-A IF CONTAINER 109-.8

Ho w t r .T ~ W eight oftemp. in the TC °C T2 0C wet snow gblue bottle I and 109-B)

(See Table 1)r
TEAOPERA7UR

SI! I FOR THERMO- weKrh o1.
Ma ss I C METER IN O" Weight of 113.1 g]

-19- ONTAINER 1109-(• -('• - - lI~"A SeE - /- 10 °B•TABLE 2) J ••(

EQUIVALENT
KNOWN WATERHEAT CAPACiT 1 g cc Weight ofOF CONTAINER 16.8 wet snow OW
109-A •

KNOWN WATER
EQUIVALENT
HEAT CAPACITY 3
OF CONTAINER
109-B A,

HlEAT CAPACITY

SNOWWAWATE EQUIVVALET

OF CON TAINER
109-A AND 9
HOT WATER

Heat loss of 109-A Mn of ice

Heat gain of 109-B

Ratio of ice
_ ~in the wet snow

Known latentPecnaeo
heat of fusion 79.6 free water in

wet snow
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CI,0ORIMETER COMvC2sIOT Temperature correction forTABTS I Calorimeter thermometer in
the container 109-A

cemperature (0 C) 1  
T, and T2 correction

•5 251.1 value
251.0 10-31 OC - 0.4 °C

47 250.9 31-41 0.3
48 250.8 41-48 0.2
49 250.6 48-50 0.3
50 250.5U 51 250.4
52 250.5
53 250.2 T1 : Initial temperature of
54 250.1 hot wiater in the con-tainor 109-A55 250.0 T2: Finnl temperature of

water in the contain-
5? 249.8 er 109-A

249-7 .Iater eaulvalent heat capacity
59 24#.6 of 109-A is 15.8 gram.
CO 249. 1
,A 249.3 Uleirht of container 109-B
r2 -49.2 (dead weight) is 113.1 gram.

"3 ;• 2-9.1

429.0 JWater equivalent heat capac~ityof container 109-B is 10.3"7'5 224. Pram.
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APPENDIX G

"R. !ThGRAPH-IC I ?OFILJ~h3" at "JIr; lOB, 16J, 9J, & 8B

ite lop, (elev. 3500 t.!et) 17b30m 11 Aug., 1972

Juneau Icefield (r)ll-qrh G. ./khr , Y. nd . Pi i )

:-now r-rain I'ardnesri 3 Free water content
depth rlcn74ty SiLze depth dlepth %
urn.') 0-/crO) (cm) (cm)

-ufac .. 7C.a . 0-10 18.4
C).57 C~d

40-4. (.55 C
C F,1 ;.0 75-8073

1'-1Z-I1 0.5 G 11;3 2.7
1L41I-150 C .5ý C 14"15.

50-2?l 0 C.58' C-d 1I25-170 7.1
270-235, G. _ C-d 12)35 2.9 "225-230 4.9
'250-P55 C '-, cid
(00- `5 O.75 C-d 2.)0 23 PP5-290 5.7

f -:) 0110.75
30/0-3 Cd 39n 3.8 ~ :00
"25_430 0.--4 C-0. 425 14.0 4304403.

Air Temprnpcture L)now/firn Temnpr~r-ti-e
h 3urface OcC

2,, -tC r.~ 0
13U 4C+.400 0

20 0 *2.P4nr 0

*ýite 0-12) Junction (elevation 4100 feet) 21h30m-231h

unveau Tcofhid~c 11I Aurr. 1972

,,now r-r,-iin Yo rd nc:n Free water conte nt
depth: densiAty r~'ze depth i--fndepth
(cnn-) (g/crn)(c3) (ems)

!ýurf rice 0. 52; C .( 0 0.411 10-20 5.
50-55ý 0.59 0.4 5'0 7.1 1)0-705.

0. 58 C.d 130-140 4.7

1-18('./70 0.4 'd 0.8 120 0 -210 E6. 4
l150-195 0.70CrO1 1.1 26-0-270 5.7

70-2_-75 0G7 0-9.0 C8 3.1 312-320 G6.2

Air Tor. pcrrpture
+0.8 C

20 00 +1.0
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Site half mile south of C-9 Junction 12h - 14h

12! Aur.,1972 Juneau Icefield (elevation 4900 feet)
grain Hardness 2 Free water content

depth density size depth Rg/cm depth
(ems) geM9 (ems) (cms)

surface 0.56 d 0 1.1 0-10 15.0
70-75 0.64 C 70 5.0 15-20 7.4
140-145 0.64 C 140 10.0 70-80 7.4
190-195 0.6G C 190 3.0 150-160 6.5
230-235 0.73 C 220 2.1 215-230 13.6
250-255 0..G C 250 4.1 260-265 9.4
310-315 0.82 C 295 0.8 320-325 9.2
340-345 0.74 C-d 340 2.4 350-360 10.0
380-385 0.65 C-d 380 4.2
425-430 0.64 C-d 425 15.0 465-475 3.8
455-4ý0 0.66 C-d

Air Temperature

1 2 h2 0 m +2.80C
"13 O0 +2.0

"lite 08/018 Junction 16hl0m-18h 12 Aur., 1972

Juneau Icefield (elevation 5850 feet)

grain Hbr3nne ! 2 Jeree water content
depth dens ty size depth kg/cm depth j

g(cm/) lcim• (cms) (ems)

surface 0.53 C-d 0 0.28 10 11.3
70-75 0.71 C-d 70 1.5 -0-55 11.6
130-1715 O. 64 C-d 130 0.- 140-150 9.7
195-200 0.59 C-d 200 4.G 180-190 5.4
245-250 0.62 C-d 245 8.4 250-260 4.8
290-295 0.68 C-d 290 3.5 295-305 10.5
350-355 0.59 C-d 350 7.4 320-330 8.7
380-385 0.5r, d 380 3.2 385-395 5.3
410-415 0.62 d 410 0. 445-455 6.9
430-435 0.81 C 440 1 .6
490-495 0.78 C 490 .23 480-490 12.0

Air Temperature

is8h 30 r' +4.0 0c
17 40 +4.3
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